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ABSTRACT
QUANTIFYING THE PREDICTABILITY OF EVOLUTION AT THE GENOMIC LEVEL IN
LYCAEIDES BUTTERFLIES
by
Samridhi Chaturvedi, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University,
Major Professor: Zachariah Gompert, Ph.D.
Department: Biology
Repeatable phenotypic evolution includes parallel and convergent evolution in independent
populations in response to similar environmental challenges and implies natural selection. These
repeated genetic changes suggest that predictable genetic changes can be indentified. However, the
extent of predictability of evolution and the different circumstances in which evolution is more or
less predictable remain unclear. This dissertation attempts to identify and quantify the degree to
which evolution is predictable and studies different mechanisms which contribute to evolution of
Lycaeides butterflies. I evaluate predictability in various contexts by testing for overlap in genomic
loci associated with a evolving trait or associated with a specific evolutionary process. These
contexts include comparing natural populations on a geographical and a temporal scale, comparing
natural and laboratory populations, and comparing locations across the genome. In chapter 2, I
investigated whether historical admixture can predict patterns of introgression (gene flow between
species) in a contemporary hybrid zone using Lycaeides butterflies. Here, I first show that both
ancient and contemporary hybrid zones experience consistent selection which affects patterns of
introgression and genomic composition of hybrids in a similar manner. Therefore, I can predict
evolutionary patterns in one hybrid zone from another. In chapter 3, I assessed the predictability
of genomic changes underlying a recent host plant shift in Lycaeides melissa butterflies. Here, I
show genomic changes accompanying this host shift are somewhat predictable depending on the
contextual comparisons. Having studied genomic basis of evolution in the previous two chapters, I
iv
address another novel mechanism underlying host plant adaptation in these butterflies. In chapter 4,
I assess the sources of variation in the gut microbial community of Lycaeides melissa caterpillars.
Here, I show that caterpillar gut microbial communities vary over time and differ between frass
and whole caterpillar samples. Diet (host plant) and butterfly population have limited effects on
microbial communities. Collectively, these results demonstrate that I can use different contexts
to study predictability of evolution. However, the degree of predictability varies across different
contextual approaches. Quantifying the extent to which evolution is predictable can be crucial in
understanding the causes and consequences of evolutionary predictability.
(224 pages)
vPUBLIC ABSTRACT
QUANTIFYING THE PREDICTABILITY OF EVOLUTION AT THE GENOMIC LEVEL IN
LYCAEIDES BUTTERFLIES
Samridhi Chaturvedi
Stephen Jay Gould, a great scientist and evolutionary biologists, suggested that if we could
replay the tape of life, we would not have observed similar course of events because evolution is
stochastic and if affected by several events. Since then, the possibility that evolution is repeatable
or predictable has been debated. Studies using large-scale evolution experiments, long-term data
for individual populations, and controlled experiments in nature, have demonstrated phenotypic
and genetic convergence in several taxa. These studies suggest that despite some randomness,
predictable evolutionary patterns can emerge on a large temporal and spatial scale. However, a few
cases also exist where evolution is unpredictable and stochastic. One way to understand evolutionary
predictability better can be to have quantitative estimates of predictability at different heirarchical
levels (mutations, genetic, phenotypic). This can help better understand if evolution is predictable
and the extent to which it is predictable. My dissertation uses Lycaeides butterflies to identify and
quantify evolutionary predictability in different contexts such as on a geographic scale, temporal scale
and genomic scale. I accomplished this by sequencing and annotating the genomes of these butterflies
across a vast geographic range and on a temporal scale and by comparing natural and experimental
populations. My results show that different mechanisms can assist evolution of organisms to adapt
to novel environmental challenges, and that the evolutionary changes can be somewhat predictable.
Through this work I demonstrate three main findings: first, quantitative estimates of evolutionary
predictability indicate that degree of predictability is variable and is highly context-dependent.
Second, we can predict evolutionary patterns on a spatial as well as temporal scale, and can predict
patterns in nature by controlled laboratory experiments. Additionally, genomic changes underlying
repeatability vary across the genome. Lastly, the approach of quantifying predictability can help us
better understand the mechanisms which drive evolution and how organisms will evolve in response
to similar environmental pressures. These results suggest that evolution can be constrained and
vi
if we actually replay the tape of life, we could see a considerably similar outcome in biodiversity
compared to what Gould predicted.
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have high cline parameter β values in Dubois-Lycaeides, as expected under a null
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as expected under a null model. This distribution is for overlap in the top 0.1% quan-
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lapping SNPs enriched for excess L. idas ancestry in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and
have high cline parameter β values in Dubois-Lycaeides, as expected under a null
model. This distribution is for overlap in the top 0.1% quantile. Blue line indicates
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Repeated phenotypic evolution constitutes the parallel or convergent evolution of traits in
independent populations in response to similar environmental pressures [3]. Accumulating data now
shows that phenotypic and genetic convergence can occur across several taxa [2, 4, 7, 18, 25, 26].
Evolutionary processes such as mutation and random drift do not cause similar evolutionary shifts
repeatedly in response to environmental changes. Therefore, repeated use of same underlying genes
during parallel and convergent phenotypic evolution can be indicative of constraints on genetic
pathways and imply natural selection [17]. Understanding these constraints and their effects on
phenotypic evolution can provide a possibility to predict genetic evolution. Therefore, instances of
repeated phenotypic evolution can provide an opportunity to identify and measure the predictable
genetic changes underlying adaptive evolution and speciation.
Even though several instances of parallel and convergent evolution have been recorded, the
stochastic and contingent nature of evolution has been a classic topic of discussion in biology and
has been presented with contrasting views [16, 21, 22]. On one end some instances suggest the
unpredictable nature of evolution [1, 15], on the other end the repeated evolution of specific traits
and genetic changes in response to similar environmental pressures emphasizes that evolution can
be predictable [20]. However, multiple selective agents and genetic background (such as standing
genetic variation, large effect sizes, higher mutation rates and linkage or epistatic relationships)
can affect the probability of repeated use of same genes in natural populations [23]. Therefore, it
can be said that predictability of evolution is not discrete and instead can lie along a quantitative
continuum [1]. Along these lines, quantification of the extent of predictability at different levels
(such as genotypes, phenotypes, genomes and mutations) and different scales (geographic, temporal
and genomic scales and comparisons within these scales) can help better understand predictability
of evolution. By using different contexts to quantify predictability of genetic changes, we can obtain
a deeper understanding of how natural populations will cope with similar environmental challenges
due to climate changes or human-mediated habitat changes. In addition, this can help us dissect the
various underlying mechanisms which drive adaptive evolution and speciation.
2The overarching goal of this dissertation is to better understand predictability of evolution and
the mechanisms driving adaptation to novel environments by using Lycaeides butterflies. These
butterflies provide two interesting avenues to test for predictable evolution: the first is novel host
plant colonization, and the second is the existence of an ancient and contemporary hybrid zone in
a restricted spatial scale wherein the ancient hybrid zone spans a wide geographic range and the
contemporary hybrid zone inhabits a very small space. Lycaeides melissa occur throughout western
North America and utilize several species of legumes as their native hosts across their geographic
range in North Western United States. Since the introduction of Medicago sativa (alfalfa) in their
host range, some populations have started to colonize this novel host [19]. Along these lines, there is
evidence suggesting that populations have persisted and adapted to alfalfa even though it is a poor host
compared to the native legumes [5, 6, 24]. This case of novel host colonization provides an exciting
opportunity to understand the predictability of genome-wide evolutionary changes associated with
a host-plant shift in these butterflies. I use this case to quantify predictability and use several
contexts for studying predictable genomic changes underlying a life-history trait. In addition, I also
use this background of host-plant shift to understand the role of larval gut microbial community
in host use in L. melissa. Another aspect of Lycaeides biology, which makes it an ideal system to
address my research goals in the occurrence of hybridization in several species of Lycaeides. Several
species of Lycaeides hybridize in specific geographic regions and have even formed hybrid lineages.
Lycaeides idas and Lycaeides melissa are two of the 5 nominal species of Lycaeides butterflies that
occur in North America [10, 13]. Along these lines, there is evidence that Lycaeides come into
secondary contact in various regions across their geographic range and have hybridized to produce
three additional admixed lineages [8, 9, 11, 12]. I use this case of hybridization as another novel
context to study predictability.
Using this background, I first identified and quantified the degree of evolutionary predictability
in the following contexts: 1) different type of comparisons (among natural populations vs. between
natural and experimental populations 2) different scales of comparisons (on a large geographic scale
vs. pair of populations in close proximity; on a large temporal scale) and lastly, 3) comparison of
different genomic regions (autosomes vs. sex chromosomes). Second, I was broadly interested in
3understanding adaptive evolution in these butterflies by studying different mechanisms which drive
adaptation and speciation. Host-plant use in herbivorous insects is an interesting case in which to
understand adaptation in response to contemporary habitat changes. Therefore, I used genomic and
microbiome approaches to understand how L. melissa butterflies adapt to novel host plant alfalfa.
Hybrid zones can also be used to understand adaptive evolution since introgression can provide
novel genetic variation to adapt to environmental changes and can be useful to indentify genetic
barriers to gene flow [14]. Therefore, I use Lycaeides hybrid zones and a genomics approach to
identify genetically differentiated regions in hybrid populations experiencing variable environmental
pressures. Together these approaches combined with genomics analyses help me better understand
the evolution of Lycaeides butterflies over geographic scale wherein I compare natural populations
which vary in their geographic distribution (widespread vs. small distribution) and on a temporal
scale (ancient vs. contemporary hybrid zone).
In Chapter 2, I approach evolutionary predictability by quantifying predictability of genomic
changes in the context of temporal comparisons in natural hybrid zones. Studies of replicate hybrid
zones have found evidence of similar patterns of introgression across transects, but these studies
generally focus on hybrid zones of a similar age. Whether there is consistency in patterns of
introgression over time (at different stages of hybrid zone formation) is less clear. In this chapter, I
use relatively old admixed populations ofLycaeidesmelissa andLycaeides idas butterflies (admixture
occurred about 14,000 ybp) and populations from a recent, active hybrid zone (hybridization started
around 200 years ago and is ongoing) to ask if evolutionary patterns in old admixed populations can
predict evolutionary dynamics in the current hybrid zone. Here, I asked two questions. First, how
well can I predict genomic regions which are most resistant to gene flow in recent active hybrids
from patterns of ancestry in the admixed populations? Second, can I identify the processes which
drive repeated patterns of introgression? I used genomic data analyses and genome annotation
to first delineate candidate genomic regions which show excess local ancestry in ancient hybrids
and genomic regions which show variable patterns of introgression in contemporary hybrids. By
identifying these regions, I could pinpoint specific locations of the genome and their functional
properties to better understand what traits underlie reproductive isolation in Lycaiedes hybrids. I first
4found that several regions of the genome show excess ancestry in ancient hybrids and several regions
restrict introgression in contemporary hybrids. These regions were spread across the autosomes and
sex chromosome. I then saw that similar regions of the genome experience restricted introgression
across ancient and contemporary hybrid zones. Second, the level of consistency in overlap of
genomic regions is quite high between the two hybrid zones and this indicates that natural selection
is the deterministic force driving these patterns of introgression across time. These results highlight
that quantification of degree of predictability is possible over a large temporal scale and can be
variable in different regions of the genome.
In chapter 3, I measured the predictability of genome-wide evolutionary changes associated
with a recent host shift in Lycaeides melissa. There are various contexts which can be used to
study repeatable genomic changes underlying a phenotype. In addition, quantification of degree of
predictability can be crucial in drawing conclusions about the processes driving repeatable patterns
of evolution. In this chapter, I used two different contextual approaches to quantify the extent
of predictability of patterns of evolutionary change in nature. First, I identified genomic regions
most associated with host-use in L. melissa and tested if these regions are enriched for specific
functional properties. Second, I compared instances of repeated evolution of host shifts across
different populations of L. melissa across a geographic scale, and, third, I used SNP × performance
associations in a laboratory experiment to predict evolutionary changes underlying host use in
nature. I used genomic analyses and delineated genomic regions associated with host use in several
L. melissa populations. There were several regions which were associated with host use and these
were distributed across autosomes and sex chromosome. I then found that there is evidence of parallel
genomic changes underlying host use among natural populations spread across a wide geographic
range. There is a significant increase in predictability when I compare populations in close proximity
and associated with the same host plant. Additionally, I could partially predict genomic regions
associated with host use in nature from SNP × performance associations in a laboratory experiment.
However, in both these cases I could not predict the direction of allele frequency changes in nature
from those in the performance experiment. These results highlight how the degree of predictability
can be variable in different contexts and quantifying predictability can indicate if stochastic or
5deterministic processes are driving genomic changes underlying adaptive evolution.
While addressing the main objectives of my research, I was also curious about the role of
different mechanisms in adaptation to different environment. I used host-plant adaptation in L.
melissa as a case to understand adaptive evolution through different mechanisms. In chapter 3, I
address adaptation to novel host plant by understanding the genomic basis of novel host plant use.
In chapter 4, I tried to understand host plant adaptation in these butterflies by dissecting the role of
gut microbiome in host use by assessing the sources of variation in the gut microbial community of
Lycaeides melissa caterpillars. Host plant use in herbivorous insects is a complex life-history trait
which is affected by several aspects of the organisms biology. Insect gut microbiome can facilitate
or constrain host plant use. In this chapter, I ask two questions. First, can different aspects of
insect and host plant biology affect Lycaeides melissa caterpillar gut microbiome? Second, does
gut caterpillar gut microbiome community interact with caterpillar performance? I use caterpillar
rearing experiments and 16s rRNAmicrobiome sequencing of host plant, caterpillar frass and whole
body to address these questions. I first find that caterpillar age and sample type (frass or whole
body) causes variation in gut microbial communities. However, diet (host plant) and population
have limited effect on gut microbiome. Second, I found that there is no association of caterpillar gut
microbial communities with caterpillar performance. Our results provide general insights into the
role of gut microbiome in host plant use in Lepidotera.
Finally, in chapter 5, I summarize the findings of the previous three chapters and present a
conclusion concerning the specific questions addressed in this dissertation.
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9CHAPTER 2
DOES HISTORICAL ADMIXTURE PREDICT PATTERNS OF INTROGRESSION IN A
CONTEMPORARY HYBRID ZONE? INSIGHTS FROM LYCAEIDES BUTTERFLIES
Introduction
Hybridization, or interbreeding between diverged taxa, is increasingly being recognized as an
important and ubiquitous process in evolution of species [1, 2, 3, 4]. Several cases of introgression
and hybridization have been now documented across various organisms such as plants, animals,
microbes and humans. Hybridization is an important evolutionary phenomenon as it can lead
to reinforcement of incompatibilities through prezygotic isolation and thereby help complete the
speciation process [5, 6]. Hybridization can also provide genetic variation for adaptive evolution
by introducing new combinations of genotypes into the species gene pool [2, 3, 5, 6]. Therefore,
understanding patterns of hybridization (and introgression) can help understand the processes of
speciation and diversification. Natural hybrid zones offer an ideal opportunity to study hybridization.
Fine scale genetic mapping in hybrid zones can help identify genomic regions which have undergone
generations of recombination and contribute to reproductive isolation or are under selection [7].
This temporal and spatial tracking of genomic changes cannot be achieved in laboratory experiments
for organism with longer life spans. Although we have started to learn more about the role of
hybridization in evolution and its implications in speciation by studying patterns of introgression
and hybridization, we still lack knowledge about the process of hybridization in natural populations
and how the reproductive isolation barriers are maintained between hybrids and their parental taxa.
Two ways in which this gap in our knowledge can be filled is by understanding the processes which
drive patterns of evolution in hybrid zones and understanding how these patterns are shaped over
time.
Differential introgression across the genome is common in hybridizing taxa as has been high-
lighted by both geographic and genomic clines analyses in hybrid zones [6, 8]. Studies have also
highlighted howmarkers involved in restricted introgression are present in excess on specific regions
of the genome, such as the X (Z) chromosome [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Similarly, genomic
differentiation can help identify regions under divergent selection in populations. However, these
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patterns of differential introgression or differentiation can be difficult to interpret mainly due to
the unclear role of selection in driving variation across the genome. When considering allopatric
populations, recent selection or variable recombination rates can shape diverged genomic regions
which need not reflect resistance to introgression [8]. For example, variable recombination rates
have led to increased divergence near chromosome centers in replicate pairs of stream and lake
sticklebacks [15], and led to increased genome divergence in Ficedula flycatchers [16], suggesting
that heterogeneous selection may be driving reproductive isolation. Taxa undergo repeated instances
of allopatry and secondary contact, and regions of divergence could arise due to sorting of ancestral
variation such that selection could drive allele frequency differences by acting on standing genetic
variation [8]. Therefore, these regions could be shaped by heterogeneous selection or recombination
rates and restricted introgression (steep clines) will provide clear signatures of genomic regions
involved in speciation or reproductive isolation [6, 8]. In addition, patterns of ancestry can also
be difficult to interpret as it is not always plausible to parse the role of selection versus drift in
causing variation ancestry frequencies in hybrids. As population size and timing of admixture can
affect recombination rates, caution should be observed while interpreting high ancestry frequencies
as evidence of selection [17]. One way in which these issues can be resolved is by comparisons
between independent admixed populations or between ancient and contemporary hybrids. This way
hybrid zone studies can help distinguish between the role of selection versus stochastic processes
in driving patterns of introgression, especially when selection causes similar/parallel patterns of
change across time.
Along these lines, comparisons among multiple independent hybrid zones or transects can
provide information about whether there is concordance in patterns of genomic introgression and
can help connect patterns with processes. Parallel evolution, or the repeated evolution of genotypes
or phenotypes in different populations, provides evidence of selection [18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. Several
examples of parallel phenotypic evolution exist which demonstrate that similar ecological pressures
can promote parallel phenotypic evolution (For example, armor plating in sticklebacks, [23]). Simi-
larly, parallel genetic divergence can occur across ecotypes in patchy/mosaic habitats (For example,
stick insects [24] and Littoria snails [25]). In hybrid zones, spatial comparisons between indepen-
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dent transects have revealed variable concordance in genomic evolution. For example, patterns of
introgression between two species of Helianthus are highly consistent [26, 27], but studies on inde-
pendent hybrid zones between fish species/morphs reveal little concordance or partial parallelism
[28]. Either way, consistent patterns of locus-specific introgression between two geographic regions
of the hybrid zone highlight how specific genomic regions contribute to pre-zygotic barriers that iso-
late species irrespective of local ecological selection, population structure or ambiguity in gene flow
and divergence. While replicate hybrid zones in different locations can exhibit repeatable patterns
of introgression, we do not know if selection could consistently shape genomic patterns in a hybrid
zone at different time points over a large temporal scale. For example, can we ask if selection can
consistently act on barrier loci in ancient admixed hybrids with no ongoing hybridization (ancient
hybrids) and contemporary hybrids experiencing ongoing hybridization (recent hybrids)?
In this study, we make use of a well studied hybrid zone in Lycaeides butterflies to ask
whether consistent selection pressures shape the process of hybridization over long periods of time.
Hybridization has been crucial in the evolution of Lycaeides with several important outcomes, with
a unique scenario where ancient and contemporary hybrids coexist and show ongoing gene flow.
By comparing genomic patterns of admixture in contemporary and ancient hybrids, we attempt to
quantify the predictability of genome-wide patterns of admixture and inrogression. Lycaeides idas
and Lycaeides melissa are two of the 5 nominal species of Lycaeides butterflies that occur in North
America [29, 30]. These species likely diverged from their European ancestor 2.4 million years ago
[31] and differ in various aspects such as male genitalic morphology [32], wing patterns [33], host
plant use, phenology and behavior. Along these lines, there is evidence that Lycaeides come into
secondary contact in various regions across their geographic range and have hybridized to produce
three additional admixed lineages [34, 35, 36, 37]. One such hybrid lineage is formed between L.
melissa and L. idas, in North Western Wyoming, specifically in Jackson Hole and Gross Ventre
mountain region and we call this lineage Jackson Hole-Lycaeides[30, 37, 38]. We have shown
that Jackson Hole-Lycaeides are similar to L. idas in their genomic composition, have experienced
extensive introgression from L. melissa, and experience limited or no gene flowwith parental species
[30, 39]. In addition, locus specific ancestry estimates suggest that several loci in the genome have
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been fixed for chromosomal ancestry blocks [30]. Low levels of linkage disequilibrium and narrow
hybrid indices suggest that Jackson Hole-Lycaeides experience no gene flow with parental species
and harbor genomic regions which are evolving without independently from their parental species.
These populations formed 15,000 years ago and are in the process of genome stabilization post
hybridization [40](Also see Figure 2.1 for ancient hybrids).
Jackson Hole-Lycaeides have a genomic composition somewhat similar to nearby L. idas
populations but show evidence of introgression from L. melissa. In contrast, individuals from
a single locality, Dubois, WY, show variable genetic ancestry patterns (hereafter referred to as
Dubois-Lycaeides). Dubois-Lycaeides show high levels of admixture which is indicative of ongoing
gene flow between parental populations and therefore, this region is a case of recent or contemporary
hybridization [39]. Dubois is situated close to another Jackson Hole-Lycaeides locality where the
individuals utilize Astragalus miser as their host plant and a L. melissa locality where the host
plant used is Medicago sativa. The population at Dubois is restricted to a geographic space of 5
kilometers and occupies host plant patches along the road sides. Dubois-Lycaeides inhabit L. melissa
like environment and feed on M. sativa. Therefore, hybridization in Dubois-Lycaeides is ongoing
and individuals here could be putative hybrids between Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and L. melissa [39]
(Also see Figure 2.1 for contemporary hybrids).
For this study, we used Jackson Hole-Lycaeides as a case of ancient hybridization and Dubois-
Lycaeides as a case of ongoing or contemporary hybridization to ask if we can predict contemporary
patterns of introgression from ancient admixture. We used a high quality Lycaeides melissa genome
andDNA sequence data from butterflies from 23 localities, to answer the following specific questions
for our study: 1) Is Dubois, WY an active hybrid zone between L. melissa and Jackson Hole-
Lycaeides? 2) To what extent does introgression vary across the genome in Dubois, WY hybrid
zone? 3) To what extent does genetic ancestry vary across ancient Jackson Hole-Lycaeides? and
4) Can we predict regions which are most resistant to gene flow in contemporary hybrids from
patterns of ancestry in the ancient hybrids and are these regions enriched for specific functional
properties? We mainly hypothesize that natural selection rather than stochastic processes can drive
predictable patterns of evolution in Lycaeides hybrids and that putative targets of selection lie on
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specific genomic regions and are enriched for important biological functions.
Materials and Methods
Experimental Design
The main objective of this study was to predict patterns of introgression in a contemporary
hybrid zone from historical admixture in Lycaeides butterflies. In addition, wewanted to quantify the
degree of genomic predictability between these two cases of hybridization. The analytical framework
of this study included partial genome sequencing of Lycaeides butterflies from key localities in the
Jackson Hole region (No. of populations = 23, No. of individuals = 835), mapping these to a
high-quality genome reference genome assembly of Lycaeides melissa and conducting statistical
analyses to quantify predictability of genomic patterns of introgression between contemporary and
ancient hybrids.
Samples and DNA sequencing
We used genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) data from 835 Lycaeides butterflies sampled from
23 localities to include four species groups: a). Lycaeides melissa (N = 9), b). Lycaeides idas (N
= 6), c). Jackson Hole-Lycaeides (N =7), and d). Dubois-Lycaeides (N =1) (also see Table 2.1 for
number of individuals sampled from each locality). GBS data from 643 of these individuals was
published previously in a study of admixture in the Lycaeides species complex [39]. Data for the
remaining 192 individuals is presented here. For the data presented here, we conducted sampling at 4
localities (Table 2.1). We conducted DNA extraction, GBS library preparation and DNA sequencing
to generate 100 bp single-end reads with an Illumina HiSeq 2500 following previously described
approach [41].
Genome assembly and annotation
We annotated the structural and functional genetic elements in the de novo L. melissa genome
using the MAKER pipeline (version 2.31.10) [42, 43]. This pipeline uses repeatmasking, pro-
tein and RNA alignment and ab initio gene prediction to perform evidence based gene prediction
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which generates annotations which are supported by quality scores. Prior to using MAKER, we
identified de novo repeats in the L. melissa genome using REPEATSCOUT (version 1.0.5) [44].
This program identifies repeat elements, tandem repeats and low complexity elements and removes
them from the genome. We took this approach since every genome will have some repeat ele-
ments which can go unidentified. This filtered repeats library was supplied to MAKER which
uses this along with Repbase in REPEATMASKER to conduct repeat masking of the genome.
MAKER also requires protein sequence and transcriptome data for alignment. Since we lacked
protein sequences for L. melissa, we downloaded 28 protein homology files of 15 butterfly species
(species listed in Table 2.16) from LepBase (Version 4) [45] and concatenated the fasta files to
create a master protein homology file for MAKER. We used RNA/transcriptomic data from 24 L.
melissa samples (unpublished data, manuscript in prep.). We first used Trim_galore (version 2.6.6,
https://github.com/FelixKrueger/TrimGalore) for adapter trimming and quality filtering of paired-
end RNAseq reads. We then used these trimmed reads to conduct de novo transcriptome assembly
using Trinity (version 2.6.6) [46, 47], which was used for genome annotation through MAKER. We
ran two rounds of MAKER. We first ran MAKER without using any information from ab initio gene
predictors such as AUGUSTUS, to generate de novo gene models for our genome. We then ran a
second round of MAKER wherein we used the gene models from the first run to train two gene
prediction softwares: AUGUSTUS and SNAP. We ran SNAP (version 2006-07-08) [48] by using
models with AED scores of 0.25 or better and length of 50 or more amino acids. We ran AUGUS-
TUS (version 3.3) with the insecta predictions [49]. We then used both these gene predictions for
our second MAKER run. We used the MAKER output to generate functional annotations for our
genome. We assigned putative gene functions by using blastp command to query theMAKER output
against UNIPROT/SWISSPROT database. We also used Interproscan to functionally annotate the
files to add interproscan and gene ontology information to each annotation. Finally, we used a custom
python script to annotate the SNP dataset for this study (N = 39,193) using the annotation information
generated above. GO and IPR terms were assigned to SNPs within 1 kb of annotated genes. We used
this SNP annotation to conduct randomizations for structural and functional enrichment of outlier
loci in analyses described below.
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Genome alignment and detecting genetic variation
For the 192 samples sequenced in the present study, we filtered the sequences for individual
barcodes and then split them by individual using custom perl and python scripts. We then combined
this data with the remaining individuals data to perform alignment and variant calling. We used
BWA version 0.7.17 to align the GBS sequences from 835 individuals to the draft L. melissa
genome by using MEM and SAMSE algorithms to compress, sort and index the alignments [50].
Here we used 12 threads and minimum seed length of 15 to generate this alignment. We then
used SAMTOOLS (version 1.5) to compress, sort and index the alignments [51]. We conducted
variant calling SAMTOOLS and BCFTOOLS (version 1.6) for variant calling and retained genetic
variants for which we had sequence data for at least 80% of the sampled individuals and where
posterior probability of the sequence data under a null model that the nucleotide was invariant was
<0.01. Following this, we used a median sequencing depth of 2 per individual per variable site to
filter variants. We finally used genotype estimates from BCFTOOLS to calculate population allele
frequencies using an expectation-maximization algorithm to obtain maximum likelihood estimates
while accounting for uncertainty in genotypes. In the end, we identified 39,193 SNPs which we used
for all further statistical analyses. We repeated the genome alignment and variant calling with only
male individuals in our dataset (N = 479).
Population genetics analyses and identifying contemporary admixture in Dubois,WY
We used a hierarchical Bayesian model, entropy, to analyse population genetic structure and
admixture across 23 populations for 39,193 SNPs [39]. Entropy uses amodel similar to the correlated
admixture model in structure [52], but allows for variation in sequence coverage, sequencing error,
and alignment error in the model itself. Similar to structure, entropy uses multilocus genotype data
and a given number of k ancestral populations or clusters, to estimate admixture proportions for each
individual. These admixture proportions denote the proportion of an individuals genome which
is inherited from each of the k ancestral populations. In this way, entropy provides three outputs:
admixture proportions, genotype probabilities of all individuals at all loci and credible intervals for
all estimated parameters.
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We ran entropy for k = 2 to k = 5 putative populations, with 3 chains for each k. Our approach
was to speed convergence of MCMC analyses by providing starting values which do not constrain
the posterior. For this, we first generated point estimates of genotypes by using genotype likelihood
values from BCFTOOLS (version 1.6). We then calculated a genotype likelihood matrix of all
individuals and performed a principal component analysis using the prcomp command in R [53].
We used the PCA results to perform k-means clustering (k means in R) and linear discriminant
analysis (lda in R) to generate appropriate starting values for q for each individual value for each
value of k to initialize MCMC and assure proper mixing and convergence of chains. We ran three
chains with 15,000 MCMC iterations with a thinning interval of 5 and discarded the first 5000
values as burn-in, to generate the posterior probability distributions for admixture proportions and
genotype probability. We plotted MCMC steps for a subset of parameter estimates to check for
mixing of chains, stabilization and convergence of parameter estimates. We estimated posterior
means, medians and credible intervals for the parameters of interest.
We used the genotype estimates from entropy to calculate a genotype covariance matrix for all
individuals by taking a mean of genotype probabilities across all k values (k =2 to 5). We used
the matrix generated for all SNPs (N = 39,193) to perform principal component analysis using the
prcomp function in R and summarized the genotypic variation across all individuals and across all
populations [53].
The PCA analysis was also an ordination-based approach to answer our first focal question for
this study which is to confirm if Dubois-Lycaeides are experiencing recent or ongoing hybridization.
We examined whether the 115 individuals from Dubois, WY form a single cluster in genotype space
or show variation in their genomic composition. Results from this analyses (described in detail in the
Results section) revealed that Dubois-Lycaeides show extreme variation in genomic composition.
Therefore, we classify this population as contemporary hybrids and use them for further analyses to
answer the focal questions of our study.
Analysis of introgression in contemporary hybrids at Dubois, WY
To test if individuals from Dubois, WY are undergoing recent hybridization, we used a ge-
nomic clines approach. This approach helped us quantify genome-wide variation in locus-specific
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introgression among Dubois-Lycaeides. For this analysis, we used the Bayesian genomic cline
(bgc) model [30, 54]. This model also identifies outlier loci which can be potential candidates for
reproductive isolation as compared to the rest of the genome [54]. This model mainly includes two
key parameters, α and β, which describe the probability of inheriting a gene copy at a locus from
parent 1, given an individualâĂŹs hybrid index and that the average probability of parent 1 ancestry
is equal to the individualâĂŹs hybrid index. Assuming there are two parental populations (0 and
1), genomic cline parameter α indicates an increase (positive α) or decrease (negative α) in the
locus specific ancestry from parent 1 and specifies the center of the cline. The second parameter, β,
indicates an increase or decrease in the rate of transition in the probability of parent 1 ancestry as a
function of hybrid index. Changes in the cline parameter β can lead to a widening (positive β) or
narrowing (negative β) of the cline. This parameter is also a measure of the average pairwise linkage
disequilibrium between a locus and all other loci based on ancestry. Both parameters have been
shown to be affected by selection on specific hybrid loci such that extreme values of α are suggestive
of underdominance or Dobzhansky-Muller incompatibilities. On the other hand, extreme values of
β are suggestive of population structure in the hybrid zone, strong selection against hybrids and/or
gene flow from parental populations. We implemented bgc by using MCMC to estimate hybrid
indices and both genomic cline parameters.
We used geographical proximity and genotypic clustering patterns from the PCA analysis to
combine individuals from 2 Jackson Hole-Lycaeides localities and 3 L. melissa localities, to be
used as potential parental populations 0 and 1. We used Bald Mountain, WY and Frontier Creek,
WY as potential Jackson Hole-Lycaeides parental populations (parental population 0; n =94) and
Lander, Sinclair and Cokeville as potential L. melissa parental populations (parental population 1; n
=131) for admixed Dubois-Lycaeides (N = 115). We used genotype likelihoods from BCFTOOLS
to calculate genotype point estimates (as described in the entropy section) to subset the three classes
of ancestry informative markers (AIMS). We defined three classes of AIMS based on markers which
had absolute allele frequency differences greater than 2% (N = 2126) and 3% (N = 1164). We
ran bgc analyses for both these classes of AIMS. For each class, we ran five independent chains of
25,000 MCMC steps with a 5000 step burn-in and recorded samples from the posterior distribution
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every 5th step. We inspected the MCMC output to assess convergence of chains to the stationary
distribution and combined the output of the five chains. We repeated the analyses with only male
individuals to compare patterns of introgression.
Analysis of population ancestry in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides
We used popanc to estimate local ancestry frequencies in individuals from ancient hybrid
populations (No. of populations = 10, No. of individuals = 250). popanc provides an ideal model
to estimate local ancestry frequencies in our focal populations since it aims to calculate ancestry
frequencies in isolated populations in which admixture has occurred already but the ancestry blocks
in the genome are still segregating. We already know that Jackson Hole-Lycaeides do not experience
any gene flow from the parental species and have portions of the genome which have begun to
stabilize with certain blocks of ancestry being fixed in the genome. Therefore, we used popanc
to quantify ancestry frequencies across the genome in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides. popanc uses a
combination of discriminant analysis and a continuous correlated beta process model to estimate
local ancestry within individuals and at population-level. In addition, this method uses SNPwindows
within individuals to calculate autocorrelations in ancestry frequencies at the population level. Tests
on simulated datasets and on human admixed datasets indicate that this method outperforms the
traditional HMM linkage model in structure and is reliable to infer patterns of local ancestry in our
dataset.
We ran popanc for three windows (3, 5 and 7) and focused on two AIMS classes. We used
Soldier creek, Siyeh creek and King’s hill as potential L. idas parents and Bonneville shoreline trail,
Sinclair, Cody and Cokeville as potential L. melissa parents. We ran the analysis for 10,000 MCMC
steps with a 5000 step burn-in and recorded samples from the posterior distribution every 5 step.
We used a thinning-interval of 10. We repeated the analyses with only male individuals to compare
patterns of ancestry.
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Statistical Analyses: Quantifying predictability of genomic changes in contemporary hybrids
from old hybrids
We measured and quantified predictable genomic changes associated with ancient and con-
temporary hybrids by asking how well genomic regions which are most resistant to gene flow in
contemporary hybrids or Dubois-Lycaeides can be predicted from patterns of ancestry in Jackson
Hole-Lycaeides. We did this by first identifying and quantifying excess overlap in SNPs which
show exceptional cline parameter values (high α, high β and low α) from genomic cline analysis in
Dubois-Lycaeides and also show extreme L. idas ancestry frequencies in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides.
Therefore, we made three sets of comparisons: a). SNPs with high α values in Dubois-Lycaeides
and extreme L. idas ancestry in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides, b) SNPs with low α values in Dubois-
Lycaeides and extreme L. idas ancestry in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides, and c) SNPs with high β values
in Dubois-Lycaeides and extreme L. idas ancestry in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides. We report the excess
overlap values as x-fold enrichments. For example, an x-fold enrichment of 2.0 would imply that
twice as many SNPs show excess restricted introgression in contemporary hybrids and exceptional
ancestry patterns in old hybrids, than expected by chance. This will therefore mean that we can
predict exceptional patterns of genomic change from old hybrids in contemporary hybrids twice
as well as compared to a model with no information. For this analyses, we focused on the top
0.1% ancestry informative markers (AIMS) by retaining markers which differed in allele frequency
between the ancestral populations (N = 1164).
Gene enrichment and ontology analyses
In addition to identifying outlier loci for each analyses described above, we conducted additional
tests to ask whether outlier SNPs are present in excess on the Z chromosomes, or whether they are
enriched for presence on specific structural regions. Wewere also interested in the overall distribution
of exceptional loci throughout the genome. We performed these tests for a range of quantiles (top
0.01% to top 0.1%). We conducted these tests for three cases: (i) outlier loci associated with
reproductive isolation in Dubois-Lycaeides, (ii) outlier loci showing exceptional ancestry patterns
in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides, and (iii) loci associated with predictable genomic changes associated
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with Dubois-Lycaeides and Jackson Hole-Lycaeides. For this, we conducted enrichment tests across
a range of empirical quantiles and considered a range of cut-offs, from the top 0.01% to the top
0.1% SNPs (with increments of 1%). We quantified over-representation of loci on different regions
by x-fold enrichments. We used a linkage map to classify SNPs as Z-linked or autosomes. We
then used the structural annotation information we generated using MAKER (see above), to classify
SNPs as on coding regions (genes, mRNA or CDS), on transposable elements or on proteins or near
coding regions, near transposable elements or near proteins. Randomization tests were conducted to
quantify and assess the significance of enrichments for each quantile cut-off and all three genomic
clines parameters (high α, low α, and high β), population ancestry estimates and excess overlap.
We conducted 10,000 randomizations for each case. In addition to structural annotation, we also
identified the functional annotations for SNPs which show exceptional cline parameter values (high
α, high β and low α) from genomic cline analysis in Dubois-Lycaeides and also show extreme L.
idas ancestry frequencies in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides in the top 0.1% quantile range. We describe
these results for each analyses seperately.
Results
Genome assembly, annotation and GBS sequence alignment
We identified that annotated regions were spread across 1651 scaffolds. We identified 11247
putative genes, 48765 putative coding sequences, 51464 matches to exon, 8893 UTR sequences.
We had 340568 protein matches and 84004 matches to expressed sequence tags.We used genome
sequence data from 835 individuals of Lycaeides and identified 39,193 candidate single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) which we use for analyses to answer our focal questions. We annotated
these SNPs using the genome annotation information generated using the MAKER pipeline. For
this set of SNPs, 11569 SNPs were located on putative genes and 2468 SNPs were located near
genes, 15043 were located on exons and 10070 were located near exons, 4786 were located on CDS
and 9612 were located near CDS, 21505 were located on UTRs and 21134 were located near UTRs,
2468 were locate don proteins and none near proteins.
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Population structuring and contemporary hybrids
We implemented the admixture model in entropy to estimate posterior probability distribution
of admixture proportions (q), for 39,193 SNPs for 23 populations (No. of individuals = 835). We
selected k = 2 model to interpret our results using estimates from q. Our results revealed, that under
k = 2 model, each genetic cluster corresponds to a identified nominal species (L. melissa and L.
idas) or an identified admixed lineage (Jackson Hole-Lycaeides), with Dubois-Lycaeides showing
variable patterns of admixture. We then conducted principle component analysis (PCA) of average
genotype likelihood estimates from entropy model (average likelihood estimates across k = 2 to
5), for 39,193 SNPs for these populations. The first two principal components accounted for most
of the genetic variation in the samples (3.3%) (Figure 2.2B). The PCs revealed striking pattern
of population structuring by separating entities mainly based on hybrid ancestry. Based on PC1
scores, all entities formed distinct clusters and were separated from each other. PC2 scores separated
L. idas individuals and L. melissa individuals. Jackson Hole-Lycaeides occupied intermediate PC
space between the two parental taxa (L. idas and L. melissa). Interestingly, Dubois-Lycaeides were
dispersed across PC1 and PC2 space and had scores intermediate between Jackson Hole-Lycaeides
and L. melissa. These results were consistent with our prediction that Jackson Hole-Lycaeides have
more constrained and intermediate ancestry without recent back-crossing or ongoing hybridization
with parental taxa (Figure 2.2C). On the other hand, Dubois-Lycaeides showed clustering patterns
indicative of ongoing introgression or backcrossing between Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and L. melissa
(Figure 2.2C).
Delineating candidate SNPs for restricted introgression in Dubois,WY
We used Bayesian genomic clines (bgc) method to test for variation in locus-specific intro-
gression across the genome in Dubois-Lycaeides [30, 54]. We conducted this analyses on ancestry
informative markers or AIMS, which are essentially SNPs which show difference in allele frequen-
cies between the ancestral populations (or parents). Here, we present the results of AIMS which had
absolute allele frequency difference greater than 3% (N = 1164). Our results revealed that introgres-
sion was variable among genetic loci in Dubois-Lycaeides. Genomic clines were really steep for
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several loci, suggesting that these loci exhibited restricted introgression (high β, N = 39), with fewer
loci with clines indicating a higher rate of introgression (low β, N = 57) (Figure 2.3B). Genomic
clines for several other loci indicated an excess of L. melissa ancestry in admixed Dubois-Lycaeides
(high α, N = 197), while a few other loci show excess Jackson Hole-Lycaeides ancestry (Low α, N
= 295) (Figure 2.3B).
We were also interested in determining the distribution of loci with exceptional genomic cline
parameters across the genome, to see if loci showing restricted introgression are overrepresented on
certain regions of the genome, enriched to be on coding regions of the genome. We saw that loci
with high cline parameter values were distributed across different linkage groups with several loci
present on the Z chromosome (Figure 2.3C and 2.3D). We quantified the presence of excess number
of SNPs with exceptional cline paramters on the Z chromosome. We conducted randomization tests
to calculate x-fold enrichments based on null expectations for the proportion of SNPs with high
β or high α values present on a specific linkage group. We found that for the top 0.1% quantile
cut-off (N =117), loci with exceptional cline parameter values were spread across all linkage groups.
Loci which show excess L. melissa ancestry, were spread across all linkage groups with a significant
excess on the Z chromosome which was almost 1.5 time more than expected under random chance
(high α; N = 32, x-fold = 1.42, p-value = 0.011, Figure 2.3C). Similarly, loci with high cline
parameter β values were spread across all chromosomes with almost two time more SNPs on Z
chromosome than expected under random chance (high β; N = 47, x-fold = 2.07, p-value = < 0.001,
Figure 2.3D). We did not find a significant excess of loci with low α values on Z (N = 19, x-fold
= 0.84, p-value = 0.843). We saw several loci (across a range of quantiles 0.1 - 0.01 %) with high
genomic cline parameter values were present on and near coding regions, transposable elements and
proteins. However, we saw limited significant enrichments across quantiles for all three genomic
clines parameters (Table 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5).
Delineating candidate SNPs with excess local ancestry frequencies in old hybrids
We used popanc to quantify local ancestry frequencies in 10 Jackson Hole-Lycaeides popula-
tions [17]. We again focused on AIMs and here we present our results for AIMS which had absolute
allele frequency difference greater than 3% (N = 1164). Patterns of L. idas ancestry were consistent
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across the 10 populations. Across all populations, there were several loci which showed high or fixed
L. idas ancestry and these loci were distributed across all linkage groups (Figure 2.4A and 2.4B).
Within populations, ancestry frequencies varied with a mean low of 0.41 and a mean high of 0.82.
Within linkage group, mean ancestry was variable but individuals from Bunsen Peak had highest
mean ancestries for every linkage group (Figure 2.4C).
Loci showing excess L. idas ancestry in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides were distributed across the
different linkage groups. We conducted randomization tests to calculate x-fold enrichments to test
if observed significant excess of SNPs were more than expected by random chance. For the top
0.1% quantile, we found a significant excess of SNPs on Z chromosome with x-fold enrichments
ranging from 1.28 to 3.09 (Table 2.2). For example, for Bald Mountain, we observed 66 SNPs on
Z chromosome (x-fold = 2.92, p-value = <0.001). Similar results were seen for other populations
when considering top 0.1% SNPs with excess L. idas ancestry (Table 2.2). Several loci across the
range of quantiles were present near coding regions and proteins. For example, for the top 0.1%
SNPs, we saw that SNPs were present in excess near gene (observed = 63, x-fold = 1.20, p-value
= 0.024), near CDS (observed = 55, x-fold = 1.22, p-value = 0.024), near mRNA (observed = 63,
x-fold = 1.20, p-value = 0.021) and near proteins (observed = 84, x-fold = 1.14, p-value = 0.021)
(Table 2.6).
Predictability of contemporary hybrids from old hybrids
We conducted randomization tests to calculate x-fold enrichment to test for greater overlap
than expected by chance between SNPs most associated with differential introgression in Dubois-
Lycaeides and those associated with excess L. idas ancestry in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides (here again
we consider results for N = 1164 SNPs). We considered SNPs which show exceptional values of
three cline parameters in Dubois-Lycaeides (ie high α, low α, and high β). Therefore, we had three
sets of comparisons. We also conducted randomizations for a range of quantiles (top 0.01% to top
0.1%) to quantify predictability at each quantile. We found almost two times more overlap between
SNPs with high α values in Dubois-Lycaeides and those with high L. idas ancestry means in Jackson
Hole-Lycaeides (obs = 22, x-fold = 1.91, p-value = 0.0007; Figure 2.5A). We also saw an increase
in x-fold values as the quantile cut-off decreased with an x-fold enrichment as high as 16 for SNPs
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in the top 0.01% quantile (x-fold range across quantiles; 1.90 –16.93, Figure 2.5D). Similarly, we
found almost four times more overlap between SNPs with high β values in Dubois-Lycaeides and
those with high L. idas folded ancestry values in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides (obs = 49, x-fold = 4.23,
p-value = 0.001; Figure 2.5C). Here also we saw an increase in x-fold values as the quantile cut-off
decreased with an x-fold enrichment as high as 35 for SNPs in the top 0.01% quantile (x-fold range
across quantiles; 4.23 – 35.42, Figure 2.5D). Alternatively, we did not see a significant overlap
between SNPs with low α values in Dubois-Lycaeides and those with high L. idas ancestry values
in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides (obs = 9, x-fold = 0.78, p-value = 0.842; Figure 2.5B and 2.5D).
We then focused on the distribution of shared SNPs across various linkage groups and were
interested to compare the degree of excess enrichment of shared SNPs on the Z chromosome
versus autosomes. We again conducted randomization tests to calculate x-fold enrichments for
shared SNPs between Dubois-Lycaeides and Jackson Hole-Lycaeides (again made three sets of
comparison). Again, we conducted tests for a range of quantiles (top 0.01% to top 0.1%) as we were
interested in quantifying predictability at each quantile. Our results show significant and modest
excess of shared SNPs on the Z chromosome (Figure 2.5E). For the top 0.1% quantile, we see three
times more enrichment of SNPs on the Z chromosome for SNPs with high α (obs = 12, x-fold = 2.82,
p-value = 0.0003). Across the quantile range we saw a significant xfold enrichment in the range of
2.83 – 5.14 (Figure 2.5E). Similarly, for overlapping SNPs with high β in Dubois-Lycaeides and high
folded population ancestry in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides, for the top 0.1% quantile, we see almost four
times more enrichment of SNPs on the Z chromosome for SNPs with high β (obs = 37, x-fold = 3.88,
p-value = 0.0001). Across the quantile range we saw a significant xfold enrichment in the range of
3.88 – 5.10 (Figure 2.5E). We again do not see signficant enrichments of SNPs with low α values in
Dubois-Lycaeides and high L. idas ancestry in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides (2.5E). We then quantified
predictability across autosomes to compare patterns across Z and autosomes. For all autosomes, our
results show presence of significant excess of shared SNPs. (Figure 2.5F). For cline parameter high
α, for the top 0.1% quantile, we see almost two times more enrichment of SNPs on the autosomes
(obs = 21, x-fold = 2.23, p-value = 0.0001). Across the quantile range we saw a significant xfold
enrichment in the range of 2.225 – 0 (Figure 2.5E).Similarly, for cline parameter high β, for the top
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0.1% quantile, we see almost two times more enrichment of SNPs on the autosomes (obs = 23, x-fold
= 2.44, p-value = 0.0001). Across the quantile range we saw a significant xfold enrichment in the
range of 35.42 - 2.44 (Figure 2.5E). We again do not see significant enrichments of SNPs with low
α values in Dubois-Lycaeides and high L. idas ancestry in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides. These results
indicate that although we see higher repeatability on Z chromosome, the signal is not restricted to
just this region of the genome also experience selective pressures. In addition, these results indicate
genomic concordance between Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and Dubois-Lycaeides. We repeated these
randomization tests for the AIMS2 category of SNPs (N = 2126) and saw similar patterns of x-fold
enrichments for shared SNPs and SNPs lying on autosomes with significant excess of shared SNPs
on Z chromosome (Figure 2.7). We obtained similar results when only considering males, which
are homozygous for the Z chromosome (Figures 2.11, 2.12).
We then tested if the shared SNPs across quantiles were present in signficant excess on any
structural regions and if they were annotated for specific IPR or GO terms. Such enrichments might
be expected if the top predictability associated SNPs were indeed tagging (via LD) genetic regions
affecting introgression or differentiation. Several shared SNPs across the range of quantiles were
present on and near coding regions, transposable elements and proteins. However, we did not see
any significant enrichments across quantiles for our three comparisons for predictablity (Tables 2.7,
2.8, 2.9). We then looked at the functional annotations of the shared SNPs. In the top 0.1% quantile,
the 22 overlapping SNPs with high α in Dubois-Lycaeides and high population ancestry means in
Jackson Hole-Lycaeides had 12 unique interproscan (IPR) and 7 unique GO ontology categories
(Tables 2.10, 2.11). The 49 overlapping SNPs with high β in Dubois-Lycaeides and high folded
population ancestry in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides are enriched for and 17 unique interproscan (IPR)
categories and 12 unique GO ontology categories. The 9 overlapping SNPs with low α in Dubois-
Lycaeides and high population ancestry means in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides are enriched for and 4
unique interproscan (IPR) categories and 4 unique GO ontology categories (Tables 2.12, 2.13).
Discussion
We demonstrate consistent patterns of introgression in ancient and contemporary hybrids in
Lycaeides butterflies We identify patterns of excessive ancestry and candidates for introgression
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in regions involved in the process of reproductive isolation through a combination of population
ancestry and genomic clines analyses and quantify predictability using randomization tests. Our
results suggest that natural selection is the main process behind concordant patterns of genomic
divergence and the evolution of hybrids of Lycaeides butterflies. We interpret these results below in
the context of processes driving patterns of hybridization and how concordant patterns of evolution
are crucial in our understanding of biodiversity.
Interpretations of patterns of ancestry and differential introgression
Differential genomic introgression in contemporary hybrids
Dubois-Lycaeides show patterns of differential introgression across the genome. This is sup-
ported by wide ranges of hybrid indices and several loci showing high values for genomic cline
parameters α and β. These loci are also spread across chromosomes. These results are consis-
tent with previous evidence from genetic ancestry analyses, which suggested that hybridization in
Dubois-Lycaeides is recent and ongoing [39]. The wider hybrid indices indicate that this popu-
lation is currently evolving with ongoing gene flow from Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and L. melissa.
Genome-wide estimates of genomic cline parameter β and steep genomic clines for this parameter
suggest that a subset of loci are under selection, avoid introgression and are possible candidates
for reproductive isolation. Genetic drift and variable recombination rates could drive these steep
clines since Dubois-Lycaeides has a smaller populations size, but we suspect that it is intrinsic
selection rather than extrinsic selection that is driving these patterns. This can be explained by
the variable environments occupied by Dubois-Lycaeides and one of the parental population from
Jackson Hole-Lycaeides (BaldMountain, WY). If extrinsic or environmental selection pressure were
affecting these patterns, the difference in habitats between Dubois-Lycaeides and Bald Mountain
population would matter. Following this, we interpet that Dobzhansky-Mueller incompatibilities act
on the portion of the genome inherited from L. melissa in Dubois-Lycaeides and L. melissa alleles
are favored. Dubois-Lycaeides offer an interesting contrast with Jackson Hole-Lycaeides for patterns
of differential introgression. Jackson Hole-Lycaeides have low linkage disquilibrium and narrow
ranges of hybrid indices and do not experience an gene flow from L. melissa and L. idas [30]. In
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addition, genomic clines analyses revealed that a subset of loci have fixed for chromosomal blocks
inherited from L. melissa and L. idas suggesting genomic stabilization in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides
which could have also been driven by DM incompatablities [30], [39].
Steep genomic clines have been recorded in various organisms (For example, rabbits [55],
fishes [56]) and mainly reflect some genomic regions in hybrid genomes experience strong selection
for resistance to introgression. In addition, mixed admixture patterns which have parts of the
genome from pure parental species and another ancient hybrid species are reflective of extensive
genetic variation similar to some human populations specifically in India where there is high level
of population substructure [57, 58].
Predictable genomic changes across ancient and contemporary hybrids
Randomization tests for quantifying overlap of SNPs with high ancestry estimates in Jackson
Hole-Lycaeides and high/low genomic cline parameters in Dubois-Lycaeides, reveal really high
degree of repeatability between ancient and contemporary hybrids. Since Dubois-Lycaeides have
a smaller population size and Jackson Hole-Lycaeides are older admixed populations, stochastic
processes like genetic drift could drive parallelism here [20]. These patterns could also be driven by
differences in recombination rates and linkage disequilibrium in both sets of populations. In addition,
extrinsic factors can differ across hybrid zones and genetic architecture of reproductive isolation
itself can vary in different hybrid populations with changes in populations structure, gene flow and
divergence [8]. However, the high degree of predictability supported by extensive enrichments of
SNPs (x-fold for top 0.1% for beta is 41) overcomes these external chaos and lends support to
our hypothesis that patterns of hybridization and introgression in Lycaeides butterflies are driven
by natural selection and the loci underlying concordant patterns between the two hybrid zones are
putative targets of selection. Here, we first discuss how this comparison of hybrid zones is novel and
important and then interpret our claims in the light of predictability in evolution and structural and
biological importance of loci underlying repeatability.
While studies on hybrid zones have focused on concordance in patterns of introgression across
different transects or independent hybrid zones, these studies have mainly revealed concordance (or
lack thereof) across space. Our study compares ancient and contemporary hybrid zones, which
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offer an unique opportunity to understand the process of hybridization on a temporal scale. These
studies are missing not due to lack of evidence but mainly due to the difficulty in studying ancient
and contemporary hybridization within a single system. While ancient hybridization exists in
several species, including humans, it is not always possible to compare contemporary hybridization
with ancient hybrids mainly since these opportunities may not exist (e.g., for humans, most of the
hybridizing species are now extinct). Lycaeides butterflies offer a novel and unique opportunity to
make temporal comparisons in hybrid zones and these results can hopefully be extrapolated to other
organisms. Another reason why this study is novel is in the use of genomic data to compare hybrid
zones. Previous studies comparing hybrid zones on a spatial zone have mainly focused on limited
sets of SNPs or targeted loci [26, 27, 59]. The use of small number of loci in testing for contingency
in hybrid zones can be problematic since these are ancestry informative markers and these loci may
show variation across the hybrid zone. In addition, locus specific introgression relative to the rest
of the genome can be variable and cannot be interpreted correctly based on few loci [6]. Therefore,
our study offers a novel approach to study contingency across hybrid zones.
While it is difficult to disentangle the role of selection versus other stochastic processes in
driving predictable evolutionary processes, our results show high degree of repeatability and suggest
that natural selection can drive genomic evolution on a temporal scale. Studies of parallel evolution
provide evidence of parallel divergence in ecotypes inhabiting patchy habitats [60, 61] and for parallel
adaptation to similar environments [18] which are focusing on a geographic scale. However, on a
temporal scale, predictablity in evolution ismore idiosyncratic. Nosil and colleagues used stick insect
populations to study the evolution of cryptic body coloration and pattern using 25 years of field data,
experiments, and genomics [62]. There results suggested that even though evolutionary outcomes are
predictable on a short-term, long-term outcomes are difficult to predict. Similarly, in a 30 year long
study in Darwin’s finches pointed that on a long-term evolution is unpredictable since environmental
fluctuations can affect selection coefficients [63]. While these patterns hold for populations with
clear limits to gene flow, processes in hybrid zones are complicated since populations experience
repeated instances of allopatry and secondary contact with constant mixing of the genomes. In
addition, populations can show extensive substructure and genetic variation due to gene flow from
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several populations of pure species and admixed species. Therefore, seeing consistency in loci
involved in the process of reproductive isolation and speciation on a longer time scale in our data is
quite compelling. This level of repeatability can be enhanced by gene interactions and can also occur
due to the presence of standing genetic variation in hybridizing populations where ths variation can
be provided by parents to hybrids which eventually aids in adaptive evolution [4, 25]. In Lycaeides,
the repeatable patterns of ancestry and introgression in hybrid individuals and admixed populations
suggests that hybridization is possibly fueling adaptation and diversification from standing genetic
variation [39] and therefore few loci are maintained by selection in the genomes of hybrids across
time.
Z versus autosomes
Sex chromosomes have been known to be involved in the evolution of reproductive isolation
and can harbor loci which restrict introgression and play a role in speciation [9, 64, 65, 66]. These
loci can underlie genomic incompatibilities, inviability and sterility in hybrids which has been
associated with faster rate of adaptive evolution, reduced recombination and overrepresentation of
sex related genes [67]. While previous studies have highlighted the role of sex chromosome in hybrid
speciation in butterflies and birds and showed differential introgression on X in mice, studies have
not explicitly quantified concordant patterns on sex chromosome across a temporal scale. Our results
on variable patterns of ancestry frequencies on Z versus autosomes have been seen in humans [68].
In addition, contrasting patterns of introgression on Z versus autosomes have been demonstrated in
house mouse [69], crickets [12], swordtail fishes [70]. The results of high level of overlap in genomic
regions between ancient and contemporary hybrid zones is interesting suggesting that these regions
consistently harbor loci which restrict introgression and reflect a stronger signal of selection relative
to autosomes. Z chromosomes have reduced effective population sizes than that of autosomes due
to female heterogamety, which can have significant effect on the sorting of ancestral variation and
parental alleles with increased rates of fixation via drift or selection [6]. This can affect both Jackson
Hole-Lycaeides as they are in initial stages of genome stabilization and Dubois-Lycaedies where
the population size is not too large. However, our signals of predictability are not restricted to Z
and we see considerable enrichments on across autosomes. These results, coupled with previous
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evidence, further support the hypothesis that Z chromosomes are important in the adaptive evolution
and hybrid genome evolution of Lycaeides butterflies.
Candidate barrier loci
Genome annotation analyses provide information on the structural properties and the biological
functions of genes that are non-randomly associated with regions enriched with excess SNPs with
high ancestry in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and high/low genomic cline parameter values in Dubois-
Lycaedies. In the top 0.1% quantile range, we find several SNPs associated with interesting gene
ontologies and interproscan terms for all three predictability comparisons (high ancestry SNPs in
JacksonHole-Lycaeideswith high β, high and low β inDubois-Lycaeides). Mainly, these annotations
suggest that reproductive isolation and introgression in Lycaeides hybrids is driven by interactions
of several genes. We discuss some of these genes below.
For the 49 shared SNPs in the top 0.1% category, with high ancestry values in Jackson Hole-
Lycaeides and high β in Dubois-Lycaeides, we see several interesting gene annotations. These
SNPs are putative candidates for reproductive isolation and restrict introgression and therefore
interesting functional annotations can suggest how specific traits are crucial for differentiation of
Lycaeides. One SNP was annotated 5 gene ontology terms and 7 interproscan terms associated
with phosphogluconate dehyrdogenase activity (Tables 2.14, 2.15, Figure 2.8). Studies focusing on
role of phosphogluconate dehydrogenase in insect physiology have highlighted its possible role in
insect cold hardiness, cold adaptation and diapause bhavior. Historically, fixed allele differences
in phosphogluconate dehydrogenase or pgd have been described in Swallowtail butterflies, Papilio
glaucus and Papilio canadensis, wherein sex-linked pgd alleles suppress melanin in glaucus X
canadensis hybrids and could be possibly linked to locus (od) which is associated with obligate
diapause and has recently been supported with genomic analyses [64, 71, 72, 72]. In Bombyx mori,
6-pgd was expressed at higher level in non-diapausing eggs [73]. In addition, it has been shown
to be an important maker to track clinal variation along latitudes in Drosophila wherein the allele
frequency of 6-pgd and pgd tends to increase with latitude [74]. Lastly, 6-pgd and NADPH have
been shown to interact to aid in the process of freeze tolerance in Ostrinia nubilalis larvae exposed
to cold temperatures [75]. Therefore, pgd could possibly play a role in distinction of obligate
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versus facultative diapause in Lycaeides. Lycaeides populations inhabiting higher elevations (mostly
L.idas) exhibit obligate diapause. However, lower elevation populations can exhibit facultative
diapause (mostly L. melissa). Jackson Hole-Lycaeides inhabit similar habitats as L. idas and mostly
exhibit obligate diapause. Dubois-Lycaeides inhabit similar habitat to L. melissa and may possibly
exhibit facultative diapause. However, diapause is definitely a trait which differentiates L. idas and
L. melissa [39] and these annotations can be suggestive of an important reproductive isolation trait
between these species. However, since we do not have additional diapause data to support this claim,
we interpret these results as possible patterns which could be dissected with additional analyses.
4 SNPs are annotated for immunoglobulin super-family (Tables 2.14, 2.15,Figure 2.8). Im-
munoglobulin superfamily is conserved in insects and is crucial in pathogen defense [76]. Immunol-
ogy genes have also been identified as being involved in reproductive isolation in mice [77]. We also
identified one SNP annotated for olfactory reception and odorant binding proteins (Tables 2.14, 2.15,
Figure 2.8). Both olfactory receptors (Or) and odorant binding proteins (Odp) are chemosensory
proteins (CSP) and are known to play a role in insect-plant interactions and there are more CSPs
present in Lepidopteran genomes as compared to any other insect genomes [78]. Odp have been
identified to influence host plant use in Heliconius butterflies [79] and specifically affect host plant
choice for oviposition in female Swallowtail butterflies by facilitating recognition [78]. This makes
sense in the context of Lycaeides, as host plant choice is crucial in these butterflies with populations
being locally adapted to their host [80]. Lycaeides tend to perform better on their native host and
prefer their native host for oviposition over a novel host. Another SNP was annotated for signal
transduction, which is also crucial in oviposition behavior in Swallowtail butterflies [81]. One SNP
is annotated for Nucleopore structural component with specific interproscan annotation for nucleo-
pore protein Nup93(Tables 2.14, 2.15). Nucleopore proteins have been identified to play a role in
hybrid sterility through DMI in Drosophila (Nup 96, Nup160) [82]. While, we do not find the same
nucleoprotein in our annotation, Nup96 and Nup93 are both part of the nucleopore complex and
have a significant interaction. Therefore, we interpret that our annotation is reflective of nucleopore
process. Three SNPs were annotated for genes important in wing development (Wnt signalling,
armadillo, Zinc finger) (Tables 2.14, 2.15). Wnt signalling and regulation of Wnt gene is crucial
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in wing pattern evolution in Heliconius butterflies [83]. For the 22 shared SNPs in the top 0.1%
category, with high ancestry values in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and high α in Dubois-Lycaeides,
we find two SNPs associated with immunoglobulin superfamily and many associated with protein
binding.
Overall our results suggest that reproductive isolation and introgression in Lycaeides involves
functionally diverse set of genes. However, one caveat with our results is that in most cases SNPs
were present on the same scaffold and associated with the same gene with limited number of SNPs
(one-four) present on or near genes with molecular functions that are variable at the genomic level.
Therefore, we have limited support for the hypothesis that genes with these functions are important
and signficantly associated with putative targets of selection.
Conclusion
Our study provides a novel approach to study hybrid zones on a temporal scale to quantify
repeatability associated with the process of reproductive isolation and speciation. We demonstrate
substantial repeatability in regions underlying restricted introgression between ancient and contem-
porary hybrids and provide evidence that natural selection can indeed drive contingent evolutionary
patterns across a long period of time. Our study also highlights that it is important to identify
distribution of outlier loci across the genome as some regions can be more involved in specific
evolutionary processes than others. Lastly, specific biological functions can be crucial targets of
selection and drive differences between species. Therefore, attaching functional information to loci
involved in introgression or differentiation can inform ambiguities in identifying the role of selection
in driving patterns of evolution. Overall, we argue that Lycaeides butterflies serve as a striking
case where hybridization is crucial force driving species adaptation and diversification and natural
selection as a process can drive predictable patterns of evolution.
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Fig. 2.1. Diagram shows conceptual overview and a comparative summary of genomic patterns due
to hybridization in Lycaeides in ancient hybrids and contemporary hybrids. (A) Histogram shows
hybrid index distributions for the hybrid categories. (B) Plots of ancestry blocks in the chromosome
(dark gray versus light) in different hybrid individuals. For ancient hybrids, ancestry blocks have
been broken up by recombination and some have stabilized with several individuals harboring many,
small blocks. For contemporary hybrids, the ancestry blocks are still intact and not broken up by
recmbination. (C) For ancient hybrids, plot show variation in ancestry frequency for loci across the
genome. Red arrows indicate selection acting on specific regions of the genome where loci have
high versus low ancestry frequency. For contemporary hybrids, genomic cline plot depicts the cline
parameters α (blue) and β (red). Red arrows again indicate selection acting on specific loci across
the genome which are preferred in the genomic background of either of the two parental species.
(D) Diagram represents history of hybridization in Lycaeides.
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Fig. 2.2. (A) Map shows sample locations with populations colored based on species. Population
colors correspond to species for geographical locations in Table 2.1. (B) Plot shows summary
of population structure based on principal component analysis. The points denote individuals in
each population used for the analysis. (C) Violin plot shows variation in genomic composition of
individuals from 10 Jackson Hole-Lycaeides localities and those from Dubois-Lycaeides, based on
PC1 scores. Abbreviations in this plot correspind to geographical locations in Table 2.1.
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Fig. 2.3. (A) Plot shows frequency distribution of hybrid indices in Dubois-Lycaeides. (B) Plot
shows estimated genomic clines for representative loci. Each green (locus’s 95% CI for α does not
include zero) or purple (locus’s 95% CI for β includes zero) line represents genomic cline for a
single locus. This means that each line gives the probability of Jackson Hole-Lycaeides ancestry
at an individual locus as a function of hybrid index. The dashed black line gives the probability of
ancestry is equal to the hybrid index. (C) Boxplot shows the distribution of cline parameter α values
for loci across different linkage groups. (D) Boxplot shows the distribution of cline parameter β
values for loci across different linkage groups.
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Fig. 2.4. (A) Boxplot shows the distribution L. idas ancestry frequencies of loci across different
linkage groups based for individuals from BaldMountain, WY. (B) Boxplot shows the distribution L.
idas ancestry frequencies of loci across different linkage groups based for individuals from Pinnacle,
WY. (Both these localities represent Jackson Hole-Lycaeides). (C) Line plots show mean L. idas
ancestry for each linkage group across 10 populations representing Jackson Hole-Lycaeides in the
study. Abbreviations in the legend correspond to geographical locations in Table 2.1.
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Fig. 2.5. (A) Histogram shows the null distribution of number of overlapping SNPs enriched for
excess L. idas ancestry in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and have high cline parameter α values in Dubois-
Lycaeides, as expected under a null model. This distribution is for overlap in the top 0.1% quantile.
Yellow line indicates the number of overlapping SNPs actually observed between the two groups.
(B) Histogram shows the null distribution of number of overlapping SNPs enriched for excess L. idas
ancestry in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and have low cline parameter α values in Dubois-Lycaeides, as
expected under a null model. This distribution is for overlap in the top 0.1% quantile. Red line
indicates the number of overlapping SNPs actually observed between the two groups. (C) Histogram
shows the null distribution of number of overlapping SNPs enriched for excess L. idas ancestry in
Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and have high cline parameter β values in Dubois-Lycaeides, as expected
under a null model. This distribution is for overlap in the top 0.1% quantile. Blue line indicates the
number of overlapping SNPs actually observed between the two groups. (D) Line plots show x-fold
enrichments across quantiles for overlapping SNPs between Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and Dubois-
Lycaeides. (E) Line plots show x-fold enrichments across quantiles for overlapping SNPs between
Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and Dubois-Lycaeideswhich lie in excess on Z chromosome. (F) Line plots
show x-fold enrichments across quantiles for overlapping SNPs between Jackson Hole-Lycaeides
and Dubois-Lycaeides which lie in excess on autosomes. For (D), (E), and (F) open circles indicate
P > 0.05 and filled circles indicate P < 0.05.
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Supplemental tables and figures
Fig. 2.6. S1 Density plot shows the estimated minor allele frequency distribution for all loci (N =
39,139) for all populations included in this study. The population abbreviations are defined in Table
2.1
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Fig. 2.7. S2 (A) Histogram shows the null distribution of number of overlapping SNPs enriched
for excess L. idas ancestry in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and have high cline parameter α values in
Dubois-Lycaeides, as expected under a null model for SNPs in the AIMS2 category (N = 2126). This
distribution is for overlap in the top 0.1% quantile. Yellow line indicates the number of overlapping
SNPs actually observed between the two groups. (B) Histogram shows the null distribution of
number of overlapping SNPs enriched for excess L. idas ancestry in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and
have low cline parameter α values in Dubois-Lycaeides, as expected under a null model. This
distribution is for overlap in the top 0.1% quantile. Red line indicates the number of overlapping
SNPs actually observed between the two groups. (C)Histogram shows the null distribution of number
of overlapping SNPs enriched for excess L. idas ancestry in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and have high
cline parameter β values in Dubois-Lycaeides, as expected under a null model. This distribution is
for overlap in the top 0.1% quantile. Blue line indicates the number of overlapping SNPs actually
observed between the two groups. (D) Line plots show x-fold enrichments across quantiles for
overlapping SNPs between Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and Dubois-Lycaeides. (E) Line plots show
x-fold enrichments across quantiles for overlapping SNPs between Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and
Dubois-Lycaeides which lie in excess on Z chromosome. (F) Line plots show x-fold enrichments
across quantiles for overlapping SNPs between JacksonHole-Lycaeides andDubois-Lycaeideswhich
lie in excess on autosomes. For (D), (E), and (F) open circles indicate P > 0.05 and filled circles
indicate P < 0.05.
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Fig. 2.8. S3 Boxplot shows distribution of hybrid index for each genotype for the six SNPs with
excess L. idas ancestry in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and have high cline parameter β values in Dubois-
Lycaeides, as expected under a null model. Three of the SNPs (A), (C) and (E) were annotated for
unique functional properties. Pg = Phospogluconate dehydrogenase activity, Or = olfactory receptor
activity, Odb =Odorant binding protein, and Ig = Immunoglobulin. These are plotted against random
SNPs which were not annotated for any functional properties (B), (D) and (F).
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Fig. 2.9. S4 Plots show results for only male samples from Dubois, WY included in this study
(N = 89). (A) Plot shows frequency distribution of hybrid index in Dubois-Lycaeides. (B) Plot
shows estimated genomic clines for representative loci in the AIMS 3 category (N = 1223). Each
green (locus’s 95% CI for α does not include zero) or purple (locus’s 95% CI for β includes zero)
line represents genomic cline for a single locus. This means that each line gives the probability of
Jackson Hole-Lycaeides ancestry at an individual locus as a function of hybrid index. The dashed
black line gives the probability of ancestry is equal to the hybrid index. (C) Boxplot shows the
distribution of cline parameter α values for loci across different linkage groups. (D) Boxplot shows
the distribution of cline parameter β values for loci across different linkage groups.
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Fig. 2.10. S5 Plots show results for only male samples from Dubois, WY included in this study (N =
89). (A) Boxplot shows the distribution L. idas ancestry frequencies of loci across different linkage
groups based for individuals from Bald Mountain, WY. (B) Boxplot shows the distribution L. idas
ancestry frequencies of loci across different linkage groups based for individuals from Pinnacle,
WY. (Both these localities represent Jackson Hole-Lycaeides. (Both these localities represent
Jackson Hole-Lycaeides. (C) Line plots show mean L. idas ancestry for each linkage group across
10 populations representing Jackson Hole-Lycaeides in the study. Abbreviations in the legend
correspond to geographical locations in Table 2.1.
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Fig. 2.11. S6 Plots show results for predictability tests for comparisons between male individuals
from JacksonHole-Lycaeides (N= 224) andmale individuals fromDubois-Lycaeides (N=89). These
are results for SNPs in AIMS3 category (N = 1223). (A) Histogram shows the null distribution of
number of overlapping SNPs enriched for excess L. idas ancestry in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and
have high cline parameter α values in Dubois-Lycaeides, as expected under a null model. This
distribution is for overlap in the top 0.1% quantile. Yellow line indicates the number of overlapping
SNPs actually observed between the two groups. (B) Histogram shows the null distribution of
number of overlapping SNPs enriched for excess L. idas ancestry in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and
have low cline parameter α values in Dubois-Lycaeides, as expected under a null model. This
distribution is for overlap in the top 0.1% quantile. Red line indicates the number of overlapping
SNPs actually observed between the two groups. (C)Histogram shows the null distribution of number
of overlapping SNPs enriched for excess L. idas ancestry in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and have high
cline parameter β values in Dubois-Lycaeides, as expected under a null model. This distribution is
for overlap in the top 0.1% quantile. Blue line indicates the number of overlapping SNPs actually
observed between the two groups. (D) Line plots show x-fold enrichments across quantiles for
overlapping SNPs between Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and Dubois-Lycaeides. (E) Line plots show
x-fold enrichments across quantiles for overlapping SNPs between Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and
Dubois-Lycaeides which lie in excess on Z chromosome. (F) Line plots show x-fold enrichments
across quantiles for overlapping SNPs between JacksonHole-Lycaeides andDubois-Lycaeideswhich
lie in excess on autosomes. For (D), (E), and (F) open circles indicate P > 0.05 and filled circles
indicate P < 0.05.
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Fig. 2.12. S7 Plots show results for predictability tests for comparisons between male individuals
from JacksonHole-Lycaeides (N= 224) andmale individuals fromDubois-Lycaeides (N=89). These
are results for SNPs in AIMS3 category (N = 2133). (A) Histogram shows the null distribution of
number of overlapping SNPs enriched for excess L. idas ancestry in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and
have high cline parameter α values in Dubois-Lycaeides, as expected under a null model. This
distribution is for overlap in the top 0.1% quantile. Yellow line indicates the number of overlapping
SNPs actually observed between the two groups. (B) Histogram shows the null distribution of
number of overlapping SNPs enriched for excess L. idas ancestry in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and
have low cline parameter α values in Dubois-Lycaeides, as expected under a null model. This
distribution is for overlap in the top 0.1% quantile. Red line indicates the number of overlapping
SNPs actually observed between the two groups. (C)Histogram shows the null distribution of number
of overlapping SNPs enriched for excess L. idas ancestry in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and have high
cline parameter β values in Dubois-Lycaeides, as expected under a null model. This distribution is
for overlap in the top 0.1% quantile. Blue line indicates the number of overlapping SNPs actually
observed between the two groups. (D) Line plots show x-fold enrichments across quantiles for
overlapping SNPs between Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and Dubois-Lycaeides. (E) Line plots show
x-fold enrichments across quantiles for overlapping SNPs between Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and
Dubois-Lycaeides which lie in excess on Z chromosome. (F) Line plots show x-fold enrichments
across quantiles for overlapping SNPs between JacksonHole-Lycaeides andDubois-Lycaeideswhich
lie in excess on autosomes. For (D), (E), and (F) open circles indicate P > 0.05 and filled circles
indicate P < 0.05.
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Table 2.1. S1 Locality information and sample sizes for the populations included in this study.
Species denotes the species of the individuals sampled from the locality, # Ind. gives the number of
individuals sequenced for this study, and Data = indicates whether the sequence data were included
in previous study = “Previous" [39] , or are being presented here for the first time = “Present".
Locality Abbreviation Species # Ind. Data
1 Bishop, CA BIC melissa 18 2014
2 Bonneville shoreline trail, UT BST melissa 24 Present
3 Cody, WY CDY melissa 23 2014
4 Cokeville, WY CKV melissa 10 2014
5 Lander, WY LAN melissa 24 2014
6 Montague, CA MON melissa 20 2014
7 Yellow Pine, WY YWP melissa 20 2014
8 Sinclair, WY SIN melissa 97 2014
9 Victor, ID VIC melissa 20 2014
10 Bald Mountain, WY BLD idas 74 Present
11 Frontier Creek, WY FRC idas 20 present
12 Garnet Peak, MT GNP idas 98 2014
13 King’s Hill, MT KHL idas 18 2014
14 Soldier Creek, MT SDC idas 20 2014
15 Siyeh Creek, MT SYV idas 20 2014
16 Bull Creek, WY BCR Jackson Hole-Lycaeides 46 2014
17 Bunsen Peak, WY BNP Jackson Hole-Lycaeides 20 2014
18 Blacktail Butte, WY BTB Jackson Hole-Lycaeides 46 2014
19 Pinnacle, MT PIN Jackson Hole-Lycaeides 20 2014
20 Periodic Springs, WY PSP Jackson Hole-Lycaeides 20 2014
21 Riddle Lake, WY RDL Jackson Hole-Lycaeides 30 2014
22 Rendevouz Mountain, WY RNV Jackson Hole-Lycaeides 32 2014
23 Dubois, WY DBS Dubois-Lycaeides 115 Present
Table 2.2. S2Table shows summary of randomization tests for presence of top (0.01%)SNPs showing
excess L. idas ancestry frequency on Z chromosome for 10 Jackson Hole-Lycaeides localities (x-fold
= Number of SNPs observed is how much more than chance; P = randomization-based P-values
for the null hypothesis that the proportion of top SNPs observed is not greater than the genomic
proportion). P ≤ 0.05 are in bold.
Locality No. observed x-fold enrichment P
BCR 29 1.28 0.078
BLD 66 2.92 < 0.01
BNP 66 2.93 < 0.01
BTB 58 2.57 < 0.01
FRC 65 2.86 < 0.01
PIN 64 2.83 < 0.01
PSP 70 3.11 < 0.01
RDL 52 2.30 < 0.01
RNV 60 2.65 < 0.01
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Table 2.3. S3 Table shows summary of randomization tests for presence of top (0.01%) SNPs with
high genomic cline parameter high α values in Dubois-Lycaeides on various regions of the genome
(category = region in the genome, x-fold enrichment = Number of SNPs observed is howmuch more
than chance; P = randomization-based P-values for the null hypothesis that the proportion of top
SNPs observed is not greater than the genomic proportion). P ≤ 0.05 are in bold.
Category No. observed x-fold enrichment P
ongene 47 1.06 0.3292
neargene 55 1.05 0.3342
oncds 18 1.08 0.3958
nearcds 49 1.09 0.2361
onmRNA 47 1.06 0.3306
nearmRNA 55 1.05 0.3425
onte 3 0.90 0.6618
nearte 17 1.20 0.2341
onprotein 58 0.99 0.5644
nearprotein 79 1.07 0.1619
Table 2.4. S4 Table shows summary of randomization tests for presence of top (0.01%) SNPs with
low genomic cline parameter low α values in Dubois-Lycaeides on various regions of the genome
(category = region in the genome, x-fold enrichment = Number of SNPs observed is howmuch more
than chance; P = randomization-based P-values for the null hypothesis that the proportion of top
SNPs observed is not greater than the genomic proportion). P ≤ 0.05 are in bold.
Category No. observed x-fold enrichment P
ongene 47 1.06 0.3308
neargene 53 1.01 0.4894
oncds 24 1.45 0.029
nearcds 48 1.07 0.3037
onmRNA 47 1.06 0.3294
nearmRNA 53 1.01 0.4898
onte 3 0.89 0.6652
nearte 15 1.06 0.4432
onprotein 65 1.11 0.1171
nearprotein 77 1.05 0.2848
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Table 2.5. S5 Table shows summary of randomization tests for presence of top (0.01%) SNPs with
high genomic cline parameter high β values in Dubois-Lycaeides on various regions of the genome
(category = region in the genome, x-fold enrichment = Number of SNPs observed is howmuch more
than chance; P = randomization-based P-values for the null hypothesis that the proportion of top
SNPs observed is not greater than the genomic proportion). P ≤ 0.05 are in bold.
Category No. observed x-fold enrichment P
ongene 47 1.06 0.3345
neargene 54 1.03 0.4108
oncds 18 1.08 0.4022
nearcds 46 1.02 0.4485
onmRNA 47 1.06 0.3236
nearmRNA 54 1.03 0.4135
onte 4 1.20 0.4303
nearte 15 1.06 0.4497
onprotein 60 1.02 0.4132
nearprotein 74 1.00 0.5201
Table 2.6. S6 Table shows summary of randomization tests for presence of top (0.01%) SNPs
showing excess mean L. idas ancestry frequency on various genomic regions for Jackson Hole-
Lycaeides localities (category = region in the genome, x-fold = Number of SNPs observed is how
muchmore than chance; P = randomization-based P-values for the null hypothesis that the proportion
of top SNPs observed is not greater than the genomic proportion). P ≤ 0.05 are in bold.
Category No. observed x-fold enrichment P
ongene 53 1.19 0.0511
neargene 63 1.20 0.0241
oncds 23 1.38 0.058
nearcds 55 1.22 0.0249
onmRNA 53 1.19 0.0518
nearmRNA 63 1.20 0.0219
onte 3 0.90 0.6623
nearte 13 0.91 0.675
onprotein 61 1.04 0.351
nearprotein 84 1.14 0.0217
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Table 2.7. S7 Table shows summary of randomization tests for presence of top (0.01%) SNPs
showing excess mean L. idas ancestry frequency for Jackson Hole-Lycaeides localities and high
cline parameter α values in Dubois-Lycaeides (category = region in the genome, x-fold = Number
of SNPs observed is how much more than chance; P = randomization-based P-values for the null
hypothesis that the proportion of top SNPs observed is not greater than the genomic proportion).
P ≤ 0.05 are in bold.
Category No. observed x-fold enrichment P
ongene 10 1.21 0.3026
neargene 13 1.31 0.129
oncds 5 1.59 0.1905
nearcds 12 1.42 0.0914
onmRNA 10 1.20 0.2952
nearmRNA 13 1.32 0.1238
onte 0 0 NA
nearte 2 0.75 0.77
onprotein 12 1.09 0.4149
nearprotein 16 1.16 0.2291
Table 2.8. S8 Table shows summary of randomization tests for presence of top (0.01%) SNPs
showing excess mean L. idas ancestry frequency for Jackson Hole-Lycaeides localities and low cline
parameter α values in Dubois-Lycaeides (category = region in the genome, x-fold = Number of SNPs
observed is how much more than chance; P = randomization-based P-values for the null hypothesis
that the proportion of top SNPs observed is not greater than the genomic proportion). P ≤ 0.05 are
in bold.
Category No. observed x-fold enrichment P
ongene 4 1.17 0.4707
neargene 4 0.99 0.6281
oncds 3 2.31 0.1302
nearcds 4 1.16 0.4758
onmRNA 4 1.17 0.4643
nearmRNA 4 0.99 0.6315
onte 0 0 NA
nearte 0 0 NA
onprotein 6 1.33 0.2517
nearprotein 6 1.06 0.5586
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Table 2.9. S9 Table shows summary of randomization tests for presence of top (0.01%) SNPs
showing excess mean L. idas ancestry frequency for Jackson Hole-Lycaeides localities and high
cline parameter β values in Dubois-Lycaeides (category = region in the genome, x-fold = Number
of SNPs observed is how much more than chance; P = randomization-based P-values for the null
hypothesis that the proportion of top SNPs observed is not greater than the genomic proportion).
P ≤ 0.05 are in bold.
Category No. observed x-fold enrichment P
ongene 23 1.28 0.1211
neargene 27 1.23 0.0908
oncds 8 1.14 0.4031
nearcds 22 1.16 0.2171
onmRNA 23 1.24 0.119
nearmRNA 27 1.23 0.0912
onte 3 2.17 0.1569
nearte 6 1.02 0.5498
onprotein 24 0.98 0.6141
nearprotein 32 1.04 0.4353
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Table 2.10. S10 Table shows summary of biological functions of overlapping SNPs in the top (0.1%)
quantile which have high L. idas ancestry SNPs in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and high genomic cline
parameter α values in Dubois-Lycaeides (IPR Number = Interproscan number; IPR Term = Term
associated with the function associated with IPR number).
Scaffold Position IPR Number IPR Term
11 6234637 IPR001930 Peptidase M1, alanine aminopeptidase/leukotriene A4 hydrolase
11 6234637 IPR014782 Peptidase M1, membrane alanine aminopeptidase
11 6234637 IPR024571 ERAP1-like C-terminal domain
11 15712950 IPR009851 Modifier of rudimentary, Modr
11 15712950 IPR037859 Vacuolar protein sorting-associated protein 37
503 6014039 0 0
833 6668579 0 0
1631 1200324 IPR002289 Gamma-aminobutyric-acid A receptor, beta subunit
1631 1200324 IPR006028 Gamma-aminobutyric acid A receptor/Glycine receptor alpha
1631 1200324 IPR006029 Neurotransmitter-gated ion-channel transmembrane domain
1631 1200324 IPR006201 Neurotransmitter-gated ion-channel
1631 1200324 IPR006202 Neurotransmitter-gated ion-channel ligand-binding domain
1631 1200324 IPR036719 Neurotransmitter-gated ion-channel transmembrane domain superfamily
1631 1200324 IPR036734 Neurotransmitter-gated ion-channel ligand-binding domain superfamily
1631 2570345 0 0
1631 4238526 IPR011011 Zinc finger, FYVE/PHD-type
1631 9958857 IPR006076 FAD dependent oxidoreductase
1631 9958857 IPR006222 Aminomethyltransferase, folate-binding domain
1631 9958857 IPR027266 GTP-binding protein TrmE/Glycine cleavage system T protein, domain 1
1631 9958857 IPR036188 FAD/NAD(P)-binding domain superfamily
1631 10080421 IPR003598 Immunoglobulin subtype 2
1631 10080421 IPR003599 Immunoglobulin subtype
1631 10080421 IPR007110 Immunoglobulin-like domain
1631 10080421 IPR013098 Immunoglobulin I-set
1631 10080421 IPR013783 Immunoglobulin-like fold
1631 10080421 IPR036179 Immunoglobulin-like domain superfamily
1631 10080466 IPR003598 Immunoglobulin subtype 2
1631 10080466 IPR003599 Immunoglobulin subtype
1631 10080466 IPR007110 Immunoglobulin-like domain
Continued on next page
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Table 2.10 – continued from previous page
Scaffold Position IPR Number IPR Term
1631 10080466 IPR013098 Immunoglobulin I-set
1631 10080466 IPR013783 Immunoglobulin-like fold
1631 10080466 IPR036179 Immunoglobulin-like domain superfamily
1631 12954191 0 0
1631 14218357 0 0
1631 14760795 IPR000034 Laminin IV
1631 14760795 IPR002049 Laminin EGF domain
1631 14760795 IPR002172 Low-density lipoprotein DL receptor class A repeat
1631 14760795 IPR003598 Immunoglobulin subtype 2
1631 14760795 IPR003599 Immunoglobulin subtype
1631 14760795 IPR007110 Immunoglobulin-like domain
1631 14760795 IPR013783 Immunoglobulin-like fold
1631 14760795 IPR023415 Low-density lipoprotein DL receptor class A, conserved site
1631 14760795 IPR036055 DL receptor-like superfamily
1631 14760795 IPR036179 Immunoglobulin-like domain superfamily
1631 15408704 0 0
1631 15428179 0 0
1631 20910914 IPR000644 CBS domain
1631 20910914 IPR039170 5’-AMP-activated protein kinase subunit gamma-2
1632 6146628 IPR011047 Quinoprotein alcohol dehydrogenase-like superfamily
1639 13668785 0 0
1641 9384153 IPR004878 Otopetrin
1642 9023853 IPR001781 Zinc finger, LIM-type
1648 13426790 0 0
1648 13619133 IPR000076 K/Cl co-transporter
1648 13619133 IPR004841 Amino acid permease/ SLC12A domain
1648 13619133 IPR018491 SLC12A transporter, C-terminal
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Table 2.11. S11 Table shows summary of biological functions of overlapping SNPs in the top (0.1%)
quantile which have high L. idas ancestry SNPs in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and high genomic cline
parameter α values in Dubois-Lycaeides (GO ID = Gene ontology reference ID; GO name = Name
of the function associated with GO ID).
Scaffold Position IPR Number IPR Term
11 6234637 GO:0006508 Proteolysis
11 6234637 GO:0008237 Metallopeptidase activity
11 6234637 GO:0008270 Zinc ion binding
11 15712950 GO:0000813 ESCRT I complex
11 15712950 GO:0032509 Endosome transport via multivesicular body sorting pathway
503 6014039 NA NA
833 6668579 NA NA
1631 1200324 GO:0004888 Transmembrane signaling receptor activity
1631 1200324 GO:0004890 GABA-A receptor activity
1631 1200324 GO:0005216 Ion channel activity
1631 1200324 GO:0005230 Extracellular ligand-gated ion channel activity
1631 1200324 GO:0006811 Ion transport
1631 1200324 GO:0016020 Membrane
1631 1200324 GO:0016021 Integral component of membrane
1631 1200324 GO:0034220 Ion transmembrane transport
1631 2570345 NA NA
1631 4238526 NA NA
1631 9958857 GO:0005515 Protein binding
1631 9958857 GO:0016491 Oxidoreductase activity
1631 9958857 GO:0055114 Oxidation-reduction process
1631 10080421 NA NA
1631 10080466 NA NA
1631 12954191 NA NA
1631 14218357 NA NA
1631 14760795 GO:0005515 Protein binding
1631 15408704 NA NA
1631 15428179 NA NA
1631 20910914 GO:0032559 Adenyl ribonucleotide binding
1631 20910914 GO:0071900 Regulation of protein serine/threonine kinase activity
Continued on next page
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Scaffold Position IPR Number IPR Term
1632 6146628 NA NA
1639 13668785 NA NA
1641 9384153 NA NA
1642 9023853 NA NA
1648 13426790 NA NA
1648 13619133 GO:0005215 Transporter activity
1648 13619133 GO:0005887 Integral component of plasma membrane
1648 13619133 GO:0006811 Ion transport
1648 13619133 GO:0015379 Potassium:chloride symporter activity
1648 13619133 GO:0016020 Membrane
1648 13619133 GO:0016021 Integral component of membrane
1648 13619133 GO:0055085 Transmembrane transport
1648 13619133 GO:0071477 Cellular hypotonic salinity response
1648 13619133 GO:1902476 Chloride transmembrane transport
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Table 2.12. S12 Table shows summary of biological functions of overlapping SNPs in the top (0.1%)
quantile which have high L. idas ancestry SNPs in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and low genomic cline
parameter α values in Dubois-Lycaeides (IPR Number = Interproscan number; IPR Term = Term
associated with the function associated with IPR number).
Scaffold Position IPR Number IPR Term
1628 10120991 IPR001680 WD40 repeat
1628 10120991 IPR015943 WD40/YVTN repeat-like-containing domain superfamily
1628 10120991 IPR017986 WD40-repeat-containing domain
1628 10120991 IPR036322 WD40-repeat-containing domain superfamily
1631 520759 NA NA
1631 1171652 IPR002059 Cold-shock protein, DNA-binding
1631 1171652 IPR011129 Cold shock domain
1631 1171652 IPR012340 Nucleic acid-binding, OB-fold
1631 1171652 IPR019844 Cold-shock conserved site
1632 8419694 NA NA
1632 8419712 NA NA
1641 6446919 IPR000418 Ets domain
1641 6446919 IPR003118 Pointed domain
1641 6446919 IPR013761 Sterile alpha motif/pointed domain superfamily
1641 6446919 IPR033077 Ets DNA-binding protein pokkuri
1641 6446919 IPR036388 Winged helix-like DNA-binding domain superfamily
1641 6446919 IPR036390 Winged helix DNA-binding domain superfamily
1641 6453863 NA NA
1642 12252816 NA NA
1646 10245305 IPR001254; Serine proteases, trypsin domain
1646 10245305 IPR009003 Peptidase S1, PA clan
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Table 2.13. S13 Table shows summary of biological functions of overlapping SNPs in the top (0.1%)
quantile which have low L. idas ancestry SNPs in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and high genomic cline
parameter α values in Dubois-Lycaeides (GO ID = Gene ontology reference ID; GO name = Name
of the function associated with GO ID).
Scaffold Position GO Number GO Term
1628 10120991 GO:0005515 Protein binding
1631 520759 NA NA
1631 1171652 GO:0003676 Nucleic acid binding
1632 8419694 NA NA
1632 8419712 NA NA
1641 6446919 GO:0000122 Negative regulation of transcription by RNA polymerase II
1641 6446919 GO:0001709 Cell fate determination
1641 6446919 GO:0003700 DNA-binding transcription factor activity
1641 6446919 GO:0005634 Nucleus
1641 6446919 GO:0006355 Regulation of transcription, DNA-templated
1641 6446919 GO:0043565 Sequence-specific DNA binding
1641 6446919 GO:0045596 Negative regulation of cell differentiation
1641 6446919 GO:0045892 Negative regulation of transcription, DNA-templated
1641 6453863 NA NA
1642 12252816 NA NA
1646 10245305 GO:0004252; Serine-type endopeptidase activity;
1646 10245305 GO:0006508 Proteolysis
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Table 2.14. S14 Table shows summary of biological functions of overlapping SNPs in the top (0.1%)
quantile which have high L. idas ancestry SNPs in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and high genomic cline
parameter β values in Dubois-Lycaeides (IPR Number = Interproscan number; IPR Term = Term
associated with the function associated with IPR number).
Scaffold Position IPR Number IPR Term
4 12406546 IPR003316 E2F/DP family, winged-helix DNA-binding domain
4 12406546 IPR015633 E2F Family
4 12406546 IPR032198 E2F transcription factor, CC-MB domain
4 12406546 IPR036388 Winged helix-like DNA-binding domain superfamily
4 12406546 IPR036390 Winged helix DNA-binding domain superfamily
4 12406546 IPR037241 E2F-DP heterodimerization region
4 12406549 IPR003316 E2F/DP family, winged-helix DNA-binding domain
4 12406549 IPR015633 E2F Family
4 12406549 IPR032198 E2F transcription factor, CC-MB domain
4 12406549 IPR036388 Winged helix-like DNA-binding domain superfamily
4 12406549 IPR036390 Winged helix DNA-binding domain superfamily
4 12406549 IPR037241 E2F-DP heterodimerization region
11 8117866 IPR004117 Olfactory receptor, insect
833 6668579 NA NA
1628 11727258 IPR007231 Nucleoporin interacting component Nup93/Nic96
1628 12893859 NA NA
1631 1090637 NA NA
1631 4238467 IPR011011 Zinc finger, FYVE/PHD-type
1631 5365561 NA NA
1631 5516528 IPR013602 Dynein heavy chain, domain-2
1631 5516528 IPR024317 Dynein heavy chain, AAA module D4
1631 5516528 IPR024743 Dynein heavy chain, coiled coil stalk
1631 5516528 IPR026980 Dynein heavy chain 6, axonemal
1631 5516528 IPR026983 Dynein heavy chain
1631 5516528 IPR027417 P-loop containing nucleoside triphosphate hydrolase
1631 5516528 IPR035699 Dynein heavy chain, hydrolytic ATP-binding dynein motor region
1631 6146721 NA NA
1631 7534776 NA NA
1631 7688497 IPR011989 Armadillo-like helical
Continued on next page
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Table 2.14 – continued from previous page
Scaffold Position IPR Number IPR Term
1631 7688497 IPR014768 Rho GTPase-binding/formin homology 3 (GBD/FH3) domain
1631 7688497 IPR015425 Formin, FH2 domain
1631 7688497 IPR016024 Armadillo-type fold
1631 7688497 IPR027651 FH1/FH2 domain-containing protein 3
1631 8161313 IPR001251 CRAL-TRIO lipid binding domain
1631 8161313 IPR008936 Rho GTPase activation protein
1631 8161313 IPR036865 CRAL-TRIO lipid binding domain superfamily
1631 9616373 IPR007110 Immunoglobulin-like domain
1631 9616373 IPR013162 CD80-like, immunoglobulin C2-set
1631 9616373 IPR013783 Immunoglobulin-like fold
1631 9616373 IPR036179 Immunoglobulin-like domain superfamily
1631 10080466 IPR003598 Immunoglobulin subtype 2
1631 10080466 IPR003599 Immunoglobulin subtype
1631 10080466 IPR007110 Immunoglobulin-like domain
1631 10080466 IPR013098 Immunoglobulin I-set
1631 10080466 IPR013783 Immunoglobulin-like fold
1631 10080466 IPR036179 Immunoglobulin-like domain superfamily
1631 10096614 IPR003598 Immunoglobulin subtype 2
1631 10096614 IPR003599 Immunoglobulin subtype
1631 10096614 IPR007110 Immunoglobulin-like domain
1631 10096614 IPR013098 Immunoglobulin I-set
1631 10096614 IPR013783 Immunoglobulin-like fold
1631 10096614 IPR036179 Immunoglobulin-like domain superfamily
1631 10096721 IPR003598 Immunoglobulin subtype 2
1631 10096721 IPR003599 Immunoglobulin subtype
1631 10096721 IPR007110 Immunoglobulin-like domain
1631 10096721 IPR013098 Immunoglobulin I-set
1631 10096721 IPR013783 Immunoglobulin-like fold
1631 10096721 IPR036179 Immunoglobulin-like domain superfamily
1631 12342151 NA NA
1631 12682671 NA NA
Continued on next page
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Scaffold Position IPR Number IPR Term
1631 13728571 NA NA
1631 13908210 NA NA
1631 13944328 NA NA
1631 14175992 NA NA
1631 14799474 NA NA
1631 15003188 NA NA
1631 15044549 NA NA
1631 15347619 IPR000219 Dbl homology (DH) domain
1631 15347619 IPR001849 Pleckstrin homology domain
1631 15347619 IPR002017 Spectrin repeat
1631 15347619 IPR011993 PH-like domain superfamily
1631 15347619 IPR018159 Spectrin/alpha-actinin
1631 15347619 IPR035899 Dbl homology (DH) domain superfamily
1631 15428089 NA NA
1631 15428102 NA NA
1631 15630833 IPR006114 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase, C-terminal
1631 15630833 IPR006115 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase, NADP-binding
1631 15630833 IPR006183 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase
1631 15630833 IPR006184 6-phosphogluconate-binding site
1631 15630833 IPR008927 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase-like, C-terminal domain superfamily
1631 15630833 IPR013328 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase, domain 2
1631 15630833 IPR036291 NAD(P)-binding domain superfamily
1631 16563238 NA NA
1631 16563245 NA NA
1631 16742878 NA NA
1631 17005201 NA NA
1631 17266869 NA NA
1631 18504663 NA NA
1631 20910914 IPR000644 CBS domain
1631 20910914 IPR039170 5’-AMP-activated protein kinase subunit gamma-2
1631 21035262 NA NA
1631 21035340 NA NA
Continued on next page
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Scaffold Position IPR Number IPR Term
1631 21250737 NA NA
1631 21250758 NA NA
1631 21303464 IPR000719 Protein kinase domain
1631 21303464 IPR001245 Serine-threonine/tyrosine-protein kinase, catalytic domain
1631 21303464 IPR011009 Protein kinase-like domain superfamily
1639 8438185 IPR001031 Thioesterase
1639 8438185 IPR023102 Fatty acid synthase, domain 2
1639 8438185 IPR029058 Alpha/Beta hydrolase fold
1639 10026163 IPR000648 Oxysterol-binding protein
1639 10026163 IPR001849 Pleckstrin homology domain
1639 10026163 IPR011993 PH-like domain superfamily
1641 9383455 IPR004878 Otopetrin
1642 9017721 IPR001781 Zinc finger, LIM-type
1646 12073166 IPR000225 Armadillo
1646 12073166 IPR009223 Adenomatous polyposis coli protein repeat
1646 12073166 IPR009240 Adenomatous polyposis coli protein, 15 residue repeat
1646 12073166 IPR011989 Armadillo-like helical
1646 12073166 IPR016024 Armadillo-type fold
1646 12073166 IPR026818 Adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) family
1646 12073190 IPR000225 Armadillo
1646 12073190 IPR009223 Adenomatous polyposis coli protein repeat
1646 12073190 IPR009240 Adenomatous polyposis coli protein, 15 residue repeat
1646 12073190 IPR011989 Armadillo-like helical
1646 12073190 IPR016024 Armadillo-type fold
1646 12073190 IPR026818 Adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) family
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Table 2.15. S15 Table shows summary of biological functions of overlapping SNPs in the top (0.1%)
quantile which have high L. idas ancestry SNPs in Jackson Hole-Lycaeides and high genomic cline
parameter β values in Dubois-Lycaeides (GO ID = Gene ontology reference ID; GO name = Name
of the function associated with GO ID).
Scaffold Position IPR Number IPR Term
4 12406546 GO:0003700 DNA-binding transcription factor activity
4 12406546 GO:0005667 Transcription factor complex
4 12406546 GO:0006355 Regulation of transcription, DNA-templated
4 12406546 GO:0046983 Protein dimerization activity
4 12406549 GO:0003700;;; DNA-binding transcription factor activity
4 12406549 GO:0005667 Transcription factor complex
4 12406549 GO:0006355 Regulation of transcription, DNA-templated
4 12406549 GO:0046983 Protein dimerization activity
11 8117866 GO:0004984 Olfactory receptor activity
11 8117866 GO:0005549 Odorant binding
11 8117866 GO:0007608 Sensory perception of smell
11 8117866 GO:0016020 Membrane
833 6668579 NA NA
1628 11727258 GO:0005643 Nuclear pore
1628 11727258 GO:0017056 Structural constituent of nuclear pore
1628 12893859 NA NA
1631 1090637 NA NA
1631 4238467 NA NA
1631 5365561 NA NA
1631 5516528 GO:0003777 Microtubule motor activity
1631 5516528 GO:0005524 ATP binding
1631 5516528 GO:0005858 Axonemal dynein complex
1631 5516528 GO:0007018 Microtubule-based movement
1631 5516528 GO:0016887 ATPase activity
1631 5516528 GO:0060285 Cilium-dependent cell motility
1631 6146721 NA NA
1631 7534776 NA NA
1631 7688497 GO:0007015 Actin filament organization
1631 8161313 GO:0007165 Signal transduction
Continued on next page
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Scaffold Position GO Number GO Term
1631 9616373 NA NA
1631 10080466 NA NA
1631 10096614 NA NA
1631 10096721 NA NA
1631 12342151 NA NA
1631 12682671 NA NA
1631 13728571 NA NA
1631 13908210 NA NA
1631 13944328 NA NA
1631 14175992 NA NA
1631 14799474 NA NA
1631 15003188 NA NA
1631 15044549 NA NA
1631 15347619 GO:0005089 Rho guanyl-nucleotide exchange factor activity
1631 15347619 GO:0005515 Protein binding
1631 15347619 GO:0035023 Regulation of Rho protein signal transduction
1631 15428089 NA NA
1631 15428102 NA NA
1631 15630833 GO:0004616 Phosphogluconate dehydrogenase (decarboxylating) activity
1631 15630833 GO:0006098 Pentose-phosphate shunt
1631 15630833 GO:0016491 Oxidoreductase activity
1631 15630833 GO:0050661 NADP binding
1631 15630833 GO:0055114 Oxidation-reduction process
1631 16563238 NA NA
1631 16563245 NA NA
1631 16742878 NA NA
1631 17005201 NA NA
1631 17266869 NA NA
1631 18504663 NA NA
1631 20910914 GO:0032559 Adenyl ribonucleotide binding
1631 20910914 GO:0071900 Regulation of protein serine/threonine kinase activity
1631 21035262 NA NA
Continued on next page
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Scaffold Position GO Number GO Term
1631 21035340 NA NA
1631 21250737 NA NA
1631 21250758 NA NA
1631 21303464 GO:0004672 Protein kinase activity
1631 21303464 GO:0005524 ATP binding
1631 21303464 GO:0006468 Protein phosphorylation
1639 8438185 GO:0004312 Fatty acid synthase activity
1639 8438185 GO:0009058 Biosynthetic process
1639 8438185 GO:0016788 Hydrolase activity, acting on ester bonds
1639 10026163 NA NA
1641 9383455 NA NA
1642 9017721 NA NA
1646 12073166 GO:0005515 Protein binding
1646 12073166 GO:0008013 Beta-catenin binding
1646 12073166 GO:0016055 Wnt signaling pathway
1646 12073166 GO:0030178 Negative regulation of Wnt signaling pathway
1646 12073190 GO:0005515 Protein binding
1646 12073190 GO:0008013 Beta-catenin binding
1646 12073190 GO:0016055 Wnt signaling pathway
1646 12073190 GO:0030178 Negative regulation of Wnt signaling pathway
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Table 2.16. S16 Table gives a list of sequences used from LepBase version 4 to create the protein
homology file for Genome Annotation using MAKER pipeline.
Sequence name
1 Amyelois_transitella_v1_-_proteins.fa
2 Bicyclus_anynana_nBa.0.1_-_proteins.fa
3 Bicyclus_anynana_v1.2_-_proteins.fa
4 Bombyx_mori_ASM15162v1_-_proteins.fa
5 Calycopis_cecrops_v1.1_-_proteins.fa
6 Chilo_suppressalis_CsuOGS1.0_-_proteins.fa
7 Danaus_plexippus_v3_-_proteins.fa
8 Heliconius_erato_demophoon_v1_-_proteins.fa
9 Heliconius_erato_lativitta_v1_-_proteins.fa
10 Heliconius_melpomene_melpomene_Hmel1_-_proteins.fa
11 Heliconius_melpomene_-_proteins.fa
12 Junonia_coenia_JC_v1.0_-_proteins.fa
13 Lerema_accius_v1.1_-_proteins.fa
14 Limnephilus_lunatus_v1_-_proteins.fa
15 Manduca_sexta_Msex_1.0_-_proteins.fa
16 Operophtera_brumata_v1_-_proteins.fa
17 Papilio_glaucus_v1.1_-_proteins.fa
18 Papilio_machaon_Pap_ma_1.0_-_proteins.fa
19 Papilio_polytes_Ppol_1.0_-_proteins.fa
20 Papilio_polytes_Ppol_1.0_Refseq_-_proteins.fa
21 Papilio_xuthus_Pap_xu_1.0_-_proteins.fa
22 Papilio_xuthus_Pxut_1.0_-_proteins.fa
23 Papilio_xuthus_Pxut_1.0_Refseq_-_proteins.fa
24 Phoebis_sennae_v1.1_-_proteins.fa
25 Plodia_interpunctella_v1_-_proteins.fa
26 Plutella_xylostella_DBM_FJ_v1.1_-_proteins.fa
27 Plutella_xylostella_pacbiov1_-_proteins.fa
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CHAPTER 3
THE PREDICTABILITY OF GENOMIC CHANGES UNDERLYING A RECENT HOST SHIFT
IN MELISSA BLUE BUTTERFLIES 1
Abstract
Despite accumulating evidence that evolution can be predictable, studies quantifying the pre-
dictability of evolution remain rare. Here, we measured the predictability of genome-wide evolu-
tionary changes associated with a recent host shift in the Melissa blue butterfly (Lycaeides melissa).
We asked whether and to what extent genome-wide patterns of evolutionary change in nature could
be predicted (1) by comparisons among instances of repeated evolution, and (2) from SNP × per-
formance associations in a lab experiment. We delineated the genetic loci (SNPs) most strongly
associated with host use in two L. melissa lineages that colonized alfalfa. Whereas most SNPs were
strongly associated with host use in none or one of these lineages, we detected a ∼two-fold excess
of SNPs associated with host use in both lineages. Similarly, we found that host-associated SNPs
in nature could also be partially predicted from SNP × performance (survival and weight) associa-
tions in a lab rearing experiment. But the extent of overlap, and thus degree of predictability, was
somewhat reduced. Although we were able to predict (to a modest extent) the SNPs most strongly
associated with host use in nature (in terms of parallelism and from the experiment), we had little
to no ability to predict the direction of evolutionary change during the colonization of alfalfa. Our
results show that different aspects of evolution associated with recent adaptation can be more or less
predictable, and highlight how stochastic and deterministic processes interact to drive patterns of
genome-wide evolutionary change.
Introduction
Repeated evolution of similar traits in populations or species under similar ecological conditions
has been widely documented, and often involves the same genes or alleles [4, 10, 39, 45, 46]. Such
1This manuscript has been published in Molecular Ecology and was coauthored by Lauren K Lucas, Chris C Nice,
James A Fordyce, Matthew L Forister and Zachariah Gompert. Permission has been granted by the required coauthors
for this research to be included in my dissertation (Appendix A) and copyright permission is included (Appendix B).
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repeatability suggests patterns of evolutionary change may be predictable, either by comparison
with other instances of evolution (i.e., in the context of parallel or convergent evolution) or from
a mechanistic understanding of the sources and targets of selection [34]. The degree to which
evolution is repeatable and predictable is of general interest, as high repeatability would suggest
a more central role for deterministic evolutionary processes (e.g., natural selection), and perhaps
increased constraint or bias in terms of the trait combinations, developmental pathways or mutations
that can result in adaptation to a given environment. Such constraints could impose general limits
on patterns of biological diversity [37, 42, 53, 55]. But further progress requires moving beyond
documenting instances of repeated evolution, and instead quantifying the degree to which, and
context in which, evolution is repeatable or predictable, as well as identifying the factors mediating
this [e.g., 13, 14, 25, 54, 55].
Instances of repeated evolution provide just one of several ways to assess the predictability of
evolution; the predictability of evolution can also be considered in terms of comparisons between
(i) experiments linking genotype to phenotype or fitness and (ii) evolutionary patterns in natural
populations [3, 34]. For example, field transplant experiments can be used to identify genes or
traits under divergent selection between two environments, and one can then ask whether or to
what extent patterns of genetic differentiation between natural populations occupying those different
environments could be predicted from the experimental results [e.g., 5, 13, 54]. This approach has
received relatively little attention compared to direct tests for parallel or convergent evolution in nature
[3], but it may have a greater ability to identify the mechanisms underlying predictability by better
isolating components of themany evolutionary and ecological processes affecting natural populations
[22, 37, 55]. With that said, a lack of consistency between experimental and natural populations can
be difficult to interpret, as experiments can miss key features of the natural environment. Whereas
both of these approaches (i.e. prediction from experiments and studies of parallelism) have been
used in isolation to assess the predictability of evolution, they have rarely been used in a single
system and in a comparative manner [but see, e.g., 13, 54].
Here we consider the predictability of genome-wide evolutionary changes (hereafter genomic
change) associated with a host-plant shift in the Melissa blue butterfly, Lycaeides melissa (Ly-
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caenidae). We focus on a quantitative comparison of the two aspects of predictability discussed
above. Lycaeides melissa occurs throughout western North America, where it feeds on legumes,
particularly species of Astragalus, Lupinus, and Glycyrrhiza. Medicago sativa (alfalfa, a common
forage crop and also a legume) was introduced to western North America in the mid 1800s, and has
since been colonized by L. melissa [41]. This is a poor host in terms of caterpillar survival, weight,
and adult fecundity [16, 17, 52]. Nonetheless, many L. melissa populations persist on and have
partially adapted to this plant species [e.g., on average, populations on M. sativa exhibit increased
larval performance and adult oviposition preference relative to populations that do not feed on M.
sativa; 15, 23]. At present, we do not know whether L. melissa colonizedM. sativa once or multiple
times, nor do we know whether the alfalfa-feeding populations are connected by appreciable levels
of gene flow. But such information is critical for assessing the degree to which different populations
or groups of populations represent independent instances of adaptation, and thus whether they can
be used to quantify the repeatability of evolution.
We have additional reasons to be interested in gene flow among L. melissa populations. In a
previous lab experiment, L. melissa caterpillars from populations feeding onM. sativa (Goose Lake
Ag. = GLA; 41.9860◦ N, 120.2925◦ W) and from a population feeding on Astragalus canadensis,
which is a native host (Silver Lake = SLA; 39.64967◦ N, 119.92629◦ W), were reared in a crossed
design on eitherM. sativa orA. canadensis [23]. We then used amulti-locus genome-wide association
mapping approach to identify SNPs associated with variation in larval performance (survival and
weight) for each population × host combination. This experiment showed that genetic variants
associated with performance on each host plant were mostly independent, and thus, we failed to find
evidence for genetic trade-offs in performance across hosts. Such trade-offs are often hypothesized
to drive host plant specialization in phytophagous insects [19, 20]. Despite the popularity of this
hypothesis, very few studies have found evidence of resource-based trade-offs between hosts [but
see 25, 59]. Based on these results, we raised an alternative hypothesis that host plant specialization,
and particularly the loss of adaptation to an ancestral host (in this case A. canadensis), results from
genetic drift in isolated populations that are not well connected by gene flow [similar to 26]. In other
words, reduced performance on an ancestral host in an alfalfa feeding population could result solely
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from genetic drift if alleles increasing fitness on the ancestral host do not affect fitness on alfalfa,
and if alfalfa feeding populations experience little to no gene flow with these ancestral populations.
This hypothesis has implications for the repeatability of evolution, as it would predict a greater role
for stochastic processes (i.e., genetic drift) in patterns of genomic change (i.e., evolutionary change
across the genome) during repeated host shifts than would be expected if trade-offs were prevalent.
Evaluating this hypothesis requires additional data on gene flow among L. melissa populations.
Herein, we first test whether L. melissa has colonized M. sativa one or multiple times and
quantify levels of contemporary gene flow, and second quantify the predictability of genomic change
associated with the colonization of M. sativa by L. melissa. Specifically, we analyze genotyping-
by-sequencing (GBS) data from 26 L. melissa populations to ask the following questions: (i). Have
L. melissa populations colonized the novel host M. sativa repeatedly in independent colonization
events? (ii) To what extent do parallel genetic changes underlie repeated instances of the colonization
of M. sativa by L. melissa? (iii) To what extent do SNP × larval performance associations in
the aforementioned rearing experiment predict patterns of genetic differentiation between natural
populations feeding on alfalfa versus native legume hosts? (iv). Is the degree of predictability higher
in the context of (ii) or (iii)? See Fig. 3.1 for a summary of research questions and primary analyses.
Methods
Samples and DNA sequencing
In this study we considered GBS data from 526 L. melissa butterflies collected from 26
populations distributed across the western USA (Table 3.1). This includes 15 populations that
use M. sativa (alfalfa) as a host, and 11 populations that use one of several native legume species
(i.e., species of Astragalus, Lupinus or Glycrrhiza). GBS data from 414 of these individuals (20
populations) were previously published in a study of admixture in the Lycaeides species complex
[24], whereas the GBS data from the other 112 individuals (6 populations) are presented here. DNA
extraction, GBS library preparation, and DNA sequencing (100 bp single-end reads with an Illumina
HiSeq 2500) occurred concurrently for all 526 samples [for details refer to 22].
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Genome alignment and genetic variation in populations
We used the aln and samse algorithms from bwa 0.7.5a-r405 to align 100-bp single-end reads
(525 million reads) to our draft L. melissa genome [the draft genome is described in 23]. This
included re-aligning the data from Gompert et al. [24] as those results preceded the current genome
assembly and annotation. We allowed a maximum of four differences between each sequence and
the reference (no more than two differences were allowed in the first 20 bp of the sequence). We
trimmed all bases with a phred-scaled quality score lower than 10 and only placed sequences with a
unique best match in our data. We then used samtools (version 0.1.19) to compress, sort and index
the alignments [36]. We identified (verified) single nucleotide variants and calculated genotype
likelihoods, but considering only the set of SNPs identified previously by Gompert et al. [23]. The
original variant set was called using many of the L. melissa samples included here, as well as
butterflies from the rearing experiment described above. By focusing on this variant set, we ensured
that clear comparisons could bemade between the data from the experimental and natural populations
in terms of tests of predictability. Variants were called using samtools and bcftools (version
0.1.19) and were only output if the posterior probability that the nucleotide was invariant was less
than 0.01 (with a full prior with θ = 0.001), and if data were present for at least 80% of the individuals.
All SNPs from Gompert et al. [23] were also identified as SNPs in the current data set based on
these criteria, resulting in 206,028 high-quality SNPs. These SNPs had an average sequencing depth
of 17.29 (SD = 11.0) per individual. We used an expectation-maximization algorithm to obtain
maximum-likelihood estimates of population allele frequencies while accounting for uncertainty in
genotypes [based on the calculated genotype likelihoods from bcftools; 35, 54].
Colonization history and tests for gene flow
We used a series of analyses to assess the degree of independence in evolutionary change across
the M. sativa feeding populations. We were interested in independence both in terms of historical
colonization and admixture/gene flow, and in terms of contemporary gene flow. We first used
principal components analysis (PCA) as an ordination-based approach to examine whether the M.
sativa populations formed a single coherent cluster in genotype space, as would be predicted if alfalfa
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was colonized a single time. We ran the PCA in R (version 3.4.1) on the among individual similarity
(i.e., genetic covariance) matrix, which was calculated from genotype point estimates for 14,051
common (global minor allele frequency > 5%) SNPs [genotypes were inferred using amixturemodel
for allele frequencies with k = 2 to 5 source populations, as in 24]. We then used TREEMIX (version
1.12) to construct a population graph depicting the relationships among the focal populations [48].
This method first fits a bifurcating tree based on the population allele frequency covariance matrix
(based on the maximum likelihood allele frequency estimates), and then adds migration/admixture
edges to the tree to improve the fit. Thus, it allowed us to test for both the monophyly of M. sativa-
feeding populations (i.e., to test whether there were one or multiple successful colonization events),
and to ask whether, if alfalfa was colonized multiple times, the populations have since experienced
appreciable historical gene flow/admixture which would reduce their evolutionary independence.
We rooted the population tree with two Lycaeides anna populations, which were set as the outgroup
[data from 24] and fit graphs allowing 0-10 admixture events. We calculated the proportion of
variance in allele frequency covariances explained by the population graph with varying numbers
of admixture events to quantify model fit, and to determine whether individual admixture events
substantially improved model fit [48].
We then used stochastic character mapping to estimate the number of host shifts to M. sativa
based on the tree from TREEMIX [7]. We treated host use (native host vs. M. sativa) as a trait for
ancestral character state reconstruction [as in, e.g., 12, 30]. We fixed the root of the tree as native
feeding because of the known recent introduction of M. sativa to North America. We used the
make.simmap function in the R package phytools (version 0.6-44) for this analysis [50], and based
our inference on two Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) runs each with a 10,000 iteration burn-in,
100,000 sampling steps, and a thinning interval of 50. The probabilistic character state simulations
used to estimate the number of shifts toM. sativa incorporated uncertainty in the character transition
matrix.
We then used an assignment-based approach, namely discriminant analysis, to identify indi-
viduals that were likely migrants from another population. Our goal here was to assess evidence
of contemporary gene flow in terms of actual migrants [we were not attempting to detect later
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generation hybrids or estimate admixture proportions; the latter can be found in 24]. We used the
lda function from the MASS package in R to assign individuals to populations based on the first
four PCs of the genotypic data (see above; these accounted 95% of the genetic variation), and this
was done in a pair-wise manner for all populations, although we were most interested in pairs of
adjacent populations. We used k-fold cross-validation to estimate assignment probabilities. Results
from this set of analyses (described in detail in the Results below) indicated that L. melissa have
colonized M. sativa at least twice (and probably more times than that), once in the western Great
Basin and once in the central/eastern Great Basin and RockyMountains, and that there has been little
gene flow between these groups of populations (see e.g., Fig. 3.2). We thus use these two groups
of populations, hereafter referred to as melissa-west and melissa-east, respectively, to quantify the
extent of parallel genomic change associated with alfalfa-colonization and adaptation [experimental
evidence of adaptation to alfalfa in general comes from, e.g., 15, 23].
Quantifying the predictability of genomic change
We measured and compared the predictability of genomic change associated with colonization
of alfalfa by L. melissa in two ways: (i) the degree of parallelism in genomic change during two
independent host shifts onto M. sativa in nature, and (ii) how well patterns of genomic change in
nature could be predicted from performance × SNP associations in a rearing experiment. We did this
by testing for and quantifying an excess overlap in SNPs associated with host use, that is, the SNPs
with the greatest allele frequency differences between native and alfalfa-feeding populations in nature
and the SNPs most strongly associated with performance in the rearing experiment. We report these
values as x-fold enrichments. As an example, an x-fold enrichment of 2.0 would imply that twice as
many SNPs are associated with host use in, e.g., repeated instances of colonization of L. melissa, as
expected by chance (see details of null models below) and thus would mean that exceptional patterns
of genomic change can be predicted from one colonization event to the other twice as well as would
be the case with no information. We considered x-fold enrichments as measures of predictability
both in terms of the SNPs showing host association and in terms of the direction of these effects. In
other words, we distinguished between being able to predict host-associated SNPs, and being able
to predict the direction of the association. As populations will necessarily vary in the details of
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linkage disequilibrium (LD) between causal variants and genetic markers (such as in our SNP set),
the former might be more predictable than the later (see the Discussion for details).
Delineating SNP × host use associations in nature
We first delineated the SNPs most strongly associated with feeding on M. sativa in nature. We
used the software package BAYPASS version 2.1 [21] to do this by identifying SNPs with the
greatest allele frequency differences between populations feeding onM. sativa and those feeding on
native hosts; this method controls for background population genetic structure. We were interested
in these SNPs as they presumably exhibited the greatest change in allele frequencies following the
colonization of alfalfa, and some subset of them might be in LD with causal variants affecting host
(alfalfa) adaptation (given the sparsity of GBS data, we doubt that any of these SNPs directly confer
host adaptation, but this is not critical for our questions and approach).
The BAYPASS software used here is based on the BAYENV method introduced by Günther
& Coop [27]. BAYPASS uses a hierarchical Bayesian model with a binary auxiliary variable to
classify each locus (i.e., SNP) as associated or unassociated with some environmental covariate.
The model attempts to control for population genetic structure by approximating the history of the
populations with an allele frequency variance-covariance matrix. We ran BAYPASS [21] with three
sets of populations: (i) all populations, (ii) 8 melissa-west populations, and (iii) 17 melissa-east
populations. We treated host use, coded as a binary variable indicating whether or not a population
was on alfalfa, as the environmental covariate, and ran the standard covariate model. For each
data set, we ran four MCMC simulations, each with a 20,000 iteration burnin and 50,000 sampling
iterations with a thinning interval of 100. The regression coefficient (βi) describing the association
of each SNP (i) with host use (after controlling for population structure) was calculated using the
default option of importance sampling, which also allows for computation of Bayes factors. Bayes
factors were used to compare the marginal likelihoods of models with non-zero versus zero values
of βi.
To further characterize the top host-associated SNPs, we conducted additional tests wherein we
asked whether the SNPs most associated with host use were overrepresented on the Z chromosome
[in butterflies males are ZZ and females are ZW, and the Z chromosome tends to harbor an excess
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of QTL for adaptive traits; 32, 56], or whether they were enriched for specific gene ontology (GO)
classifications. Such enrichments might be expected if the top host-associated SNPs were indeed
tagging (via LD) genetic regions affecting host use. We defined “host-associated SNPs" for these and
subsequent tests as those with the largest Bayes factors from the BAYPASS analysis. We did this using
empirical quantiles, and considered a range of cut-offs, from the top 0.1% to the top 0.01% of SNPs
(with increments of 0.01%). Considering multiple quantile cut-offs (here and in additional analyses
described below) let us evaluate the sensitivity of our results to particular empirical quantiles. We
used a new linkage map (Gompert et al., manuscript in prep.) to classify SNPs as autosomal,
Z-linked, or unknown. SNPs were classified as in coding regions (exons only), genic (in gene exons
or introns), or intergenic based on the structural annotation described in Gompert et al. [23]. GO
annotation were based on 14713 PFAM-A matches from INTERPROSCAN; GO terms were assigned
to SNPs within 1 kb of annotated genes. Randomization tests were used to quantify and assess
the significance of enrichments for each quantile cut-off and all three data sets, all 25 populations,
melissa-east, and melissa-west, and in each case 1000 randomizations were conducted.
Tests of parallel genomic change in nature
Our first framework for quantifying predictability was to test for parallel evolution of host
use between two groups of L. melissa populations. Following the TREEMIX results, we used the
melissa-east (N=17) and melissa-west (N=8) populations to ask if parallel genetic changes underlie
host plant use in these butterfly populations. We used randomization tests (10000 randomizations
per test) to generate null expectations for the proportion of top host-associated SNPs shared between
melissa-east and melissa-west populations, and tested if this was more than expected by chance
(x-fold enrichments). Herein, we refer to this procedure as ran1 (see Fig. 3.1). We performed
this randomization procedure twice, first with raw Bayes factors and again using residuals from
regressing Bayes factors on mean allele frequencies (averaged over the relevant populations) (we
focus on the latter in the Results). We repeated ran1 considering the top 0.01% to 0.1% (with 0.01%
increments) host-associated SNPs to determine whether the degree of parallelism (i.e., predictability
in the context of repeated evolution) was robust to different cut-offs for defining host-associated
SNPs.
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Next, we asked whether the top host-associated SNPs that were shared betweenmelissa-east and
melissa-west populations showed a consistent direction in terms of the allele frequency difference
between populations feeding on alfalfa versus those on native hosts. We would expect differences
in a consistent direction if the same allele was favored in both colonization events and if patterns of
LD (including the sign of D, the coefficient of linkage disequilibrium) between causal variants and
our SNP markers were consistent between these groups of populations. We tested for consistency
in the sign of allele frequency differences using both raw allele frequencies and standardized allele
frequencies from BAYPASS; the latter are residuals after controlling for background population
structure (we focus on the latter in the Results). For each SNP and group (melissa-east or melissa-
west) we calculated δp = p¯a − p¯n, where p¯a and p¯n are the mean (raw or standardized) allele
frequencies for the alfalfa and native-feeding populations, respectively. For the top shared host-
associated SNPs, we enumerated the cases where the sign of the allele frequency difference (δp) was
the same inmelissa-east andmelissa-west. We conducted two sets of randomization tests to compare
this to null expectations. First, we asked whether the number of shared top host-associated SNPs
with the same sign for δp was greater than expected if the δp vectors inmelissa-east andmelissa-west
were independent. We did this by permuting one of the sign vectors; we refer to this procedure
as ran2A (see Fig. 3.1). In an additional randomization test (hereafter ran2B), we asked whether a
greater proportion of the shared top host-associated SNPs had the same sign for δp than expected
based on sign overlap for the rest of the SNPs. This was done by permuting the classification of
SNPs as shared top host-associated or not.
Predictability of patterns in natural populations from experimental outcomes
We next asked how well SNP × host association in nature can be predicted from SNP ×
performance association from a published lab experiment [23]. In [23], we quantified the association
between each SNP and host-specific survival or adult weight as a model-averaged locus effect
(MAE) by fitting Bayesian Sparse Linear Mixed Models (BSLMMs). This method includes a
genetic relatedness matrix and the genotype of each individual at each SNP as predictors of each
individual’s phenotype [62]. MAEs are given by the formula bˆj = βjγj + αj , where βj is SNP j’s
main effect if it is included in the model (i.e., if it has a main effect), γj is the posterior inclusion
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probability for SNP j (i.e. the probability that SNP j has a main effect, that is, that it tags a causal
variant), and αj is SNP j’s contribution to the phenotypic variation via the genetic relatednessmatrix.
In this experiment, we estimated MAE for the following treatments: (i) larvae from GLA (which
feeds on M. sativa) reared on M. sativa (GLA-Ms) 2) larvae from GLA reared on A. canadensis
(GLA-Ac) 3) larvae from SLA (which feeds on A. canadensis) reared onM. sativa (SLA-Ms) and 4)
larvae from SLA reared on A. canadensis (SLA-Ac). We used these MAEs to delimit SNPs with the
greatest association with host-specific performance in the experiment. We then asked whether these
SNPs also showed substantial allele frequency differences between alfalfa and non-alfalfa feeding
populations in nature. We enumerated the SNPs that were top host-associated SNPs in the BAYPASS
analysis and that were top performance-associated SNPs (based on the MAEs). We considered
classifications based on the top 0.1% to 0.01% of SNPs and based on each experimental treatment
and performance metric (weight or survival) [different SNPs were associated with performance on
each host; 23]. Comparisons were made between the experimental results and BAYPASS results for:
melissa-east, melissa-west and all populations. We used the ran1 approach (Fig. 3.1) to test for
and quantify an excess of overlap between the top host-associated (in nature) and top performance-
associated (in the experiment) SNPs.
Next, we asked whether, for the shared top host-associated and top performance-associated
SNPs, the direction of allele frequency differences in nature (δp, see the previous section) was
consistent with the direction of the SNP × performance association from the experiment (see
Fig. 3.7). For example, an allele associated with increased survival on alfalfa in the experiment
would be predicted to be at higher frequency in the alfalfa-feeding populations. We considered all
combinations of definitions for top host-associated SNPs (melissa-east,melissa-west, all populations)
and top performance-associated SNPs (all experimental treatments and both weight and survival),
and in each case enumerated the instances where the sign for δp and the sign of the MAE were
consistent. Then, as we did for the tests of parallelism in nature (see preceding section), we used
randomization tests to ask whether and to what extent there was more consistency than expected
(i) assuming the direction of SNP × host and SNP × performance association were independent
(ran2A), and (ii) based on the consistency of δp and MAEs for all other SNPs (ran2B).
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Even if SNP× performance associationswere not generally predictive of SNP× host association
in nature, they could be locally predictive of exceptional genetic differentiation between the specific
populations used in the rearing experiment. To test this, we first quantified genetic differentiation
between GLA and SLA at each SNP locus using Hudson’s estimator of FST [6]. Then, similar to the
analyses described above, we identified the most differentiated loci between GLA and SLA, that is
the 0.1% to 0.01% most differentiated SNPs, and tested for significant overlap between these SNPs
and the top performance-associated SNPs (ran1), and for whether the direction of allele frequency
difference between these populations was consistent with the direction of the SNP × performance
association from the experiment (ran2A and ran2B). We then repeated these analyses with the most
differentiated SNPs between GLA and a relatively close native-feeding population (ABC, host =
Lupinus, distance from GLA = 220.8 km), and with SLA and a nearby alfalfa-feeding population
(VCP, distance from SLA = 17.5 km) (GLA and SLA are themselves 184.9 km apart). Here, we
considered only the performance-associated SNPs from GLA (for the GLA × ABC comparison) or
the performance-associated SNPs from SLA (for the SLA × VCP comparison).
Results
Colonization history and tests for gene flow
Ordination with PCA indicated that most (86.7%) of the genetic variation in the samples was
accounted for by the first two principal components. These PCs largely separated individuals and
populations based on geography rather than host plant (Fig. 3.2). The best bifurcating tree from
TREEMIX explained 94.3% of the variance in population covariances. Consistent with the PCA
results, L. melissa populations formed two major clades that grouped populations by geography;
each major clade included a mixture of populations feeding on alfalfa and native hosts (Fig. 3.2C).
Adding migration edges to the tree increased the variance explained (Fig. 3.8), with the biggest gain
from a singlemigration edge. This tree (graph) explained 97%of the variation in the data and allowed
for gene flow from the outgroup Lycaeides anna to a single high-elevation L. melissa population
at Albion meadows, UT. As such gene flow is unlikely in terms of geography, and because this
population is phenotypically distinct from other L. melissa, it was excluded from further analyses.
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Stochastic character mapping of host use on the TREEMIX tree suggested four shifts from native hosts
toM. sativa (95% credible intervals [CIs] = 2–10, posterior probability of two or more shifts = 0.95),
with seven likely reversals back to native feeding (95% CIs = 4–11) (Fig. 3.9). Results from these
analyses indicate that L. melissa have colonized M. sativa at least twice (and probably more times
than that), once in the western Great Basin and once in the central/eastern Great Basin and Rocky
Mountains, and that there has been little historical gene flow between these groups of populations.
With discriminant analysis, most individuals were confidently assigned to the population from
which they were sampled (average assignment probability to the population of origin = 0.9918;
Figs. 3.10, 3.11). Mean assignment probabilities to the population of origin were similar for same
(0.964, sd = 0.0524) and different (0.984, sd = 0.953) host comparisons. Very few individuals were
confidently assigned to the alternative population, that is, the one they were not sampled from (0
in 221 population pairs, 1 in 66 pairs, and 2 in 13 pairs, assignment prob. > 0.9), and we never
had more than two individuals assigned to the population they were not collected from (Fig. 3.11).
Based on all of these results we used the two clades which included populations located in the
eastern and western geographical ranges of the species (hereafter melissa-east [N=17 populations]
and melissa-west [N=8 populations]) to test for predictable genetic changes underlying host plant
use (Fig. 3.2A, Table 3.1).
Delineating SNP × host use associations in nature
Before formally quantifying the predictability of genomic change, we identified SNPs associated
with host plant use in L. melissa populations, which we refer to as “host-associated SNPs". Most
SNPs across melissa-east and melissa-west populations had low Bayes factors (Fig. 3.12). However,
Bayes factors were large (i.e., > 5, meaning the likelihood of the host-association model was at
least five times greater than the null model) for some SNPs (1068 in melissa-west and 1611 in
melissa-east) (Fig. 3.12).
Here we report the results for top 0.01% host-associated SNPs (N=2061). For all populations,
an excess of host-associated SNPs were present on the Z-chromosome (obs. = 195, x-fold enrichment
= 2.26, P < 0.01; randomization test). Similar results were seen for melissa-east (obs. = 193; x-fold
enrichment = 2.23, P < 0.01; randomization test) and melissa-west populations (obs. = 134; x-fold
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enrichment = 1.55, P < 0.01; randomization test) (also see Table 3.2). A significant excess of the
host-associated SNPs were also present in gene exons (for all populations; x-fold = 1.45; P < 0.01;
randomization test, Tables 3.3, 3.4). These results held for melissa-east (x-fold enrichment = 1.46;
P < 0.01; randomization test) and melissa-west (x-fold enrichment = 1.46; P < 0.01; randomization
test) populations. Gene ontology (GO) analysis revealed that the host-associated SNPs are present
in regions of the genome containing genes involved in a range of biological and cellular processes,
and exhibit various molecular functions (Tables 3.5, 3.6, 3.7). Some GO terms are over-represented
among the top host-associated SNPs, but not enough so to warrant particular attention at this time.
Parallel genomic change in nature
For the top 0.01% SNPs (N=2061) with the largest Bayes factors inmelissa-east ormelissa-west
from BAYPASS analysis, there was a significant excess of overlap, such that more SNPs were highly
associated with host use in melissa-east and melissa-west than expected by chance (ran1, obs. =
58 shared SNPs, expected = 21, x-fold enrichment = 2.82, P < 0.01; Fig. 3.3). Six of the 58
shared top host-associated SNPs were on the Z-chromosome, which is also an excess relative to null
expectations (randomization test, x-fold = 2.43; P = 0.03; Table 3.2). Nonetheless, the majority of
top host-associated SNPs differed between melissa-east and melissa-west, resulting in a low overall
correlation in Bayes factors (Pearson r = 0.06; P < 0.01). We found that the x-fold enrichments for
shared top host-associated SNPs held across a range of empirical quantiles, with the greatest excess
seen in the most extreme quantiles (Figure 3.4).
We found minimal evidence of concordance in the direction of allele frequency differences
between alfalfa and native-feeding population when comparing melissa-east and melissa-west and
considering the shared top host-associated SNPs. Specifically, for the top 0.01% SNPs (N=2061)
with the largest Bayes factors in both population groups, we found no evidence of greater than
expected concordance in the sign of allele frequency differences between alfalfa and native-feeding
populations (ran2A) based on standardized or raw allele frequencies (standardized: x-fold = 1.04, P
= 0.222; raw: x-fold = 1.05, P = 0.257). For the same empirical quantile, we found limited and weak
evidence of greater sign coincidence for the shared top host-associated SNPs than random SNPs
(ran2B) based on the standardized allele frequencies (x-fold = 1.05, P = 0.05), and a slight excess
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of sign coincidence based on the raw allele frequencies (x-fold = 1.21, P = 0.046).
Predictability of natural processes from experimental outcomes
We found some cases where there was greater overlap than expected by chance between SNPs
most associated with performance in the rearing experiment (top performance-associated SNPs)
and those most associated with host use in nature (top host-associated SNPs), but this depended
on the specific comparison being considered (here we again focus on results for top 0.01% SNPs,
N=2061, but also provide results for other quantiles graphically; Figs. 3.5, 3.6, 3.13). For example,
we found an excess overlap in top survival-associated SNPs for GLA reared on M. sativa and top
host-associated SNPs for all L. melissa (ran1, obs. = 14, x-fold enrichment = 1.74X, P = 0.03),
but not for melissa-east or melissa-west (these were marginally significant with P = 0.06 and 0.07,
respectively). We found excess overlap in top survival-associated SNPs for GLA reared on A.
canadensis and top host-associated SNPs for (i) melissa-east (ran1, obs. = 16, x-fold enrichment =
1.95X, P = 0.01), and (ii)melissa-west (ran1, obs. = 14, x-fold enrichment = 1.71X, P = 0.04) (Table
3.8). Survival-associated SNPs in SLA were not predictive of host-associated SNPs in nature, but
we did detect an excess of shared weight-associated SNPs in SLA and host-associated SNPs. For
example, top weight-associated SNPs for SLA when reared on A. canadensis overlapped more than
expected by chance with melissa-east host-associated SNPs (ran1, obs. = 17, x-fold enrichment =
2.23; P = < 0.01; Table 3.9). In addition, for top weight-associated SNPs for SLA reared on M.
sativa overlapped more than expected by chance withmelissa-west host-associated SNPs (ran1, obs.
= 19, x-fold enrichment = 2.5; P < 0.01; Table 3.9). We found a single case of excess overlap in top
weight-associated SNPs for GLA reared onM. sativa, which was with the top host-associated SNPs
for melissa-west (ran1, obs. = 16, x-fold enrichment = 2.06X, P = 0.01).
For the top 0.01% SNPs (N=2061) host-associated SNPs and performance-associated SNPs,
we found weaker evidence for and a lesser degree of concordance in the direction of allele frequency
differences between alfalfa and native-feeding populations (δp) and signs of model average effects
(MAE) of performance-associated SNPs (Figs. 3.14, 3.15, 3.16, 3.17; Tables 3.10, 3.11). Most
notably, there was a modest excess of sign coincidence for performance (survival)-associated SNPs
for SLA reared on M. sativa and host-associated SNPs in L. melissa east (ran2A and ran2B, x-fold
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enrichment = 1.39–1.59X, P ≤ 0.01) and west (ran2A and ran2B, x-fold enrichment = 1.42–1.53X,
P ≤ 0.03). We also found excess sign concordance for survival-associated SNPs for GLA reared on
M. sativa and host associated SNPs in L. melissa east (ran2A, x-fold enrichment = 1.21, P = 0.05;
ran2B, x-fold enrichment = 1.38, P = 0.04; Table 3.10).
We generally found greater overlap and sign-consistency between performance-associated SNPs
and the most differentiated SNPs between GLA and SLA in nature than between performance-
associated SNPs and more broadly host-associated SNPs in nature (described in the previous two
paragraphs). We found substantial overlap between the top 0.01% of performance-associated and
the top 0.01% most differentiated SNPs (FST ≥ 0.23), with x-fold enrichments ranging from 4.53
(weight-associated SNPs for SLA reared on A. canadensis) to 1.42 (survival-associated SNPs for
SLA reared on A. canadensis), with P < 0.05 for all but one of these comparisons (Table 3.12).
Somewhat weaker overlap was detected when considering the most differentiated SNPs between
GLA and ABC or SLA and VCP (x-fold enrichment = 0.77–2.06), but still in most cases the overlap
was greater than expected by chance. And in general, the results were consistent across different
top-SNP quantiles (Fig. 3.18). Results for tests of sign coincidence were more idiosyncratic, but
with most cases of significant excess overlap between the sign of genetic differentiation between
populations and the sign of the SNP×performance effect estimate involving experimental populations
reared on M. sativa, though there was also some evidence of significant excess involving survival-
associated SNPs for SLA reared on A. canadensis (Tables 3.13). With that said, x-fold enrichment
across all comparisons never exceeded 1.55X (for ran2B, FST for GLA vs. SLA × weight-associated
SNPs for GLA reared on M. sativa). Similar results were obtained for other quantile cut-offs (Figs.
3.19, 3.20).
Discussion
Several studies have shown that evolution can be predicted, at least in part, but fewer studies have
quantified the degree of predictability, and in general less attention has been paid to the predictability
of genomic changes underlying complex life history traits [55]. Here we first showed that L. melissa
butterflies have colonized a novel host plant (alfalfa, M. sativa) two or more times, with little to no
gene flow connecting the two clades of alfalfa-feeding butterflies. We used these two independent
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instances of colonization and results from a rearing experiment to quantify the degree to which
genomic changes following alfalfa colonization were predictable. We found a modest overlap in
SNPs showing the greatest allele frequency differences between alfalfa and native-feeding L. melissa
in the western and eastern populations (∼1.5–2.8 times more than expected by chance, depending
on the quantile considered), and a significant but weaker and more idiosyncratic excess in overlap of
SNPs associated with host-specific larval performance in an experiment and those with the greatest
allele frequency differences between host-associated populations in nature (∼0.53–2.5 times more
than expected by chance, depending on the quantile considered and performancemeasure). Although
we were able to predict (to a modest extent) the SNPs with the greatest genomic change in nature
(in terms of parallelism in nature and from the experimental results), we generally had little to no
ability to predict the direction of change (i.e., even if the same SNP showed exceptional change
in melissa-east and melissa-west, the direction of change was not necessarily the same). SNP ×
performance associations were, however, more predictive of patterns of genetic differentiation in
nature between the specific populations used in the rearing and mapping experiments. We discuss
and interpret these results in more detail below.
Predictability of genomic changes associated with a host shift
We identified a significant excess of shared SNPs between melissa-east and melissa-west
populations, specifically ∼ 1.5–2.8 times more than expected by chance. This means that knowing
which SNPs exhibited the greatest genomic change in one geographic group (i.e., in one colonization
event) improves our ability to predict those with the greatest genomic change in the other group
about two-fold. In some ways, such predictability is not surprising as the western and eastern
populations likely had access to much of the same standing genetic variation [10]. But there are
also reasons to think that parallelism at the genetic level (and thus predictability of genomic change)
might be more limited. For example, alfalfa is not a homogeneous resource, and our previous work
has documented variation in caterpillar performance based on the source of alfalfa [28], which
suggests that the way in which a population adapts to alfalfa might depend on the specific host plant
population. Interestingly, a nearly identical excess of parallel genomic change/genetic differentiation
was detected in comparisons of host-associated stick insects (Timema cristinae) where different
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cryptic color patterns are favored on different hosts [54]. For simpler morphological traits, such
as armor plating in sticklebacks, the degree of parallelism is considerably higher (91% of the high
genetic differentiation regions shared between marine and freshwater populations across population
pairs are also shared between additional populations) [33]. Another study in sticklebacks shows high
parallel allele frequency changes between lake and stream ecotype populations in genomic regions
associated with incipient ecological speciation ( 51% of the genomic islands of differentiation show
parallel changes) [38].
SNP × performance associations in lab experiments predicted genomic change in nature, but
in a more limited and more idiosyncratic way; x-fold enrichments for survival range from 0.63–1.95
and x-fold enrichments for weight range from 0.53–2.5, with only ∼25% of combinations showing
significant excess. Predictability was notably higher in terms of predicting the most differentiated
SNPs between the populations used in the rearing experiment, that is, GLA (host = M. sativa) and
SLA (host = A. canadensis); the x-fold enrichment ranged from 1.42 to 4.53 (across comparisons),
with all but one case significant. Given the simplified lab rearing environment (e.g., no predators,
controlled growth conditions, only some fitness components considered, etc.), it is intriguing that
the experiment provided even these level of predictive power about genomic change in nature. With
that said, these results are consistent with two other recent studies that predicted genomic change in
nature from short-term experiments. In Timema cristinae stick insects, Soria-Carrasco et al. [54]
found a modest but significant overlap between genetic regions associated with survival in a field
experiment and those most differentiated between hosts in nature (obs. = 32 shared loci; expected
= 23; x-fold enrichment = 1.4). In a similar study with Rhagoletis pomonella fruit flies, genomic
change during a lab selection experiment was even more predictive of patterns of differentiation in
nature (obs. = 154 shared loci; expected = 53.6; x-fold = 2.87) [13]. Substantial genomic change
and increased predictability in Rhagoletis might be due, at least in part, to the high levels of LD in
that system.
Beyond host-use in herbivorous insects, a limited number of studies have tried to predict
genome-wide patterns of genetic differentiation in nature from lab or field experiments, and mostly
these have involved predicting genetic differentiation from QTL studies. The outlier loci underlying
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highest genetic differentiation between Drosophila yakuba mainland (Cameroon and Kenya) and
Mayotte populations, show concordance with Drosophila sechellia noni-tolerance (performance)
QTLs (four of nine tolerance QTL, expected = 0.125, P = 0.013) but there is no overlap for D.
sechellia preference QTLs (expected = 0.35, P = 0.37), suggesting that noni-performance is more
predictable than noni preference [58, 61]. Similarly, QTL for ecologically relevant traits co-localized
with possible genetic regions affected by selection (as identified in genome scans)more than expected
by chance in comparisons of lake whitefish ecotypes [51]. The predictability of evolution from lab
selection and mapping experiments will depend on whether the same genetic variants affect key traits
in similar ways in the lab and nature. This has been investigated in several taxa. For example, in
Arabidopsis thaliana, only one QTL associated with flowering time in the greenhouse also affected
flowering time in a field experiment meant to better approximate nature [8, 60].
Despite results suggesting the SNPs with the greatest genomic change during host adaptation
could be predicted, both via parallel change in nature and from a short-term rearing/mapping
experiment, we found much less evidence that the direction of genomic change was predictable
(there were a few, limited exceptions). Even if the same alleles are repeatedly favored on alfalfa
(including in the lab), the direction of change at genetic markers could vary if patterns of LD
between sequenced SNPs and causal variants differ. For example, if the favored allele at a causal
locus is positively associated with one SNPmarker allele in one population and negatively associated
with the same SNP marker allele in another population, selection on the causal locus could drive
substantial evolutionary change at the SNP locus in both populations, but in opposite directions.
Such shifts in patterns of LD could occur when new populations are founded (possibly by one or
a few gravid females), and thus, this phenomenon could explain our results. Consistent with this
possibility, we found slightly more cases (18.8% vs. 14.6% of tests with P ≤ 0.05) of excess sign
coincidence when comparing the experimental results to genetic differentiation between GLA and
SLA than when comparing them to overall patterns of SNP × host-use association. In a related
sense, if recombination rates vary across the genome, regions of exceptional genomic change might
be predictable if they are simply the regions with the lowest recombination rate and thus the lowest
local effective population size. Of course, the rate of evolutionary change by drift or selection is
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proportional to the allele frequencies (specifically to p(1 − p)), which could make the regions of
greatest change (but not their direction) predictable, but this is something we have controlled for by
working with the residuals after regressing change (or effect sizes from the rearing experiment) on
allele frequencies.
In contrast to our results, both the magnitude and direction of genomic change between host
races of Rhagoletis pomonella fruit flies was predictable from a controlled experiment [13]. Two
factors likely contribute to this difference. First, the same populations were used in the experiment
and for the natural comparisons, whereas our experiment focused on a small subset of the natural
populations we analyzed (but see the discussion of the comparison with genetic differentiation
betweenGLA and SLA above). Second, inversions and large blocks of LD are common inRhagoletis
and could increase the consistency of evolutionary patterns and associations between SNP markers
and causal variants. Although not concerned with host adaptation, another study which has tested for
direction of allele frequency changes underlying rapid adaptation focuses on adaptation to fragmented
landscapes in Glanville Fritillary butterflies, Melitaea cinxia [18]. This study reports predictable
allele frequency changes in most divergent outlier loci between newly colonized versus old local
populations, and these allele frequency shifts are in the same direction indicating that selection can
drive particular candidate genetic regions in the direction of adaptation to fragmented landscapes
(Extinct populations: linear model, r2 = 0.36, P = 0.02; Introduced populations: linear model, r2 =
0.14, P = 0.13).
Finally, we found higher predictability of genomic change in terms of the greater overlap of
top host-associated SNPs between two host shifts onto alfalfa than overlap between performance-
associated SNPs in an experiment and host-associated SNPs in nature (predictability in terms of
overlap was even higher for patterns of genetic differentiation between the population pair used in the
experiment). Perhaps this is not surprising, as wemight expect greater similarity in conditions across
the natural populations than between the lab experiment and natural populations. Indeed, perhaps
it is more surprising that the difference in predictability (1.5–2.7 x-fold enrichment via parallelism
in nature vs. 0.53–2.5 x-fold enrichment via predictions from the lab to nature) wasn’t greater. This
means that genetic and phenotypic determinants of caterpillar performance in the lab have some
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bearing on fitness, and thus evolutionary change during host shifts in nature. Posing the exciting
possibility that, by integrating outcomes from multiple experiments probing different populations
and different components of a host shift (e.g., larval performance, adult preference, etc.), it might be
possible to build a more mechanistic model to predict genomic change than would ever be possible
by only examining patterns of parallel change in nature.
Interpretation of demographic patterns
We found little evidence for contemporary gene flow among L. melissa populations, even those
separated by only a few kilometers. This suggests that gene flow from populations feeding on native
hosts to populations feeding on alfalfa is not a major factor constraining host adaptation. Moreover,
coupled with our previous results indicating a lack of genetic trade-offs for larval performance
across hosts [22], this suggests that host plant specialization in L. melissa could occur via the loss
of adaptation to an ancestral host by genetic drift. Similarly, a recent study in moths (Thyrinteina
leucoceraea) found that the loss of adaptation to a native hostwas due tomutation accumulation rather
than trade-offs [26]. Thus, whereas resource-based genetic trade-offs do drive host specialization in
some systems [25], this and other recent work indicates that other processes that need not include
selection can lead to host-plant specialization as well.
Our results strongly suggest that L. melissa colonized alfalfa multiple times since the introduc-
tion of this plant to North America; at least twice and probably ∼four times. Shifts from M. sativa
to native hosts appear to be even more common, which is consistent with our own observations that
populations associated with M. sativa are more ephemeral (i.e., less likely to persist over multiple
decades) than those feeding on native hosts. Still, considerable uncertainty exists in our estimates of
the exact number and nature of these host shifts. Along these lines, more than one colonization event
likely occurred within our eastern and western L. melissa groups. Thus, while treating these groups
as our level of replication is conservative, it also means that the metrics of parallelism discussed
above probably represent averages over these putative additional host shifts, and that the true history
of colonization is more complex than captured in these analyses.
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Genomic context of the host-associated SNPs
An excess of the SNPs most associated with host use in nature were on the Z chromosome in
L. melissa. This is consistent with findings from other studies suggesting a disproportionate role for
sex chromosomes in adaptation and speciation, such as beak morphology in Darwin’s finches [1, 2],
coat color in mice (Chaetodipus intermedius) [29, 43], reduction in armor plating in threespine
sticklebacks (Gasterosteus aculeatus) [9], and wing pattern variation inHeliconious butterflies [47].
In butterflies, other studies of host plant specialization have found evidence of a disproportionate
role of Z-linked genes in host specificity and oviposition preference [40]. For example, oviposition
preference in the comma butterfly (Polygonia c-album) is Z-linked [31, 44]. Similarly, oviposition
differences in some swallowtail butterflies (Papilio zelicaon and Papilio oregonius) are known to be
sex-linked [57], and in general, species differences in butterflies often map to the Z chromosome
[49, 56]. With that said, it is important to note that the Z chromosome likely has a lower effective
population size than the autosomes (this depends some on patterns of mating), and thus the signal
of an excess of host-associated SNPs on the Z chromosome could partially reflect genetic drift.
We also found an excess of top host-associated SNPs on the coding regions of genes (1.45 times
more than expected by chance). This does not necessarily imply a greater role for structural (vs.
regulatory) changes in host adaptation, as these SNPs could also be in LD with nearby regulatory
elements. But it does bolster the evidence that these SNPs are tagging (via LD) some causal
variants (i.e., that their status as top host-associated SNPs does not solely reflect a greater role
for genetic drift). Similar results have been seen in several other genome scans for selection or
adaptation [11, 33, 54]. Finally, we found that the genes nearest to the top host-associated SNPs have
annotations suggesting a diversity of molecular functions and biological/cellular processes (Table
3.5). None of these stands out in a clear way, but this does suggest that host adaptation is likely a
multifaceted process with selection shaping many different genes and molecular or developmental
pathways.
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Table 3.1. Locality information and sample sizes for the populations included in this study. Group denotes the lineage based on TREEMIX results, #
Ind. gives the number of individuals sequenced for this study, and Data = indicates whether the sequence data were included in Gompert et al. [24] =
“2014", or are being presented here for the first time = “Present".
Locality Host-plant Long. (W) Lat. (N) Group # Ind. Data
1 Bishop, CA (BHP) Glycyrrhiza sp. 118.28 37.17 melissa-west 20 2014
2 Crystal Creek Park, NV (VCP) Medicago sativa 119.99 39.51 melissa-west 20 Present
3 Gardnerville, NV (GVL) Medicago sativa 119.78 38.81 melissa-west 18 2014
4 Red Earth Way, NV (REW) Medicago sativa 118.84 38.98 melissa-west 20 2014
5 Silver Lake, NV (SLA) Astragalus canadensis 119.93 39.66 melissa-west 18 2014
6 Sierra Valley, CA (SVY) Medicago sativa 121.14 39.09 melissa-west 20 2014
7 Trout Pond Trailhead, CA (TPT) Lupinus sp. 116.58 32.97 melissa-west 13 Present
8 Washoe Lake, NV (WLA) Astragalus candensis 118.82 38.65 melissa-west 20 2014
9 Abel Creek, NV (ABC) Lupinus sp. 117.65 41.44 melissa-east 19 Present
10 Brandon, SD (BSD) Medicago sativa 96.54 43.63 melissa-east 20 Present
11 Cody, WY (CDY) Medicago sativa 108.98 44.51 melissa-east 23 2014
12 Cokeville, WY (CKV) Medicago sativa 110.90 42.01 melissa-east 10 2014
13 De Beque, CO (DBQ) Medicago sativa 108.21 39.32 melissa-east 20 2014
14 Deeth-Charleston, NV (DCR) Lupinus sp. 115.38 41.30 melissa-east 20 2014
15 Goose Lake, CA (GLA) Medicago sativa 120.29 41.30 melissa-east 20 2014
16 Lander, WY (LAN) Medicago sativa 108.36 42.65 melissa-east 24 2014
17 Lamoille Canyon, NV (LCN) Lupinus sp. 115.47 40.68 melissa-east 20 2014
18 Montrose, CO (MON) Medicago sativa 107.82 38.37 melissa-east 20 2014
19 Montague, CA (MTU) Medicago sativa 122.53 41.73 melissa-east 19 2014
20 Ophir City, NV (OPC) Lupinus sp. 117.24 38.94 melissa-east 19 2014
21 Star Creek Canyon, NV (SCC) Lupinus sp. 118.12 40.55 melissa-east 16 2014
22 Surprise Valley, CA (SUV) Medicago sativa 120.10 41.28 melissa-east 20 2014
23 Upper Alkali Lake, CA (UAL) Medicago sativa 120.15 41.74 melissa-east 20 Present
24 Victor, ID (VIC) Medicago sativa 111.11 43.66 melissa-east 20 2014
25 Yellow Pine, WY (YWP) Unknown native legume 105.40 41.25 melissa-east 20 2014
26 Albion Meadows, UT (ABM) Lupinus sp. 111.92 40.48 melissa-east 46 2014
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Fig. 3.1. Diagram shows a schematic representation of the primary analyses conducted in this study for main objectives. Each box presents a question
asked in this study and the analyses conducted to answer these questions.
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Fig. 3.2. (A) Map shows sample locations with populations colored based on host association.
Population labels correspond to abbreviations for geographical locations in Table 3.1, and the
line separates populations belonging to the eastern and western clades. (B) Plot shows summary
of population structure based on principal component analysis. Abbreviations indicate populations
corresponding to the map (A). The points denote individuals in each population used for the analysis.
(C) Population graph from TREEMIX for L. melissa populations used in this study (N=26), allowing
one migration or admixture event (the actual migration edge from the outgroup to ABM is not
shown). Terminal nodes are labeled by abbreviations for geographical locations from where samples
were collected and colored according to host-plant association.
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Fig. 3.3. Manhattan plot shows SNPs from (a) melissa-east (N=17) and (b) melissa-west (N=8) population groups, along linkage groups. The
horizontal dashed line delineates the top 0.01% SNPs with the highest Bayes factors. Red points denote the 58 SNPs shared by the two groups. NA
indicates SNPs which did not map on any linkage group.
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Fig. 3.4. Barplot shows x-fold enrichments for shared SNPs between melissa-east and melissa-west
populations. Results are shown for different quantile cut-offs for defining the top host-associated
SNPs. The null expectation is shown with a solid horizontal line.
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Fig. 3.5. Barplots show observed number of overlapping SNPs between performance-associated
SNPs in the rearing experiment and host-associated SNPs (x-axis) in nature for the top 0.01%
empirical quantile. In the figure legend, GLA-Medicago indicates larvae from GLA reared on
M. sativa, GLA-Astragalus indicates larvae from GLA reared on A. canadensis, SLA-Medicago
indicates larvae from SLA reared on M. sativa, and SLA-Astragalus indicates larvae from SLA
reared on A. canadensis. * indicates x-fold enrichments with P ≤ 0.05.
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Fig. 3.6. Line plots show x-fold enrichments across quantiles for overlapping SNPs between survival-
associated SNPs in the rearing experiment and host-associated SNPs in nature. Open circles indicate
P > 0.05 and filled circles indicate P < 0.05.
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Supplemental tables and figures
Table 3.2. S1 Table shows summary of randomization tests for top 0.01% host-associated SNPs and
top 0.01% parallel host-associated SNPs for presence on Z-chromosome (No. observed = number of
SNPs observed on the sex chromosome; x-fold = number of observed is howmuchmore than chance;
number of SNPs observed on Z-chromosome and tests for randomizations; P = randomization-based
P-values for the null hypothesis that the proportion of top SNPs observed on the Z-chromosome is
not greater than the genomic proportion).
Set No. observed P x-fold
All populations
top 0.01% host-associated 195 <0.01 2.26
top 0.01% parallelism 6 0.03 2.48
melissa-east
top 0.01% host-associated 193 <0.01 2.23
top 0.01% parallelism 6 0.03 2.48
melissa-west
top 0.01% host-associated 134 <0.01 1.55
top 0.01% parallelism 6 0.04 2.48
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Table 3.3. S2 Table shows summary of randomization tests for presence of top (0.01%) host-use
associated SNPs on gene region of the genome (Top SNP% = Quantiles cut off for analysis; x-fold
= Number of SNPs observed is how much more than chance; P = randomization-based P-values
for the null hypothesis that the proportion of top SNPs observed is not greater than the genomic
proportion; Mean = mean for the null hypothesis). P ≤ 0.05 are in bold.
Top SNP % No. observed P x-fold enrichment
All populations
top 0.001% 0.13 0.01 1.30
top 0.01% 0.42 0.82 0.96
top 0.1% 0.34 1.00 0.51
melissa-east
top 0.001% 0.15 < 0.01 1.30
top 0.01% 0.42 0.86 0.96
top 0.1% 0.31 0.26 1.01
melissa-west
top 0.001% 0.14 < 0.01 1.30
top 0.01% 0.47 0.91 0.96
top 0.1% 0.32 1.00 0.51
top 0.01% parallelism
top 0.001% 0 0.99 0.5
top 0.01% 0 1.00 0
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Table 3.4. S3 Table shows summary of randomization tests for presence of top (0.01%) host-use
associated SNPs on coding region of the genome (To SNP% = quantiles cut off for analysis; x-fold
= Number of SNPs observed is how much more than chance; P = randomization-based P-values
for the null hypothesis that the proportion of top SNPs observed is not greater than the genomic
proportion; Mean = mean for the null hypothesis). P significant at 0.05 are in bold.
Set No. observed P x-fold
All populations
top 0.001% 1.00 0.12 0.54
top 0.01% < 0.01 0.43 1.46
top 0.1% < 0.01 0.31 1.07
melissa-east
top 0.001% 1.00 0.14 0.54
top 0.01% < 0.01 0.42 1.46
top 0.1% < 0.01 0.30 1.07
melissa-west
top 0.001% 1.00 0.14 0.54
top 0.01% < 0.01 0.42 1.46
top 0.1% < 0.01 0.34 1.07
top 0.01% parallelism
top 0.001% 0.99 < 0.01 0.51
top 0.01% 1.00 < 0.01 0.00
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Table 3.5. S4 Table shows summary of randomization tests for determining molecular functions of
top (0.01%) host-use associated SNPs (GO ID = Gene ontology reference ID; GO name = Name of
the function associated with GO ID, No. = number of top 0.01% SNPs enriched for the GO function,
P = randomization-based P-values for the null hypothesis that the proportion of top SNPs observed
is not greater than the genomic proportion, x-fold = number of SNPs observed is how much more
than chance. P ≤ 0.05 are in bold.
Molecular functions
GO ID GO name No. P x-fold
GO:0004519 endonuclease activity 8 < 0.01 4.92
GO:0004177 aminopeptidase activity 7 0.01 2.41
GO:0008234 Cysteine-type peptidase activity 7 0.04 2.25
GO:0003684 damaged DNA binding 7 < 0.01 6.23
GO:0005452 inorganic anion exchanger activity 6 0.04 2.16
GO:0004047 aminomethyltransferase activity 6 < 0.01 2.92
GO:0005272 sodium channel activity 5 0.01 2.68
GO:0008889 glycerophosphodiester phosphodiesterase activity 5 0.05 2.12
GO:0005544 Calcium-dependent phospholipid binding 4 0.04 2.33
GO:0004768 Stearoyl-CoA 9-desaturase activity 4 0.06 2.25
GO:0004044 amidophosphoribosyltransferase activity 4 0.01 2.79
GO:0016709 oxidoreductase activity* 4 0.01 3
GO:0005247 Voltage-gated chloride channel activity 3 0.08 2.32
GO:0033897 ribonuclease T2 activity 3 0.02 3.61
GO:0004452 Isopentenyl-diphosphate delta-isomerase activity 3 0.12 2.56
GO:0030429 kynureninase activity 3 0.13 2.54
GO:0016844 strictosidine synthase activity 3 < 0.01 4.23
GO:0016538 Cyclin-dependent protein serine/threonine kinase regulator activity 3 0.14 2.17
GO:0003867 4-aminobutyrate transaminase activity 3 0.02 3.32
GO:0004594 pantothenate kinase activity 2 0.04 3.34
GO:0017172 cysteine dioxygenase activity 2 0.01 4.91
GO:0005201 extracellular matrix structural constituent 2 0.04 2.84
GO:0008565 protein transporter activity 2 0.12 2.48
GO:0004066 asparagine synthase (glutamine-hydrolyzing) activity 2 0.02 3.33
GO:0003950 NAD+ ADP-ribosyltransferase activity 2 0.02 4.14
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Table 3.6. S5 Table shows summary of randomization tests for determining biological functions of
top (0.01%) host-use associated SNPs (GO ID = Gene ontology reference ID; GO name = Name
of the function associated with GO ID, No. = Number of top 0.01% SNPs enriched for the GO
function, P = randomization-based P-values for the null hypothesis that the proportion of top SNPs
observed is not greater than the genomic proportion, x-fold = Number of SNPs observed is how
much more than chance. P ≤ 0.05 are in bold.
Biological functions
GO ID GO name No. P x-fold
GO:0006741 NADP biosynthetic process 9 0.01 2.13
GO:0019674 NAD metabolic process 9 0.01 2.15
GO:0015991 ATP hydrolysis coupled proton transport 9 0.02 2.14
GO:0006546 glycine catabolic process 6 0.01 2.68
GO:0006820 anion transport 6 0.04 2.12
GO:0006071 glycerol metabolic process 5 0.04 2.31
GO:0019752 carboxylic acid metabolic process 5 0.02 2.54
GO:0015937 coenzymeA biosynthetic process 5 0.06 2.77
GO:0006542 glutamine biosynthetic process 5 0.05 2.32
GO:0042318 penicillin biosynthetic process 4 0.12 2.23
GO:0006506 GPI anchor biosynthetic process 4 0.14 2.21
GO:0009116 nucleoside metabolic process 4 0.03 2.81
GO:0009113 purine nucleobase biosynthetic process 4 0.02 2.83
GO:0006633 fatty acid biosynthetic process 4 0.09 2.32
GO:0006744 ubiquinone biosynthetic process 4 0.01 2.91
GO:0006821 chloride transport 3 0.07 2.23
GO:0009448 gamma-aminobutyric acid metabolic process 3 0.02 3.23
GO:0006397 mRNA processing 3 0.03 2.91
GO:0006569 tryptophan catabolic process 3 0.12 2.44
GO:0030071 regulation of mitotic metaphase/anaphase transition 2 0.04 3.21
GO:0006904 vesicle docking involved in exocytosis 2 0.02 3.92
GO:0046439 L-cysteine metabolic process 2 0.01 4.95
GO:0042254 ribosome biogenesis 2 0.13 2.1
GO:0000398 mRNA splicing via spliceosome 2 0.03 3.25
GO:0006529 asparagine biosynthetic process 2 0.04 3.22
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Table 3.7. S6 Table shows summary of randomization tests for determining cellular functions of top
(0.01%) host-use associated SNPs (GO ID = Gene ontology reference ID; GO name = Name of the
function associated with GO ID, No. = Number of top 0.01% SNPs enriched for the GO function,
P = randomization-based P-values for the null hypothesis that the proportion of top SNPs observed
is not greater than the genomic proportion, x-fold = Number of SNPs observed is how much more
than chance. P ≤ 0.05 are in bold.
Cellular functions
GO ID GO name No. P x-fold
GO:0005643 nuclear pore 10 < 0.01 2.33
GO:0000139 Golgi membrane 6 0.01 2.72
GO:0005795 Golgi stack 4 < 0.001 9.61
GO:0033180 proton-transporting V-type ATPase V1 domain 2 0.01 4.83
GO:0005581 collagen trimer 2 0.05 2.75
GO:0030126 COPI vesicle coat 2 0.02 3.24
GO:0005960 glycine cleavage complex 2 0.01 4.81
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Table 3.8. S7 Results from randomization tests for overlap of the top (0.01%) host-use associated
SNPs in nature and the top (0.01%) survival-associated SNPs in rearing experiment (based on ran1).
Population-plant = population and plant treatment in the laboratory experiment; No. observed
= number of SNPs associated with both host use in wild and performance in the lab; x-fold =
enrichment relative to null expectations; P = randomization-based P-values for the null hypothesis
(P ≤ 0.05 are in bold). Results are shown based on raw Bayes factors and model-averaged effect
sizes, and based on residuals controlling these metrics for allele frequencies.
Raw values Residual values
Population-plant No. observed P x-fold No. observed P x-fold
All populations
GLA-Ms 4 0.96 0.49 14 0.03 1.74
GLA-Ac 6 0.84 0.72 11 0.21 1.34
SLA-Ms 2 0.99 0.25 9 0.39 1.14
SLA-Ac 0 1.00 0.00 3 0.39 0.98
melissa-east
GLA-Ms 6 0.81 0.74 13 0.06 1.62
GLA-Ac 7 0.71 0.85 16 0.01 1.95
SLA-Ms 2 0.99 0.25 11 0.17 1.39
SLA-Ac 4 0.95 0.52 9 0.36 1.17
melissa-west
GLA-Ms 9 0.41 1.12 13 0.07 1.61
GLA-Ac 13 0.07 1.58 14 0.04 1.71
SLA-Ms 4 0.95 0.50 5 0.89 0.63
SLA-Ac 4 0.94 0.52 9 0.35 1.18
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Table 3.9. S8 Results from randomization tests for overlap of the top (0.01%) host-use associated
SNPs in nature and the top (0.01%) weight-associated SNPs in rearing experiment (based on ran1).
Population-plant = population and plant treatment in the laboratory experiment; No. observed
= number of SNPs associated with both host use in wild and performance in the lab; x-fold =
enrichment relative to null expectations; P = randomization-based P-values for the null hypothesis
(P ≤ 0.05 are in bold). Results are shown based on raw Bayes factors and model-averaged effect
sizes, and based on residuals controlling these metrics for allele frequencies.
Raw values Residual values
Population-plant No. observed P x-fold No. observed P x-fold
All populations
GLA-Ms 5 0.89 0.64 11 0.16 1.42
GLA-Ac 21 < 0.01 2.67 11 0.17 1.39
SLA-Ms 22 < 0.01 2.87 10 0.23 1.31
SLA-Ac 2 0.99 0.26 6 0.78 0.78
melissa-east
GLA-Ms 7 0.66 0.90 8 0.52 1.03
GLA-Ac 5 0.89 0.64 10 0.25 1.28
SLA-Ms 5 0.95 0.52 4 0.95 0.53
SLA-Ac 8 0.49 1.05 17 < 0.01 2.23
melissa-west
GLA-Ms 16 0.01 2.08 16 0.01 2.06
GLA-Ac 12 0.09 1.53 13 0.05 1.66
SLA-Ms 10 0.23 1.32 19 < 0.01 2.50
SLA-Ac 10 0.24 1.31 12 0.09 1.56
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Table 3.10. S9 Table shows summary of randomization tests for concordance in effect signs of
overlapping host-associated SNPs and survival-associated SNPs in the rearing experiment for the
top 0.01% empirical quantile (P ≤ are in bold). Results are shown for randomization tests ran2A
and ran2B.
ran2A ran2B
Population-plant No. observed P x-fold P x-fold
All populations
GLA-Ms 8 0.16 1.07 0.23 1.11
GLA-Ac 4 0.39 0.87 0.69 0.75
SLA-Ms 5 1.00 1.00 0.27 1.08
SLA-Ac 1 0.36 0.58 0.48 0.67
melissa-east
GLA-Ms 9 0.05 1.21 0.04 1.38
GLA-Ac 5 0.81 0.64 0.88 0.64
SLA-Ms 9 < 0.01 1.39 0.01 1.59
SLA-Ac 4 1.00 1.00 0.49 0.89
melissa-west
GLA-Ms 7 0.54 0.85 0.29 1.07
GLA-Ac 9 0.28 1.01 0.36 1.03
SLA-Ms 4 < 0.01 1.42 0.03 1.53
SLA-Ac 5 0.12 1.15 0.26 1.11
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Table 3.11. S10 Table shows summary of randomization tests for concordance in effect signs of
overlapping host-associated SNPs and weight-associated SNPs in the rearing experiment for the
top 0.01% empirical quantile (significant P-values at 0.05 are in bold). Results are shown for
randomization tests ran2A and ran2B.
ran2A ran2B
Population-plant No. observed P x-fold P x-fold
All populations
GLA-Ms 7 0.13 1.07 0.13 1.25
GLA-Ac 5 0.45 0.85 0.46 0.92
SLA-Ms 2 0.71 0.58 0.93 0.41
SLA-Ac 1 0.66 0.43 0.87 0.34
melissa-east
GLA-Ms 4 0.17 1.07 0.36 1.02
GLA-Ac 2 0.94 0.39 0.93 0.41
SLA-Ms 1 0.48 0.51 0.69 0.49
SLA-Ac 2 0.99 0.25 0.99 0.24
melissa-west
GLA-Ms 7 0.61 0.82 0.59 0.87
GLA-Ac 5 < 0.01 1.21 0.68 0.78
SLA-Ms 7 0.59 0.85 0.82 0.74
SLA-Ac 6 0.35 0.93 0.39 1.01
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Table 3.12. S11 Table shows summary of randomization tests for overlapping high FST SNPs and
performance-associated SNPs in the rearing experiment for the top 0.01% empirical quantile (P ≤
0.05 are in bold). Results are shown for randomization tests ran1
Population-plant No. observed P x-fold
GLA-SLA Pairwise FST
GLA-Ms-weight 20 <0.01 2.58
GLA-Ac-weight 14 0.02 1.81
GLA-Ms-survival 14 0.02 1.81
GLA-Ac-survival 29 <0.01 3.75
SLA-Ms-weight 21 < 0.01 2.71
SLA-Ac-weight 35 < 0.01 4.53
SLA-Ms-survival 13 0.04 1.68
SLA-Ac-survival 11 0.16 1.42
GLA-ABC Pairwise FST
GLA-Ms-weight 12 0.09 1.55
GLA-Ac-weight 13 0.05 1.68
GLA-Ms-survival 15 0.01 1.93
GLA-Ac-survival 13 0.04 1.68
SLA-VCP Pairwise FST
SLA-Ms-weight 13 0.05 1.67
SLA-Ac-weight 16 0.01 2.06
SLA-Ms-survival 6 0.79 0.77
SLA-Ac-survival 7 0.65 0.91
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Table 3.13. S12 Table shows summary of randomization tests for concordance in effect signs of
overlapping pairwise high FST SNPs and performance-associated SNPs in the rearing experiment
for the top 0.01% empirical quantile (P ≤ 0.05 are in bold). Results are shown for randomization
tests ran2A and ran2B.
ran2A ran2B
Population-plant No. observed P x-fold P x-fold
GLA-SLA Pairwise FST
GLA-Ms-weight 15 < 0.01 1.37 0.01 1.55
GLA-Ac-weight 3 0.93 0.44 0.94 0.47
GLA-Ms-survival 9 0.27 0.94 0.09 1.28
GLA-Ac-survival 5 1.00 0.34 0.99 0.38
SLA-Ms-weight 11 0.33 1.00 0.32 1.07
SLA-Ac-weight 1 1.00 0.08 1.00 0.06
SLA-Ms-survival 11 0.09 1.16 0.12 1.21
SLA-Ac-survival 6 < 0.01 1.17 0.25 1.13
GLA-ABC Pairwise FST
GLA-Ms-weight 3 0.92 0.48 0.89 0.52
GLA-Ac-weight 3 0.89 0.54 0.94 0.49
GLA-Ms-survival 8 < 0.01 1.34 0.29 1.07
GLA-Ac-survival 4 0.78 0.63 0.82 0.66
SLA-VCP Pairwise FST
SLA-Ms-weight 4 0.78 0.63 0.81 0.66
SLA-Ac-weight 3 0.98 0.38 0.97 0.40
SLA-Ms-survival 6 0.15 1.09 0.29 1.08
SLA-Ac-survival 3 < 0.01 1.22 0.44 0.92
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Fig. 3.7. S1 Diagram shows a schematic representation of the analyses conducted to test for concordance between direction of allele frequency
differences between alfalfa-feeding and native-feeding populations and signs for model average effects for performance-associated SNPs in
rearing experiment. Each box represents an analysis conducted in the study. SAF = standardized allele frequencies for host-associated SNPs in
natural populations, MAE = model average effects for performance-associated SNPs.
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Fig. 3.8. S2 Plot shows proportion of variation explained by the TREEMIX population graph with
different numbers of migration edges.
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Fig. 3.9. S3 Tree shows ancestral state recontruction of the mutations that lead to colonization shifts
from native host to novel host Medicago sativa. Terminal nodes are labeled by abbreviations for
geographical locations from where samples were collected and circles beside the terminal locations
are colored according to host-plant association. Inferred ancestral states are denoted by pie-charts
that indicate the posterior probability of being associated with native host (orangered) versus being
associated with Medicago (blue).
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Fig. 3.10. S4 Plot shows the mean assignment probability to the correct population (i.e., the one
that an individual was sampled from) across all 300 pairs as a function of log geographic distance
and whether the pair of populations feed on the same or different host plants. Note that average
assignments to the collected populations were very similar for same (0.964, sd = 0.0524) and different
(0.984, sd = 0.953) host comparisons.
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Fig. 3.11. S5 Barplots show individual assignment probabilities for four of the nearest population
pairs that fed on different host plants. In panels (A) and (C) all individuals were confidently assign to
the population they were collected from. (B) shows a case where that there is much more uncertainty
in general (i.e., genetic differentiation between these populations is low), but two likely migrants.
(D) shows a single individual that is most likely a migrant from SUV (or a similar population) to
SLA.
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Fig. 3.12. S6 Manhattan plot for all populations (N=25) shows SNPs (N=206,028) as points mapped
along linkage groups (1-Z). Z indicates the sex-chromosome. NA indicates SNPs which have not
been assigned to a linkage group. Straight line separates the top 0.01% SNPs with high Bayes factor
values.
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Fig. 3.13. S7 Line plots show x-fold enrichments across quantiles for overlapping SNPs between
weight-associated SNPs in the rearing experiment and host-associated SNPs in nature. Open circles
indicate P > 0.05 and filled circles indicate P < 0.05.
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Fig. 3.14. S8 Line plot shows x-fold enrichments across quantiles for overlapping SNPs between
survival-associated SNPs in rearing experiment and host-associated SNPs in nature for ran2A. Open
circles indicate P > 0.05 and filled circles indicate P < 0.05.
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Fig. 3.15. S9 Line plots show x-fold enrichments across quantiles for overlapping SNPs between
weight-associated SNPs in the rearing experiment and host-associated SNPs in nature for ran2A.
Open circles indicate P > 0.05 and filled circles indicate P < 0.05.
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Fig. 3.16. S10 Line plot shows x-fold enrichments across quantiles for overlapping SNPs between
survival-associated SNPs in rearing experiment and host-associated SNPs in nature for ran2B. Open
circles indicate P > 0.05 and filled circles indicate P < 0.05.
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Fig. 3.17. S11 Line plots show x-fold enrichments across quantiles for overlapping SNPs between
weight-associated SNPs in the rearing experiment and host-associated SNPs in nature for ran2B.
Open circles indicate P > 0.05 and filled circles indicate P < 0.05.
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Fig. 3.18. S12 Line plots show x-fold enrichments across quantiles for overlapping SNPs between
performance-associated SNPs in the rearing experiment and pairwise Fst-associated SNPs in nature
for ran1. Open circles indicate P > 0.05 and filled circles indicate P < 0.05.
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Fig. 3.19. S13 Line plot shows x-fold enrichments across quantiles for concordance in effect signs
for overlapping SNPs between performance-associated SNPs in rearing experiment and pairwise
Fst-associated SNPs in nature for ran2A. Open circles indicate P > 0.05 and filled circles indicate P
< 0.05.
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Fig. 3.20. S14 Line plots show x-fold enrichments across quantiles for concordance in effect signs
for overlapping SNPs between performance-associated SNPs in the rearing experiment and pairwise
Fst-associated SNPs in nature for ran2B. Open circles indicate P > 0.05 and filled circles indicate P
< 0.05.
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CHAPTER 4
SOURCES OF VARIATION IN THE GUT MICROBIAL COMMUNITY OF LYCAEIDES
MELISSA CATERPILLARS 2
Abstract
Microbes can mediate insect-plant interactions and have been implicated in major evolutionary
transitions to herbivory. Whether microbes also play a role in more modest host shifts or expansions
in herbivorous insects is less clear. Here we evaluate the potential for gut microbial communities to
constrain or facilitate host plant use in the Melissa blue butterfly (Lycaeides melissa). We conducted
a larval rearing experiment where caterpillars from two populations were fed plant tissue from two
hosts. We used 16S rRNA sequencing to quantify the relative effects of sample type (frass versus
whole caterpillar), diet (plant species), butterfly population and development (caterpillar age) on
the composition and diversity of the caterpillar gut microbial communities, and secondly, to test for
a relationship between microbial community and larval performance. Gut microbial communities
varied over time (that is, with caterpillar age) and differed between frass and whole caterpillar
samples. Diet (host plant) and butterfly population had much more limited effects on microbial
communities. We found no evidence that gut microbe community composition was associated
with caterpillar weight, and thus, our results provide no support for the hypothesis that variation in
microbial community affects performance in L. melissa.
Introduction
Despite the low nutrient content, indigestibility and toxicity of many plant tissues, plant-feeding
insects are among the most abundant and diverse groups of organisms on earth [1]. Herbivorous
insects possess numerous morphological, behavioral and physiological traits that allow them to
overcome these dietary obstacles [2]. Insect species and populations are often highly specialized
[3, 4], feeding on one or a few families or even species of plants. Therefore, evolutionary shifts to
2This manuscript has been published in Scientific Reports and was coauthored by Lauren K Lucas, Alexandre Rego
and Zachariah Gompert. Permission has been granted by the required coauthors for this research to be included in my
dissertation (Appendix C).
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new plant hosts can lead to speciation and catalyze further diversification [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Specific
adaptations that allow insects to utilize novel plant hosts have been identified, and include changes
in the structure or abundance of gut enzymes that reduce the toxicity of plant allelochemicals
[10, 11, 12]. Changes in gut microbial communities could facilitate host plant shifts in a similar
manner (e.g., [13]), but data in support of this are mostly lacking [14, 15, 16, 17].
Vertically transmitted microorganisms provide necessary nutritional benefits for some insects
that have poor or unbalanced diets, such as phloem-sap or wood feeders [18, 19, 20]. For example,
microorganisms could provision insects with essential amino acids which were missing in their diet
[20]. Moreover, the acquisition of symbiotic microbes has been associated with major evolutionary
shifts from non-plant-based to plant-based diets [16, 21]. Whether microbial symbionts facilitate
more modest host plant shifts, that is host shifts or expansions to novel plant species or genera, is
less clear [16, 17]. Gut microbes in particular have been hypothesized to shape host use and diet
breadth by allowing herbivorous insects to detoxify specific plant allelochemicals (hereafter the “gut
microbial facilitation hypothesis" [14, 17]). The high diversity of catabolic pathways available to
microbes and the potential for gut microbes to interact with plant toxins make the gut microbial
facilitation hypothesis an intriguing possibility [17]. Perhaps the strongest support for this hypothesis
comes from studies of wild populations of pea aphids that found an association between the presence
of specific gut microbes and host use [22]. However, experimental tests of the effects of these
microbes on pea aphid performance have been inconsistent [22, 23, 24]. More generally, the lack
of empirical support for the gut microbe facilitation hypothesis could be the result of a paucity of
experimental studies designed to test it [16, 17], and additional evidence in support of this hypothesis
is beginning to emerge [25]. Here we evaluate the gut microbial facilitation hypothesis in theMelissa
blue butterfly (Lycaeides melissa).
Lycaeides melissa (Lepidoptera: Lycaenidae) occurs in the western US and southern Canada
where it feeds exclusively on the leaves and flowers of legumes (Fabaceae); common native hosts
include members of the Astragalus and Lupinus genera [26, 27]. Alfalfa (Medicago sativa) was
introduced to the western US in the mid 1800s as a forage crop [28], and has since been colonized
by L. melissa. Despite evidence of adaptation to this novel resource, M. sativa remains a poor host
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relative to known native hosts [29, 30, 31]. For example Lycaeides melissa butterflies reared on M.
sativa are smaller and suffer higher larval mortality than caterpillars reared on native hosts [29, 31].
Indeed, population persistence on alfalfa in the wild may depend on the presence of mutualistic ants
that tend L. melissa caterpillars [29].
Variation exists within and among L. melissa populations for host acceptance and larval perfor-
mance [29, 31]. Likewise, host plant populations and species differ in their average palatability to L.
melissa [29, 32]. However, this variability in host acceptance and performance is poorly predicted
by plant phytochemistry or protein content [32]. Microbial symbionts could explain some of this
variation, and this is the focus of our current study. We consider only bacterial microbes at present,
though complementary work investigating the role of fungal endophytes is underway [33].
Microbes could influence L. melissa host plant use in several ways. If endophytic or epiphytic
microbial communities vary among host plants and caterpillars acquire their gut microbiome from
their diet (e.g., [21, 34]), butterflies feeding on different populations or species of plant should have
different gut microbes. Additionally, genetic differences among individual butterflies or populations
could affect the gut environment in such a way that favors different gut microbes and thereby alters
the gut microbial community. In either case, the resulting differences in gut microbiomes could
be beneficial, detrimental, or have no effect on L. melissa fitness and population persistence. If
caterpillar gut microbiome is mostly determined by diet (i.e., if it has a low heritability), then the
ecological consequences of microbes on a host shift would be immediate. Caterpillars would acquire
a new microbial community upon colonizing a new population or species of plant and experience
any fitness consequences that follow. Alternatively, if gut variation in microbiome has a substantial
genetic component (i.e., a non-negligible heritability), shifts in gut microbiome could occur over
multiple generations due to evolution by genetic drift or selection and could be a key component of
host-associated adaptation and specialization.
Herein we describe a larval rearing experiment conducted to measure the effects of diet (host
plant) and population (a surrogate for genotype) on L. melissa caterpillar microbiomes. The exper-
iment involved two L. melissa butterfly populations from northern Utah (USA): one in Blacksmith
Fork Canyon, near Hardware Ranch (HWR; latitude = 41.6188◦ N, longitude = 111.5647◦ W) and
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one along the Bonneville Shoreline Trail (BST; latitude = 41.7428◦ N, longitude = 111.7885◦ W).
We lack data on the genetic similarity of these butterfly populations, but results from large genomic
surveys of many Lycaeides populations show that even populations separated by short distances are
genetically differentiated [35]. Lycaeides melissa feeds on alfalfa (Medicago sativa) and a native
lupine (Lupinus argenteus) at HWR, whereas alfalfa is the only available host at BST (personal obs.).
At HWR, the two host plant species are intermixed and butterflies can readily fly from one plant
species to the other while laying eggs. Dispersal in caterpillars is much more limited.
Microbial communitiesweremeasured fromplants, caterpillars and frass (caterpillar excrement)
using high-throughput DNA sequencing of 16S rRNA. Because L. melissa at these two populations
differ in host use, host-associated selection could differ between sites and lead to local adaptation,
which could include adaptive differences in the caterpillar gut environment and consequently in gut
microbial communities, or gut microbial communities could be determined mostly by diet and not
be affected by genetic differences between these populations. We tested these alternatives. We also
test for effects of microbial community composition and diversity on caterpillar performance (i.e.,
caterpillar weight). We show that caterpillars harbor a microbial community that varies over time,
and that is minimally affected by source population or diet. We fail to find compelling evidence for
an association between microbial community composition and larval performance in general, or in
a host-specific manner.
Results
Microbial community structure
After removing chloroplast and mitochondrial sequences and performing rarefaction, we re-
tained 59 samples (frass = 41, caterpillar = 10 and plant [endophytes and epiphytes] = 8) (sequence
depth prior to rarefaction was not strongly associated with measures of OTU richness or diversity in
the samples; Fig. 4.1). Microbial communities from frass, whole caterpillar and plant samples were
mostly dominated by Betaproteobacteria, Gammaproteobacteria, Actinobacteria and Firmicutes (or-
der Bacilli) (Fig. 4.2). The first two principal components (PCs) of the chord-transformed relative
abundance matrix captured most of the variation in microbial community composition among the
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caterpillar, frass and plant samples (57% of the total variation) (Fig. 4.3a). Caterpillar, frass and
plant microbial communities overlapped in PC space, but sample types differed in their average
PC scores and degree of variability (Table 4.1). Most notably, average caterpillar communities
differed from frass and plant communities with respect to PC1 scores (Bayesian posterior prob. [pp]
µLarvae > µFrass > 0.99; pp µLarvae > µPlant > 0.99). Frass and plant microbe communities were
generally more similar. Complementary analyses based on a principal coordinate analysis (PCOA)
of Bray-Curtis community dissimilarities gave similar results (PCs and PCOswere highly correlated:
|rPC1,PCO1 | = 0.98, |rPC2,PCO2 | = 0.64, both p < 0.0001; Table 4.1; Fig. 4.7a). The effective
number of phylotypes (that is “true diversity" = 2D) was higher and differed more among samples for
the plant microbial communities (mean 2D, posterior median [pm] = 6.13, 95%ETPIs = [4.09, 8.06];
s.d. 2D, pm = 2.59, 95% ETPIs [1.63, 4.97]) than the caterpillar microbial communities (mean 2D,
pm = 2.54, 95% ETPIs = [1.48, 3.64]; s.d. 2D, pm = 1.58, 95% ETPIs = [1.05, 2.75]). Intermediate
diversity levels were observed in the frass microbial communities(mean 2D, pm = 4.14, 95% ETPIs
= [3.52, 4.77]; s.d. 2D, pm = 1.98, 95% ETPIs = [1.62, 2.51]).
Random Forest (RF) (a decision tree classification method) was able to correctly classify most
frass and caterpillar samples (as frass and caterpillars, respectively), whereas most plant samples
were incorrectly classified as frass (Table 4.6). Discrimination between frass and caterpillar samples
was mostly due to the fact that Wolbachia (Order Rickettsiales) was very common in the whole
caterpillar samples but largely absent from the frass samples (GINI index = 4.89; whole caterpillar
relative abundance: mean = 0.37, s.d. = 0.36; frass relative abundance: mean = 0.0007, s.d. =
0.003; Table 4.4). This pattern is unsurprising, asWolbachia is a common intracellular symbiont in
arthropods and has been found in Lycaeides melissa [36] and other Lycaenid butterflies [37].
Determinants of frass and caterpillar microbial communities
After removing the Wolbachia sequences and re-rarifying the OTU table, we retained 53
samples (42 frass and 11whole caterpillars) for subsequent analyses of frass and caterpillar microbial
communities. Hierarchical clustering of the frass and whole caterpillar samples based on differences
in microbial communities did not show distinct clusters based on age, source population, host plant
(diet) or sample type. However, several small clusters or groups in the dendrogram consisted of frass
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or whole caterpillars of the same age or reared on the same host-plant (Figs. 4.4, 4.8).
The first two PCs from an ordination of only the frass andwhole caterpillar microbiomes (chord-
transformed relative abundances) capturedmost of the variation inmicrobial community composition
among these samples (61% of the total variation in the chord transformed relative abundances) (Fig.
4.3b). PC1 and PC2 reflected variation in the relative abundance of several Proteobacteria (Table
4.3). Bayesian linear models showed that microbial communities (as measured by PCs) were mostly
affected by caterpillar age (days since hatching) and sample type (frass vs. whole caterpillar) (PCOs
and PCs were highly correlated, |rPC1,PCO1 | = 0.99, |rPC2,PCO2 | = 0.98, both p < 0.0001, and thus
analyses based on PCOs gave similar results; Fig. 4.7b). Specifically, even after removingWolbachia
sequences, frass and whole caterpillars contained different microbiomes (βtype for PC1, pm = -0.418,
95% ETPIs = [-0.685, -0.150]). The microbial communities of caterpillar guts (measured from frass
and whole caterpillar samples) also changed over time with respect to PC1 scores (βage for PC1,
pm = -0.048, 95% ETPIs = [-0.076, -0.020]). Similarly, phylotype diversity was lower in frass and
whole caterpillar microbial communities from older larvae (βage, pm = -0.151, 95% ETPIs = [-0.296,
-0.005]). Based on these estimates, diversity dropped by almost two effective species between the
15 and 25 day samples, with the most pronounced shift occurring between the 20 and 25 days, that
is, late in larval development (pupation occurred at between 23 and 28 days of development). We
failed to detect credible effects of butterfly population or plant species on community composition or
diversity, and more generally, RF failed to accurately discriminate between samples from different
sources (frass vs. whole caterpillar), host plant treatments, populations or samples collected at
different larval ages (Tables 4.7, 4.8). Instead, RF generally assigned most samples to the more
common group.
Despite the lack of a clear effect of our primary treatments (butterfly population and host plant)
on community composition, we identified severalmicroorganismswith significantly different relative
abundances in different butterfly population × plant species treatment combinations. This was done
using a Bayesian multinomial-Dirichlet for relative abundance counts and considering only frass
samples from 15 or 20 day old larvae (we focused on this subset of samples to maximize the sample
size while minimizing the confounding effects of caterpillar age and sample type documented above;
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Fig. 4.6). Lactobacillales (Bacilli) and Rhodospirillales (Alphaproteobacteria) were more abundant
in frass samples from caterpillars reared on L. argenteus (Lactobacillales: pm, L. argenteus-HWR
[L-HWR] = 0.082,M. sativa-HWR [M-HWR] = 0.011,M. sativa-BST [M-BST] = 0.006; Rhodospir-
illales: pms, L-HWR = 0.0030, M-HWR = 2.3e−4, M-BST = 3.6e−5), whereas Pseudomonadales
(Gammaproteobacteria) were more abundant in frass from caterpillars fed M. sativa (pm, L-HWR
= 0.087, M-HWR = 0.193, M-BST = 0.193). Rhizobiales (Alphaproteobacteria) were more abun-
dant in frass from BST caterpillars (pm, L-HWR = 0.010, M-HWR = 0.011, M-BST = 0.18), and
Enterobacteriales (Gammaproteobacteria) and Sphingomondadales (Alphaproteobacteria) differed
in relative abundance based on host plant and butterfly population (Enterobacteriales: pm, L-HWR
= 0.087, M-HWR = 0.013, M-BST = 0.065); Sphingomondadales, pm, L-HWR = 0.178, M-HWR
= 0.117, M-BST = 0.161)). In each of these cases, the posterior probability for sample differences
was ≥ 0.99, and the posterior predictive root-mean square error (RMSE) was significantly lower for
a model allowing for different microbe relative abundances for each treatment combination than a
constrained null model (pp = 0.969).
Microbial community and larval performance
Thirty-one percent of the 181 caterpillars survived to 15 days, that is, to when the first frass
samples were collected and larval weight was measured. We found greater evidence for an effect of
population on survival than plant (βpop, pm = -0.56, 95% ETPIs = [-1.22, 0.07]; βplant, pm = -0.15,
95% ETPIs = [-0.84, 0.51]), such that probabilities of survival were 0.38 (95% ETPIs = 0.27, 0.50)
for HWR caterpillars on M. sativa, 0.35 (95% ETPIs = [0.22, 0.49]) for HWR caterpillars on L.
argenteus, 0.26 (95% ETPIs = [0.17, 0.37]) for BST caterpillars onM. sativa, and 0.23 (95% ETPIs
= 0.13, 0.37) for BST caterpillars on L. argenteus.
We next tested for an association between microbial communities and caterpillar weigth (a
metric of performance). We focused on PC1, PC2, PCO1 and PCO2 (measures of community
composition) and phylotype diversity (2D) for frass samples from 15 and 20 day old caterpillars
(that is, from caterpillars that survived long enough for the first frass samples to be taken; N = 31
samples). The best model (lowest DIC) was the base model with plant, population and age (i.e., with
no effect of microbial community), but several other models that included effects of microorganisms
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had only slightly worse DIC values (Table 4.5). Unsurprisingly, caterpillar weight increased with
age (βage, pm = 0.225, 95% ETPIs = [0.098, 0.353]) in the base model. We found that feeding on
M. sativa reduced caterpillar weight relative to feeding on L. argenteus (βplant, pm = -0.961, 95%
ETPIs = [-1.643, -0.281], pp < 0 = 0.99).
Discussion
Simple models of genetic trade-offs have mostly failed to explain host specialization in her-
bivorous insects [31, 38, 39]. However, experimental tests have rarely considered symbionts, such
as gut microbes, which can mediate interactions between insects and their hosts [16, 40, 41]. As
proposed by the gut microbial facilitation hypothesis, microbial communities have to affect fitness
and have a non-zero heritability for adaptive shifts in gut microbes to contribute to host use evolution
by insects [17]. Our current study represents an initial attempt to evaluate evidence for and against
this hypothesis (also see [25, 42]). We failed to find a convincing association between microbial
community and larval performance. Instead we found that microbes mostly varied over time and
differed between frass and whole caterpillar samples, with frass samples harboring microbiomes
that were more similar to the plant microbial communities. We found minimal overall effects of
butterfly population or diet (host plant) on gut microbiomes, but did identify several microorganisms
that differed in their relative abundances across treatments. Thus, in total, our results do not suggest
that genetic differences among L. melissa populations contribute substantially to adaptive variation
in microbial communities (at least not for the populations we studied). Nonetheless, gut microbes
could contribute to host use evolution in L. melissa, if for example, microbial variation among plants
affects whether initial colonization of a new host is possible. Additionally, as we only considered a
single pair of butterfly populations, genetic variation for microbial communities could certainly exist
at greater spatial scales (i.e., between more distant populations) or even among individuals within
some populations. Thus, our current results neither strongly support nor refute the gut microbial
facilitation hypothesis in L. melissa.
We discuss our results and these issues in more detail below, but first, three potential limitations
of our study should be noted. First, we used microbial communities from frass as a proxy for the gut
microbial communities in caterpillars. This approach has been used in previous studies of caterpillar
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gut communities [37, 43] and allows for non-destructive sampling of community composition and
diversity over time or developmental stages. But, even though frass and caterpillar communities
were more similar after removing Wolbachia sequences, they still differed. This means that some
differences certainly exist between caterpillar gut microbial communities (because caterpillars were
surface sterilized, we expect them to be enriched for gut microbes) and the microbial communities
we sampled from frass, and these differences could affect some of our conclusions. Second, we
failed to amplify DNA from about half of our samples (we purified DNA from 145 samples but only
successfully sequencedmicrobes in 69 of them). We think that this reflects variation in the abundance
of microbes, particularly in the small frass samples from early instar caterpillars (where we had the
least success). An effect of raw microbe abundance on amplification success could introduce some
bias, but we would not expect it to bias results in terms of comparisons among treatments (i.e.,
raw microbe abundance does not appear to vary by treatment). Finally, it is almost certain that
our sequence data include contaminant microorganisms, as (i) it is unlikely that the sterilization
procedures fully eliminated non-target microbes, and (ii) microbes are also often present in DNA
extraction kits and reagents [44] (which is something that we cannot currently quantify based on
our existing data). Nonetheless, our main interest was in differences among samples, and thus, we
do not think that contaminants have created false positive signals (but they could have obscured
true signals). In other words, contamination should alter microbial communities, but not create
differences across treatments, particularly as all samples were processed with the same kit and
reagents and in the same lab.
We had clear evidence that microbial community composition in L. melissa caterpillar guts
shifted over time and exhibited a decrease in diversity. A similar pattern was recently found in
L. melissa fungal communities [33]. Temporal variation in microbial communities has also been
documented in Heliconius butterflies, but at different developmental stages (larvae versus pupae
versus adults) rather than within a single developmental stage. Despite this temporal variation,
several phylotypes were common across many of the L. melissa frass and larvae samples, including
Actinobacteria, Proteobacteria and Bacilli (Firmicutes). Proteobacteria have frequently been found
in other insects, including other Lepidoptera, plataspid bugs, alydid bugs, reed beetles, bees and
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termites [25, 45, 46]. Proteobacteria could play a role in nutrient provisioning and degradation of
toxins [46]. Our results show that L. melissa harbor all three classes of Proteobacteria (Alpha, Beta
and Gamma). Alphaproteobacteria was also identified as a core bacteria in mosquito species with
different diets [42] and can be horizontally and vertically transferred [47, 48]. Fimicutes (Bacilli,
order Lactobacillales) were also common in L. melissa frass and larvae. Firmicutes have been
reported in other Lycaenid butterflies [37], other Lepidopteran larvae [25, 45, 49], fruit flies and
ground beetles [50, 51]. Firmicutes have been identified to play a role in nutrient provisioning,
food digestion and fermentation [46]. Actinobacteria have also been reported in Lepidoteran larvae
[25, 45] and have been reported to play a role in nutrient provisioning [46].
Neither diet (host plant speices) nor butterfly population (BST vs. HWR) had a detectable effect
on overall microbial community composition. Nonetheless, diet was associated with the relative
abundance of a few common microbes (Lactobacillales, Rhodospirillale, and Pseudomonadales),
and similarly, a few microbes were more abundant in specific populations (Enterobacteriales, Sph-
ingomondadales, and Rhizobiales). Diet has been shown to affect gut microbial communities in
insects, including other Lepidoptera [25, 37, 45, 49], bees [52],Drosophila [53] andmosquitoes [42].
An effect of diet on microbial community has also been shown in mammals, including humans[34],
suggesting that this is a general mechanism shared by distantly related taxa. Thus, the fact that our
results show an effect of diet on at least some microbes is unsurprising, and the limited nature of
this effect might reflect similarities in the microbiomes of the two plant species (we lacked sufficient
sample sizes to formally test for differences between plant species, but the communities from the
M. sativa and L. argenteus plants overlapped in ordination space). In contrast, a recent study of
Lycaenid butterflies failed to show a consistent effect of diet (including herbivory versus carnivory)
on caterpillar gut microbiomes [37]. But, this study considered a few individuals across many
different species of butterflies, so the lack of consistency is not evidence for a lack of an effect of
diet within butterfly species.
Our results suggest that genetic differences between the two butterfly populations have at most
a limited effect on the gut environment as perceived by most of the detected gut microbes. Perhaps
this is unsurprising, as these populations occur in similar environments (mid-elevation, dry montane
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environments), have one of the same host plants (M. sativa; L. argenteus is used as an additional
host at HWR) and are only separated by about 20km. Thus, insufficient time, on-going gene flow or
limited divergent selection could explain this lack of genetic divergence in microbial communities,
and thus genetic divergence in microbial communities is still possible for more distant populations or
those that differ more in host use. Likewise, genetic variation for gut microbiomes could exist within
populations, but testing for this would require larger sample sizes (more families and caterpillars per
family).
We failed to find compelling evidence for an association between larval performance (weight)
and microbial community composition, though it is still possible that microbes are associated with
other fitness components ormetrics. Our results differ from a recent study that detected an association
between growth and gut microbiome in the Glanville fritillary (Melitaea cinxia) [25]. Likewise,
an association between microbial community and fitness has been detected in Drosophila and pea
aphids [22, 23, 54]. But, in most of these cases (as would have been the case in our study) it is unclear
whether the microbiome affects insect performance or insect performance affects the microbiome
(i.e., differentmicrobes could be favored in healthier insects) or both. Experimentswherebymicrobes
are directly manipulated have been conducted in pea aphids to test these alternatives, but the results
have been inconclusive [22, 23, 24]. Studies in humans suggest complex interactions between gut
microbes and health that include feed-backs [55, 56, 57, 58]. Similar complexity could exist in
herbivorous insects.
In conclusion, we failed to find convincing evidence that gut microbes play a role in host-plant
adaptation in L. melissa. This might or might not be a general pattern in Lepidopterans. Additional
work to elucidate the host specific effects of microbiomes on fitness is critical, as microbes can only
mediate adaptation to novel hosts if their effects on performance differ across hosts. Otherwise, their
role would be limited to adaptation to herbivory in general. Larger studies that consider additional
components of fitness, such as those we have planned for L. melissa, are needed to better parse these
effects.
Methods
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Larval rearing experiment
In June of 2014, female L. melissa butterflies were captured at BST (N = 31) and HWR (N=23)
and caged individually in oviposition cages to lay eggs (as in [59]). After 48 hours, eggs were
collected and stored in petri dishes at room temperature under bright lights until hatching. We
obtained 182 neonate larvae from 20 of the females that layed eggs (i.e., not all females layed
eggs; mean number of caterpillars per family = 9.1, s.d. = 9.6). Neonate larvae were transferred
individually to new petri dishes once they hatched. Each caterpillar was fed exclusively on M.
sativa (alfalfa) from BST or HWR, or L. argenteus from HWR. These diet treatments were assigned
in alternation when caterpillars hatched. Fresh plant material was collected from the field once a
week and fed to larvae ad libitum as small sprigs without flowers and with leaf petioles wrapped
in damp Kimwipes. Petri dishes were checked and cleaned daily. Caterpillars were reared at room
temperature on lab bench tops under 12-h light:dark cycles as we have done for other experiments
with Lycaeides butterflies [29, 31].
Petri dishes were checked daily to determine whether caterpillars were alive or dead, and
survival time in days was recorded for dead caterpillars. As a second measure of performance, larval
weight was quantified at 15, 20 and 25 days (weight was only measured for living caterpillars that
had not yet pupated). Caterpillars were weighed on a Mettler Toledo XS64 microbalance to the
nearest 0.1 mg (an average of three measurements was recorded). Frass was collected from each
petri dish at 15, 20 and 25 days as well, and then stored by freezing at -80◦ C in 1.5 mL tubes for
subsequent microbial DNA extraction. A previous study with Heliconius butterflies showed that
frass communities are a good proxy for gut microbial communities sampled from whole caterpillars
[43]. Thus, frass samples can provide a non-lethal way to sample caterpillar gut microbes over time
and without contamination from cellular endosymbionts commonly found in Lepidoptera, such as
Wolbachia [36, 37]. Nonetheless, more substantial differences between frass and gut communities
could occur in some systems. Thus, 38 randomly chosen caterpillars were sacrificed and frozen at
15 (N = 14), 20 (N = 16) or 25 (N = 8) days so that gut microbial communities from caterpillars
could be compared with the frass communities.
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DNA extraction and sequencing
DNA was isolated from the frass (N = 93) and whole caterpillar (N = 40) samples described
above and from field-collected plant samples (N = 12, details follow). Prior to extraction, frozen
caterpillars were surface-sterilized by rinsing them three times for one minute each in a 1% Sodium
Hypochlorite (diluted bleach), 95% ethanol and deionized water (to rinse the samples). This was
done to reduce the prevalence of surface microbes while leaving gut microbes intact. This procedure
is unlikely to have removed all surface microbes, but it should enrich our samples for gut rather
than surface microbes. Fresh leaf tissue was collected from M. sativa and L. argenteus at BST
and HWR (leaves from four plants per site and species). Leaves were collected during the rearing
experiment, so that they would be representative of the age and phenology of leaves being fed to
the caterpillars. Surface microbes (epiphytes) were isolated by washing plant leaves in an isotonic
0.1 M PBS buffer. Bacterial cells were then extracted from the PBS buffer by passing the buffer
through a Nalgene 0.2 micron vacuum filter; the filter paper was then cut into small pieces and used
as a template for DNA extraction. We then sterilized the remaining leaf tissues by washing with
1% Sodium Hypochlorite, 95% ethanol and deionized water (as described above) and retained this
tissue for isolation of endophytic microbial DNA.
Genomic DNA was extracted from frass, caterpillar and plant (epiphytes and endophytes)
samples using the MoBio PowerSoil kit according to the manufacturers standard protocol. We then
amplified the V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene using the standard PCR primers 515F and 806R and
in accordance with the recommended protocol from the Earth Microbiome Project and as described
previously in [60]. The primer design used included unique barcode sequences for index reads so
that samples could be multiplexed. We successfully amplified DNA from 69 of the 145 samples.
16S rRNA amplicon libraries for these samples were sequenced at the University of Texas Genomic
Sequencing and Analysis Facility (Austin, TX) on the Illumina MiSeq platform. We obtained 13.4
million 250-bp, paired-end reads.
Identification of OTUs
We used the Quantitative Insight intoMicrobial Ecology (QIIME) pipeline to assign phylotypes
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(operational taxonomic units orOTUs) to 16S rRNAsequences and to estimate the relative abundance
of each OTU in each sample [61]. We specifically used QIIME’s open reference-based OTU picking
strategy [61], which uses UCLUST to cluster sequences [62]. Sequences were first clustered against
the Green Genes database (ver. 13-08) with a minimum of 97% sequence similarity [63]. A subset
of sequences that did not cluster in this first step were clustered de novo, and the centroids of the
new clusters were used to generate an additional sequence set for reference-based clustering (also at
97% sequence similarity). A final round of de novo clustering was conducted with sequences that
did not match this reference sequence set. Taxonomic identifications were then assigned from the
Green Genes database based on the centroid of each cluster [64].
The 16S rRNA primers 515F and 806R also amplify chloroplast and mitochondrial DNA
[65, 66]. Thus, sequences identified by the Green Genes database as chloroplast or mitochondrial
16S rRNA were removed before downstream analysis. We used rarefaction to ensure comparisons
among microbial communities were not biased based on differences in the number of sequences
obtained. Specifically, we randomly retained 1311 16S rRNA sequences from each sample for
downstream analysis (this number was chosen as a compromise between removing samples and
sequences). The samples which had fewer than 1311 bacterial sequences were removed from the
analysis, which decreased our sample size from 69 samples to 60 samples: 41 frass communities,
10 caterpillar communities, and nine plant communities (five epiphyte and four endophyte samples).
We also dropped unassigned OTUs before proceeding with our downstream analysis.
Statistical analyses of community structure
All statistical analyses were conducted using the R statistical computing environment (R version
3.3.1 [67]). We used two complementary ordination methods to summarize patterns of microbial
community composition across the frass, caterpillar and plant (epiphytes and endophytes) samples
(N = 60 communities). First, we conducted a principal component analysis (PCA) on the centered
(but not scaled) chord-transformed relative abundance matrix. Chord transformation prior to PCA
reduces the tendency for patterns to be driven by shared absences of microbes, while still allowing
for ordination of (transformed) relative abundances [68, 69]. Second, we used principal coordinate
analysis (PCOA) to ordinate samples based on pair-wise Bray-Curtis dissimilarities. The two
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methods gave very similar results (e.g., the Pearson correlation between PC1 and PCO1 scores was
0.98), and thus we mostly focus on the PC scores in the main text. Results based on PCOA are
provided in the supplemental material. The prcomp function in R was used for PCA, the vegdist
function in Vegan package was used to calculate the Bray-Curtis dissimilarities [70], and the pcoa
function in ape was used for PCOA [71].
We next quantified the OTU diversity of microbial communities using Hill numbers [72, 73].
Specifically, we calculated the “true" diversity or effective number of phylotypes in each sample as
qD =
(∑
i p
q
i
)1/(1−q); pi is the relative abundance of OTU i in the sample, and q determines the
weight given to rare phylotypes. We chose q = 2, as lower values are unlikely to yield reliable
estimates of diversity for microbial communities [74]. In addition we calculated effective number of
species per sample using the same diversity index to determine the magnitude of diversity retained
for each sample as sequencing depth increases.
We used Bayesian models to quantify differences in microbial community composition (PC1,
PC2, PCO1 and PCO2 scores) and diversity (q=2D) among sample types, that is, frass, caterpillar
and plant communities (ephiphytes and endophytes were pooled because of small sample sizes and
because visual inspection of PCA plots suggested these communities were similar). The model we
used can be viewed as a Bayesian analog to a single factor ANOVA, but without the constraint of
equal variances across treatments. For each metric (PC1, PC2, PCO1, PCO2 and 2D) we assumed
that the scores or values from each sample type could be characterized by a Normal distribution
with an unknown mean and standard deviation (s.d.) that we estimated from the data. We placed
uninformative priors on the mean (Normal, with µ = 0, and τ = 1
σ2
= 1e − 6) and precision (that is,
the inverse of the variance; gamma with shape and rate parameters equal to 0.01) for each group.
We then used a classification method, Random Forest (RF), to determine whether frass, whole
caterpillar and plant communities could be assigned to their respective sample type and if so, to
identify themicrobes or combination ofmicrobes thatweremost important for accurate classification.
RF was performed in R with the randomForest function using 50,000 trees [75]. An advantage of
this approach (e.g., compared to discriminant analysis) is that the number of observations (samples)
does not have to be larger than the number of variables used for classification (i.e., the number of
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microbial OTUs).
We found that the microbial communities from frass and whole caterpillar samples differed,
mostly because the intracellular endoysmbiontWolbachia (Order Rickettsiales) was highly abundant
in the caterpillars but almost completely absent from the frass (see Results for details). Wolbachia
is not a free-living member of the gut microibal community, but rather a vertically transmitted
intracellular endosymbiont found in germ and somatic tissues [76]. Thus, we removed theWolbachia
sequences before continuing with tests of the determinants of gut microbial community. Specifically,
we re-rarified the original OTU table after (i) dropping chloroplast, mitochondrial and Wolbachia
sequences, (ii) removing the plant samples (which were not needed for additional analyses), and
(iii) dropping rare OTUs with a relative abundance of < 1% in all samples. For this rarefaction,
we randomly retained 500 sequences from each sample for downstream analysis. This decreased
our sample size to 53 samples (42 frass communities and 11 caterpillar communities). Note that
one frass and one caterpillar retained in this round of rarefaction were dropped from the first set
of analysis as the minimum number of sequences required for retention was different. We again
removed any unassigned OTUs before proceeding with downstream analysis.
Determinants of frass and caterpillar microbial communities
We investigated the effect of diet, population and caterpillar age on the microbial communities
detected in the frass and whole caterpillar samples (N = 53) using the re-rarefied OTU data.
Using both frass and whole caterpillar samples allowed us to increase our sample size and assess
remaining differences between these sample types after removing Wolbachia sequences. We first
used a hierarchical clustering approach to test the relatedness of bacterial communities in frass
and larvae. We used Bray-Curtis dissimilarities (recommended for relative abundance data) and the
Unweighted Pair GroupMethodwithArithmeticMean (UPGMA)method for clustering to determine
relatedness in bacterial communities in frass and larvae samples [77, 78]. The vegdist function in
Vegan package in R was used to calculate the dissimilarity matrix [70]. Hierarchical Clustering was
performed by using the hclust function in R [79]. heatmap.2 function from gplots package in R
was used to visualize the distance matrix and clustering results [80].
We then calculated phylotype diversity (2D) for each frass and whole caterpillar sample and
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conducted a second PCA and PCOA to summarize microbial community patterns across these
samples. Bayesian linear models were used to quantify the effect of sample type (frass or whole
caterpillar), plant, population (all binary covariates), and days since hatching (i.e., larval age or
development) on microbial community composition (PC1, PC2, PCO1 and PCO2 scores) and
diversity (2D). Uninformative priors were placed on the regression coefficients, βtype, βplant , βpop
and βage (Normal, with µ = 0, and τ = 1σ2 = 1e − 6) and on the precision term (gamma with shape
= 0.01 and rate = 0.01).
We also tested for differences in the relative abundance of individual microbes. We did
this by fitting Bayesian multinomial-Dirichlet models for the rarefied OTU count data. This model
assumes that microbe counts for each sample are drawn from a multinomial distribution with success
probabilities (pi) give by the true relative abundances. We placed an uninformative prior on the vector
of true relative abundances (pi ∼ Dirichlet(1, . . . , 1)). As this model does not readily incorporate
covariates, we focused on a more homogeneous subset of the data: frass samples at 15 to 20 days.
This minimized the effects of age and sample type while maximizing the sample size: n = 35, which
includes frass from 12 HWR caterpillars reared on L. argenteus, 10 HWR caterpillars reared on
M. sativa and 13 BST caterpillars reared on M. sativa (we removed the single sample from a BST
caterpillar reared on L. argenteus that otherwise met the criteria for inclusion as the sample size,
n = 1, was too low for valid inference). We fit and compared models (i) allowing the true relative
abundance vector (pi) to vary among the three source population × host plant (diet) treatments,
and (ii) constraining the true relative abundances to be the same (i.e., a null model assuming no
differences in microbiome among samples). We used the posterior predictive distribution of the
count data (predicted OTU counts from the model) to measure model performance by calculating
the root-mean square error between the observed and predicted counts.
Bayesian parameter estimates were obtained using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) via
the R interface with JAGS provided by the rjags package [81] (most analyses) or by direct simulation
from the closed form posterior in R (the multinomial-Dirichlet model has a closed form solution and
can be directly sampled). Three replicate MCMC runs (chains) were used for each analysis. Each
chain included a 1000 iteration burn-in followed by 10,000 iterations where every third sample was
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retained for inference. AdequateMCMCmixing and likely convergence to the stationary distribution
were verified by quantifying the effective sample size and calculating the Gelman Rubin convergence
diagnostic. We used the median of the marginal posterior distribution for each parameter as a point
estimate (denoted ‘pm’ for posterior median). Uncertainty in parameter estimates was quantified
based on marginal 95% equal-tail probability intervals [ETPIs], and, in some cases, based on the
posterior probability (hereafter, ‘pp’) that a parameter or the difference between two parameters was
greater than or less than 0. Finally, we re-ran the RF classification analysis to determine whether frass
and whole caterpillar communities could be assigned to sample type (frass vs. whole caterpillar),
diet/host plant (M. sativa vs. L. argenteus), population (BST vs. HWR) and caterpillar age (15 vs.
20 vs. 25 days), and if so, to identify the microbes or combination of microbes that were most
important for accurate classification.
Tests for an effect of gut microbiome on larval performance
We fit Bayesian models to quantify the effect of food plant (diet) and butterfly population on
larval performance and to determine whether microbial community explained additional variation in
performance. First, we used a Bayesian generalized linear model with a Bernouli error distribution
and logit link function to quantify the effect of plant (βplant) and population (βpop) on caterpillar
survival to 15 days (that is the time when the first frass sample was taken). Survival data from 181
caterpillars were used for this analysis. Next, we fit and compared alternative models for caterpillar
weight. All models included a potential effect of plant (βplant), population (βpop) and time since
hatching (larval age; only 15 and 20 day-old caterpillars were included, as the sample size for 25 day
caterpillars was very small and these caterpillars were much larger; βage). We considered models
with just these effects or these effects plus measures of microbial community composition from frass
samples collected at 15 or 20 days (PC1, PC2, PCO1 and PCO2 scores) or community diversity (2D).
We tested for possible interactions between microbial community and diet (plant) on weight, which
would suggest a potential role of microbes in host-specific adaptation. For all models, uninformative
priors were placed on the regression coefficients, βtype, βplant , βpop, βage and βPC , βPCO or β2D
(Normal, with µ = 0, and τ = 1
σ2
= 1e − 6) and on the precision term (gamma with shape = 0.01
and rate = 0.01). Model comparisons were based on deviance information criterion (DIC), which is
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similar to Akaikie information criterion but appropriately penalizes Bayesian models based on the
effective number of parameters (this is readily calculated from MCMC output).
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Table 4.1. Bayesian estimates of microbial community composition for different sample types. Posterior medians (‘pm’) and 95% ETPIs are provided
for the mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) of principal coordinate (PCO) and principal component (PC) scores.
Parameter PCO1 PCO2 PC1 PC2
pm ETPIs pm ETPIs pm ETPIs pm ETPIs
µPlant 0.057 -0.092, 0.209 -0.056 -0.197, 0.091 0.062 -0.239, 0.358 0.013 -0.213, 0.238
µFrass 0.074 -0.011, 0.162 0.063 0.018, 0.107 0.121 -0.011, 0.250 0.032 -0.077, 0.135
µLarvae -0.356 -0.471, -0.245 -0.205 -0.407, 0.000 -0.549 -0.679, -0.414 -0.139 -0.408, 0.137
σPlant 0.205 0.133, 0.375 0.202 0.130, 0.373 0.401 0.260, 0.724 0.310 0.200, 0.568
σFrass 0.278 0.225, 0.351 0.143 0.116, 0.181 0.423 0.344, 0.540 0.331 0.268, 0.420
σLarvae 0.163 0.108, 0.291 0.299 0.198, 0.522 0.194 0.128, 0.337 0.389 0.258, 0.689
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Fig. 4.1. OTU richness and diversity. Scatterplots show the (A) number of OTUs and (B) effective
number of species (2D) for each sample as a function of sequencing depth prior to rarefaction but
after removing chloroplast, mitochondrial and Wolbachia sequences. Colors and symbols denote
different sample types and vertical lines show the rarefaction cutoff for each sample for downstream
analysis (1311 sequences).
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Fig. 4.2. Relative bacterial abundances. Relative abundances of the major microbial taxa in the plant, larval (caterpillar) and frass samples,
calculated from operational taxonomic unit (OTU) counts. Samples are sorted according to sample type (plant, whole caterpillar or frass), population,
plant and larval age. Sample abbreviation are: En = endophytes; Ep = epiphytes; Hardware Ranch = HWR, Bonneville Shoreline Trail = BST; Me =
(M. sativa), and Lu = (L. argenteus). Numbers (15, 20 or 25) indicate caterpillar age. In the legend, OTU are identified as class (order).
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Fig. 4.3. Principal component analysis. Scatterplots show an ordination of microbial communities
from chord-transformed relative abundance data for (A) all samples, or (B) frass and larvae. Colors
and symbols denote different treatments and sample types (see legends).
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Fig. 4.4. Hierarchical cluster analysis. Heatmap of Bray-Curtis dissimilarities between sam-
ples and corresponding dendrograms based on bacterial OTU abundances. Each row and column
represents a sample. Cell colors indicate dissimilarity values between row and column microbial
communities (red = greater similarity and yellow = less similarity). The dendrogram groups sam-
ples by heirarchical clustering based on microbial community similarity. Sample abbreviations: F
= frass, L = larvae, HWR = Hardware Ranch, BST = Bonneville Shoreline Trail, Me = M. sativa,
and Lu = L. argenteus. Numbers with F and L indicate sample IDs, whereas the final number in
each ID gives the caterpillar age (15, 20, or 25). Color bars above the heatmap indicate the age of
samples, (green = 15 days, blue = 20 days, purple = 25 days). The heatmap and dendrogram show
that microbiomes from different sample types, different age caterpillars and different treatments do
not form distinct groups or sub-cluster, but that there is a tendency for sets of similar samples (i.e.,
samples from the same age caterpillar) to be more similar and cluster together.
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Fig. 4.5. Phylotype diversity. True phylotype diversity, that is Hill’s effective species number with
q = 2, is shown for all plant, caterpillar and frass samples.
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Fig. 4.6. Microbe relative abundance from frass samples. Points and vertical bars denote Bayesian point estimates (posterior medians) and 95%
ETPIs for the relative abundance of different microbial OTUs in 15 and 20 day frass samples. Colors and symbols denote samples from different plant
(L. argenteus orM. sativa) and population (BST or HWR) treatments. Estimates are from a Bayesian multinomial-Dirichlet model. Low sample sizes
precluded meaningful estimates for BST on L. argenteus. OTU numbers are defined in Table 4.10.
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Table 4.2. S1 PC1 and PC2 loadings for top microbial phylotypes in epiphytes, endophytes, frass and larvae after removing chloroplast and
mitochondria and following chord transformation of the relative abundance data.
Microbe class PC1 rotations for epiphytes, endophytes, frass and larvae
Gammaproteobacteria (Xanthomonadales) 0.49
Betaproteobacteria (Burkholderiales) 0.49
Alphaproteobacteria (Sphingomonadales) 0.47
Alphaproteobacteria (Caulobacterales) 0.12
Bacilli (Bacillales) 0.02
Microbe class PC2 rotations for epiphytes, endophytes, frass and larvae
Gammaproteobacteria (Pseudomonadales) 0.89
Bacilli (Bacillales) 0.04
Alphaproteobacteria (Rhodobacterales) 0.01
Gammaproteobacteria (Xanthomonadales) 0.006
Sphingobacteriia (Sphingobacteriales) 0.005
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Table 4.3. S2 PC1 and PC2 loadings for top microbial phylotypes in frass and larvae after removing
Wolbachia and following chord transformation of the relative abundance data.
Microbe class PC1 rotations for frass and larvae
Betaproteobacteria (Burkholderiales) 0.48
Alphaproteobacteria (Sphingomonadales) 0.46
Gammaproteobacteria (Xanthomonadales) 0.45
Alphaproteobacteria (Caulobacterales) 0.12
Actinobacteria (Actinomycetales) 0.05
Microbe class PC2 rotations for frass and larvae
Gammaproteobacteria (Enterobacteriales) 0.56
Alphaproteobacteria (Sphingomonadales) 0.15
Betaproteobacteria (Burkholderiales) 0.05
Actinobacteria (Actinomycetales) 0.04
Alphaproteobacteria (Caulobacterales) 0.03
Table 4.4. S3 Top five microbial phylotypes in frass, larvae and plants based on importance assigned
by Random Forest (RF) GINI Indexes for class sample type.
Microbe class RF GINI Index - Sample type
Alphaproteobacteria (Rickettsiales) 4.89
Betaproteobacteria (Burkholderiales) 2.46
Gammaproteobacteria (Xanthomonadales) 1.85
Alphaproteobacteria (Caulobacterales) 1.83
Alphaproteobacteria (Sphingomonadales) 1.17
Bacilli (Bacillales) 1.08
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Table 4.5. S4 Model comparison for the association of microbial community with larval weight (D¯
= mean deviance, pD = effective number of parameters, ∆ DIC = difference in DIC compared to the
best model).
Model D¯ pD ∆ DIC
null model 69.0 5.4 0
PC1 70.2 6.5 2.2
PC1 × plant 68.7 7.6 2.0
PC2 70.2 6.5 2.4
PC2 × plant 70.7 7.6 4.0
PCO1 69.8 6.5 2.0
PCO1 × plant 68.4 7.6 1.8
PCO2 70.2 6.5 2.3
PCO2 × plant 70.2 7.6 3.5
2D 70.2 6.5 2.4
2D × plant 71.4 7.6 4.1
Table 4.6. S5 Random Forest confusion matrix for correct assignment of plant, frass and larvae
microbial communities to sample type (Out of Bag (OOB) estimate of error rate = 16.67%). Rows
indicate actual class and columns indicate predicted class.
Type Frass Larvae Plant error
Frass 41 0 0 0.0
Larvae 2 8 0 0.20
Plant 8 0 1 0.88
Table 4.7. S6 Random Forest Out of Bag (OOB) estimate of error rate for classes after removing
Wolbachia.
Class OOB error rate
Type 16.98%
Age 32.08%
Age (15 + 20 days) 26.42%
Plant 39.62%
Population 45.28%
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Table 4.8. S7 Confusion matrixes for Random Forest assignment of samples based on microbial
community for frass and larvae after removingWolbachia. Results are shown for age (with or without
combining 15 and 20 days), sample type (frass or whole caterpillar), host plant species (alflafa or
lupine) and populations (BST or HWR).
Age 15days 20 days 25 days Error
15 29 0 2 0.06
20 9 0 2 1
25 4 0 7 0.36
Age 15 + 20 days 25 days Error
15 + 20 38 4 0.09
25 10 1 0.91
Type Frass Larvae Error
Frass 41 1 0.02
Larvae 8 3 0.72
Plant Lupine Alfalfa Error
Lupine 3 15 0.83
Alfalfa 6 29 0.17
Population BST HWR Error
BST 8 15 0.65
HWR 9 21 0.30
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Table 4.9. S8 Top five microbial phylotypes in frass and larvae based on importance assigned by
Random Forest (RF) GINI Indexes for classes sample type, age and plant.
Microbe class RF GINI Index - Sample type
Betaproteobacteria (Burkholderiales) 1.96
Gammaproteobacteria (Xanthomonadales) 1.68
Alphaproteobacteria (Caulobacterales) 1.65
Alphaproteobacteria (Sphingomonadales) 1.11
Bacilli (Lactobacillales) 1.07
Microbe class RF GINI Index - Age (15 + 20 vs 25)
Gammaproteobacteria (Enterobacteriales) 2.39
Betaproteobacteria (Burkholderiales) 1.88
Gammaproteobacteria (Pseudomonadales) 1.49
Alphaproteobacteria (Sphingomonadales) 1.19
Alphaproteobacteria (Caulobacterales) 1.12
Microbe class RF GINI Index - Age (15 vs 20 vs 25)
Betaproteobacteria (Burkholderiales) 2.97
Gammaproteobacteria (Enterobacteriales) 2.77
Alphaproteobacteria (Sphingomonadales) 2.03
Gammaproteobacteria (Pseudomonadales) 1.93
Bacilli (Bacillales) 1.90
Microbe class RF GINI Index - Plant
Gammaproteobacteria (Oceanospirillales) 2.51
Gammaproteobacteria (Xanthomonadales) 1.81
Gammaproteobacteria (Pseudomonadales) 1.75
Alphaproteobacteria (Sphingomonadales) 1.69
Betaproteobacteria (Burkholderiales) 1.54
Microbe class RF GINI Index - Population
Gammaproteobacteria (Enterobacteriales) 2.49
Gammaproteobacteria (Xanthomonadales) 1.80
Gammaproteobacteria (Pseudomonadales) 1.58
Actinobacteria (Actinomycetales) 1.54
Alphaproteobacteria (Sphingomonadales) 1.44
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Table 4.10. S9 Microbial phylotypes found across frass, larvae, endophyte and epiphyte samples after removing chloroplast and mitochondria.
In some cases microbes lack formal taxonomic IDs at lower levels (e.g., Class and Order).
OTU Number Mean relative abundance Phylum Class Order
1 7.00E-5 Crenarchaeota Thaumarchaeota Nitrososphaerales
2 0.00003 Euryarchaeota Halobacteria Halobacteriales
3 0.0004 Acidobacteria Acidobacteria Iii1.15
4 4.00E-5 Acidobacteria Acidobacteriia Acidobacteriales
5 0.00002 Acidobacteria S035 -
6 0.0002 Acidobacteria Chloracidobacteria RB41
7 1.00E-5 Acidobacteria iii1.8 DS.18
8 0.0002 Actinobacteria Acidimicrobiia Acidimicrobiales
9 0.03 Actinobacteria Actinobacteria Actinomycetales
10 0.0005 Actinobacteria Actinobacteria Bifidobacteriales
11 0.0003 Actinobacteria Coriobacteriia Coriobacteriales
12 1.00E-5 Actinobacteria Nitriliruptoria Nitriliruptorales
13 6.00E-5 Actinobacteria Rubrobacteria Rubrobacterales
14 4.00E-5 Actinobacteria Thermoleophilia Gaiellales
15 0.0002 Actinobacteria Thermoleophilia Solirubrobacterales
16 2.00E-5 Bacteroidetes - -
17 3.00E-5 Bacteroidetes BME43 -
18 0.001 Bacteroidetes Bacteroidia Bacteroidales
19 0.001 Bacteroidetes Cytophagia Cytophagales
20 0.002 Bacteroidetes Flavobacteriia Flavobacteriales
21 0.004 Bacteroidetes Sphingobacteriia Sphingobacteriales
22 2.00E-5 Bacteroidetes Rhodothermi Rhodothermales
23 0.001 Bacteroidetes Saprospirae Saprospirales
Continued on next page
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Table 4.10 – continued from previous page
OTU Number Mean relative abundance Phylum Class Order
24 9.00E-6 Chlamydiae Chlamydiia Chlamydiales
25 0.0003 Chloroflexi Anaerolineae SBR1031
26 1.00E-5 Chloroflexi Chloroflexi AKIW781
27 4.00E-5 Chloroflexi Ellin6529 -
28 7.00E-5 Chloroflexi Gitt.GS.136 -
29 4.71E-5 Chloroflexi TK10 AKYG885
30 0.0001 Chloroflexi Thermomicrobia -
31 0.0001 Chloroflexi Thermomicrobia JG30.KF.CM45
32 0.00008 Cyanobacteria 4C0d.2.o MLE1.12
33 1.00E-5 Cyanobacteria 4C0d.2 YS2
34 4.00E-5 Cyanobacteria Oscillatoriophycideae Oscillatoriales
35 0.0001 FBP - -
36 1.00E-6 Firmicutes Bacilli -
37 0.02 Firmicutes Bacilli Bacillales
38 0.0002 Firmicutes Bacilli Gemellales
39 0.02 Firmicutes Bacilli Lactobacillales
40 0.006 Firmicutes Clostridia Clostridiales
41 0.0002 Firmicutes Clostridia Thermoanaerobacterales
42 0.002 Firmicutes Erysipelotrichi Erysipelotrichales
43 0.0003 Fusobacteria Fusobacteriia Fusobacteriales
44 2.00E-5 Gemmatimonadetes Gemm.1 -
45 0.0002 Gemmatimonadetes Gemm.3 -
46 1.00E-6 Gemmatimonadetes Gemm.5 -
47 1.00E-5 Gemmatimonadetes Gemmatimonadetes -
48 0.0003 Gemmatimonadetes Gemmatimonadetes Gemmatimonadales
Continued on next page
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Table 4.10 – continued from previous page
OTU Number Mean relative abundance Phylum Class Order
49 3.00E-5 Nitrospirae Nitrospira Nitrospirales
50 0.00006 OD1 ZB2 -
51 0.0001 Planctomycetes Phycisphaerae WD2101
52 5.00E-5 Planctomycetes Planctomycetia Gemmatales
53 2.00E-5 Planctomycetes Planctomycetia Pirellulales
54 7.00E-5 Planctomycetes Planctomycetia Planctomycetales
55 0.02 Proteobacteria Alphaproteobacteria Caulobacterales
56 0.01 Proteobacteria Alphaproteobacteria Rhizobiales
57 0.003 Proteobacteria Alphaproteobacteria Rhodobacterales
58 0.0008 Proteobacteria Alphaproteobacteria Rhodospirillales
59 0.05 Proteobacteria Alphaproteobacteria Rickettsiales
60 0.08 Proteobacteria Alphaproteobacteria Sphingomonadales
61 0.00003 Proteobacteria Betaproteobacteria -
62 0.1 Proteobacteria Betaproteobacteria Burkholderiales
63 0.0001690141 Proteobacteria Betaproteobacteria Ellin6067
64 1.00E-5 Proteobacteria Betaproteobacteria MND1
65 0.0001 Proteobacteria Betaproteobacteria Methylophilales
66 0.0005 Proteobacteria Betaproteobacteria Neisseriales
67 0.0003 Proteobacteria Betaproteobacteria Rhodocyclales
68 0.0001 Proteobacteria Betaproteobacteria SC.I.84
69 8.00E-5 Proteobacteria Deltaproteobacteria Bdellovibrionales
70 0.0007 Proteobacteria Deltaproteobacteria Myxococcales
71 5.00E-5 Proteobacteria Epsilonproteobacteria Campylobacterales
72 0.0002 Proteobacteria Gammaproteobacteria Aeromonadales
73 0.0006 Proteobacteria Gammaproteobacteria Alteromonadales
Continued on next page
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Table 4.10 – continued from previous page
OTU Number Mean relative abundance Phylum Class Order
74 0.1 Proteobacteria Gammaproteobacteria Enterobacteriales
75 0.004 Proteobacteria Gammaproteobacteria Oceanospirillales
76 0.007 Proteobacteria Gammaproteobacteria Pasteurellales
77 0.1 Proteobacteria Gammaproteobacteria Pseudomonadales
78 0.0003 Proteobacteria Gammaproteobacteria Thiotrichales
79 2.00E-5 Proteobacteria Gammaproteobacteria Vibrionales
80 0.1 Proteobacteria Gammaproteobacteria Xanthomonadales
81 1.00E-5 Synergistetes Synergistia Synergistales
82 0.0003 TM7 SC3 -
83 0.00007 TM7 TM7.3 I025
84 0.0002 Verrucomicrobia Opitutae Opitutales
85 4.00E-5 Verrucomicrobia Verrucomicrobiae Verrucomicrobiales
86 0.00006 Verrucomicrobia Spartobacteria Chthoniobacterales
87 0.0001 Thermi Deinococci Deinococcales
88 5.00E-5 Thermi Deinococci Thermales
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Fig. 4.7. S1 Principal coordinate analysis. Scatterplots show an ordination of microbial commu-
nities based on Bray-Curtis community dissimilarities for (A) all samples, or (B) frass and larvae.
Colors and symbols denote different treatments and sample types (see legends). Caterpillar, frass
and plant microbial communities overlapped in principal coordinate (PCO) space, but sample types
differed in their average PCO scores and degree of variability (Table 4.1). Most notably, average
caterpillar communities differed from frass and plant communities with respect to PCO1 scores
(Bayesian posterior prob. [pp] µLarvae > µFrass > 0.99; pp µLarvae > µPlant > 0.99), and caterpillar
and frass communities differed with respect to PCO2 scores (pp µLarvae < µFrass = 0.99). Frass and
plant microbe communities were more similar.
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Fig. 4.8. S2 Hierarchical Cluster Analysis. Heatmap of Bray-Curtis dissimilarities between
samples and corresponding dendrograms based on bacterial OTU abundances. Each row and column
represents a sample. Cell colors indicate dissimilarity values between row and column microbial
communities (red = greater similarity and yellow = less similarity). The dendrogram groups samples
by heirarchical clustering based onmicrobial community similarity. Sample abbreviations: F = frass,
L = larvae, HWR = Hardware Ranch, BST = Bonneville Shoreline Trail, Me = M. sativa, and Lu =
L. argenteus. Numbers with F and L indicate sample IDs, whereas the final number in each ID gives
the caterpillar age (15, 20, or 25). Color bars above the heatmap indicate the host plant each sample
was reared on (green = L. argenteus, blue = M. sativa).. The heatmap and dendrogram show that
microbiomes from different sample types, different age caterpillars and different treatments do not
form distinct groups or clades, but that there is a tendency for sets of similar samples (i.e., samples
from the same age caterpillar) to be more similar and cluster together. Note, this figure is identical
to Fig. 4.4 except that colored bars denote plant rather than caterpillar age.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Repeatable evolutionary changes have been demonstrated across various taxa and for several
traits. However, few instances exist in which the predictability of genomic differentiation among
ecologically divergent populations has been quantified. In addition, predictability of evolutionary
changes can be studied in different contexts. Quantifying estimates of predictability across different
contextual approaches can help investigate the contribution of different factors (for e.g. demography,
selection or genetics) to evolutionary predictability. In this dissertation, I examined if evolution is
predictable in Lycaeides butterflies. I used large scale genomic sequencing and statistical analyses
to identify, quantify and infer repeatable patterns of adaptive evolution and genomic introgression
in these butterflies. My results show that I can quantify predictability to understand how predictable
evolution is under different circumstances and to what extent. Overall, I show that genomic changes
accompanying an adaptive trait as well as the process of hybridization, are indeed predictable.
However, the estimates of the degree of predictability are highly dependent on the context in which
I quantify evolutionary predictability such as specific comparisons (among natural populations vs.
between natural and experimental populations), spatial scale (across entire geographic range vs.
pairs of populations), temporal scale (ancient vs. contemporary hybrids), and regions of the genome
(autosomes vs. sex chromosomes). I summarize the results from different contextual comparisons
for each chapter below.
InChapter 2, I generated and analyzed genomic data fromLycaeides populations across a natural
hybrid zone to ask if I can predict genomic changes (and towhat extent) in a contemporary hybrid zone
from a ancient hybrid zone. The results show that I can predict the overlap of genomic regions across
ancient and contemporary hybrid zones and the degree of predictability is high when considering
different ranges of empirical quantiles. Overall, the results demonstrate substantial repeatability in
regions underlying restricted introgression between ancient and contemporary hybrids in Lycaeides
and provide evidence that natural selection can indeed shape evolutionary predictability on a temporal
scale. I first delineate genomic regions with excess local ancestry frequencies for one of the parental
species in ancient hybrids which formed around 15,000 years ago. I then delineate genomic regions
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exhibiting variable genomic clines in contemporary hybrids formed more recently (around 200
years ago) and identify genomic regions which experience restricted introgression and underlie
speciation. Quantifying predictability on a temporal scale by comparing genomic regions under
selection between ancient and contemporary hybrids, I see a really high level of predictability ( 50-
1X overlap between SNPs depending on the genomic regions being considered). Here, I again show
that the Z-chromosome has a notable enrichment of shared SNPs which are present in significant
excess. However, predictability is not restricted to Z-chromosome and shared genomic regions are
spread across autosomes. Lastly, these estimates hold for comparisons among natural populations on
temporal as well as geographic scale wherein the ancient hybrids populations span a wide geographic
range and the contemporary hybrids inhabit a very small space.
In chapter 3, I analyzed genomic data from several L. melissa populations to quantify the
predictability of genomic change underlying a novel host plant shift. Overall, the results show
that genomic changes underlying this host shift are somewhat predictable. However, the degree
of predictability varies across different contextual approaches. Here, I first show that L. melissa
butterflies have colonized a novel host plant (alfalfa, M. sativa) two or more times, with little to
no gene flow connecting the two clades of alfalfa-feeding butterflies. Comparisons among natural
populations reveal that parallel genomic changes underlie host plant use in eastern and western L.
melissa populations which have independently colonized alfalfa. The xfold enrichments for these
comparisons range between 1.8-2.7X depending on the quantiles being considered. Comparisons
among source populations from the experiments and their nearest opposite-host populations reveal
a significant increase in predictability (upto 4.5X excess overlap between SNPs) suggesting that
geographic scale and habitat heterogeniety matters in analyses of evolutionary predictability and
repeatability. Comparisons between natural and experimental populations revealed that I could
partially predict genomic patterns of host use in nature from a controlled performance experiment
but the degree of predictability through this comparison was consistently lower than observed
in among natural populations ( 0.53-2.5X). However, the direction of the phenotypic effect of
performance-associated SNPs from laboratory experiment was not predictive of the direction of
allele frequency divergence among host-associated populations in nature. The results also show a
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notable enrichment of shared SNPs on the Z-chromosome versus autosomes suggesting that locations
of loci in the genome matter when quantifying predictability. In conclusion, these results emphasize
on the use of different contexts to quantify predictability and how these quantitative estimates can
help illuminate the prevalence and causes of evolutionary predictability of important adaptive traits.
When considering host-plant use in Lycaeides melissa, I was also interested in understanding
the role of gut microbial communities in host-plant adaptation in herbivorous insects. In chapter 2,
I found that there is no convincing evidence that gut microbes are crucial for host-plant adaptation
in L. melissa. Gut microbioal communities vary with age but diet (host plant) itself does not have
a significant effect on microbial diversity. Interestingly, this pattern has been revealed in other
Lepidopteran species and these results indicate a convergent aspect to the role of microbiome in host
plant use across different several Lepidopteran species.
Conclusion
Although, a plethora of repeatable evolution examples strongly suggest that evolution can be
predictable, several studies also suggest that evolution is highly idiosyncratic and can be unpre-
dictable. This dissertation highlights parallelism in genomic changes underlying an adaptive trait
and the repeatability in patterns of genomic introgression between ancient and contemporary hybrid
zones. This approach represents a step in a direction to quantify predictability of evolution. The
results here highlight that predictability of evolutionary changes is not binary but is rather a con-
tinuum and is highly context dependent. Different comparisons and contexts to study evolutionary
predictability highlight how spatial and temporal scale and locations in the genome matter when
quantifying predictability. In addition, I see that as we use more and more contexts to system-
atically study evolutionary processes, we can possibly detect higher predictability of evolutionary
changes. Although, many methodological challenges remain, quantitative estimates utilizing several
contextual approaches can ultimately better inform our understanding of the prevalence and causes
of predictability of evolution.
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